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Preliminary Designation
The "Preliminary" designation on an ICT data sheet indicates that the product is not fully characterized. The specifications are subject to change, are based on design goals or preliminary part
evaluation, and are not guaranteed. ICT or an authorized sales representative should be consulted for
current information before using this prOduct

Specifications, Patents, Life Support Polley, Trademarks
ICT reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time and without notice. The information furnished by ICT in this publication is believed to be accurate and reliable. However, no responsibility is assumed by ICT for its use, nor for any infringements of patents of other rights of third
parties resulting from its use. No license is granted under any patents or patent rights of ICT. ICT's
products are not authorized for use as critical components in life support devices or systems without
the written approval of the president of International CMOS Technology, Inc. Life support devices, or
systems, are devices or systems which, (a) are intended for surgical implant into the body, or (b) support or sustain life and whose failure to perform, when properly used in accordance with instructions
for use provided in the labeling, can be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury to the
user. A critical component is any component of a life support device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life support device or system, or to affect
its safety or effectiveness.

Trademarks
PEELTM, APEELTM and PACE'" are trademarks of International CMOS Technology Inc.
PAL® and PALASM® are registered trademarks of Monolithic Memories Inc
GAL® is a registered trademark of Lattice Semiconductor Corp.
ABEL™ is a trademark of Data va Corporation
CUPLTM is a trademark of Assisted Technology
Wordstar® is a registered trademark of ""!icroPro International Corporation
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President's Message
International CMOS Technology, Inc. (lCT) is pleased to bring to you
our 1990 CMOS Programmable Products Data Book. ICT's technical
expertise in non-volatile memory technologies has allowed us to
produce a broad spectrum of leading-edge user-programmable integrated circuits. Our 1990 product line, which has doubled from last
year, offers over thirty products with the features, performance and
development support needed by designers today.
This year's offering includes several product innovations: including:
the 93CX46/56/66 series of extended voltage EEPROMs, the worlds
fastest 1-Meg EPROM the 27CX010, the high density PA7024/40
logic arrays, and the unique PACE Advanced Development Software.
In addition to our product line expansion, we have enhanced our existing strategic alliances and created new alliances with several major
semiconductor manufacturers, thus assuring high-volume manufacturing capability to support our accelerated growth. ICT has also continued its serious commitment to quality and reliability. This
commitment starts with the inherent reliability and testability of ICT's
CMOS EPROM and EEPROM technologies and is enhanced through
our advanced design, manufacturing and testing techniques. Service
and customer satisfaction are the primary goals of ICT's quality team.
We at ICT thank you for your interest in ICT products and know you
will find our 1990 data book useful in your future programmable IC
design efforts.

Drew Allen Osterman
President and CEO
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1.0 General Information

leT Quality and Reliability

leT Product Overview
International CMOS Technology, Inc. (ICT) designs, manufactures,
and markets user-programmable integrated circuits. With expertise in
technology and circuit design, the company has combined complimentary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) with electricallyerasable (EE) or ultra-violet-erasable (UV) memory technologies to
create non-volatile programmable memories and logic devices.
Founded in 1983 in the heart of California's Silicon Valley, ICT initially entered the mainstream semiconductor industry by successfully
producing the world's first 5V-only CMOS EEPROM (the 93C46).
Since then, ICT has continued to introduce state-of-the-art CMOS ICs.
The current product line families are listed below:

leT Product Line
• CMOS Serial EEPROMs
• CMOS High-Speed PROMs and EPROMs
• CMOS PEEL Devices
• CMOS PEEL Arrays
• Development Tools
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CMOS Serial EEPROMs
ICT's CMOS Serial EEPROMs provide in-system-programmable nonvolatile data storage (that is, the data programmed, remains even after
power is removed). Unlike parallel EEPROMs, ICT's serial EEPROMs
offers low power consumption, low cost, space efficiency, and a 3 or
4 line interface that is easy to use with popular microcomputers.
ICT's 1,024-bit 93C46 has become an industry standard with features
that are ideal for high-volume, low density, data storage applications
such as meters, alarms, locks, 10 tags, appliances, telephones and
VCRs.
ICT's second generation family of CMOS Serial EEPROMs include
1K-bit, 2K-bit, and 4K-bit devices in both 5V-only and extended-voltage (2.5V-6.0V) versions. Besides higher densities, the new
EEPROMs offer new features such as an autoerase write instruction
and both hardware and software write protection. The extended voltage version EEPROMs, the 93CX46, 93CX56, and 93CX66, are ideal
for battery-powered applications which must operate from high to low
voltages and consume as little power as possible.

CMOS High-Speed PROMs and EPROMs
ICT offers two related product families that are both based on highspeed CMOS EPROM technology. The CMOS PROMs are available
in 24-pin DIP packages that are compatible with bipolar PROM pinouts. The CMOS EPROMs come in 28-pin and 32-pin packages with
JEDEC standard EPROM pin-outs. Both families offer the high speed
operation.
ICT's High-Speed PROM family, with access times as fast as 35ns
and densities of 32K (4Kx8) and 64K (8Kx8), are frequently used in
computation-intensive applications, such as digital signal processing
(DSP), high speed modems, and video graphics controllers. Unlike
common Bipolar PROMs, ICT's CMOS PROMs offer low-power consumption and reprogrammability which reduces system development
and field-retrofit costs permitting the devices to accommodate code
changes. Reprogrammability also enhances testability, allowing
100% factory testing for program and function.
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ICT's High-Speed CMOS EPROMs give systems design engineers
the speed and density required for "no wait-state" operation with
today's 16-bit and 32-bit microprocessors. The family of JEDECstandard 32-pin and 2S-pin EPROMs, initially offer densities of 1M
(12SKxS) and 256K (32Kx8), at speeds as fast as 55ns and 40ns
respectively. Pin-out compatibility allows for easy upgrades through
S Megabits. Processed in an advanced 1.0 micron CMOS technology, these devices offer the fastest access times per density available along with low power consumption and UV-reprogrammability.

CMOS PEEL Devices
Programmable logic devices (PLDs) in effect allow system designers
to "write on silicon" and create custom logic functions in user-programmable off-the-shelf parts. The main benefits of PLD technology are
the reduction of system parts count and quicker design turn-around.
In a typical design, a single PLD can replace four or more standard
logic packages. The design approach used with PLDs also reduces
the time required to turn a design concept into a working circuit.
ICT's CMOS Programmable Electrically-Erasable Logic (PEEL)
Devices offer several advantages over early-generation PLDs most
of which are fabricated in bipolar technology. Unlike bipolar and other
one-time-programmable PLDs, PEEL devices, give the designer a
reprogram mabie and completely tested alternative in a plastic package. Each PEEL device is programmed and tested during manufacturing to ensure 100% programming and function yield. PEELdevices
also offer low-power consumption ranging from 1/2 to 1/S that of
standard PLDs. Ultra-low power consumption can be achieved using
the "Zero-Power" PEEL22CV1 OZ.
A key feature of PEEL devices are their enhanced architectures enabling them to take on the identity of a variety of popular 20 and 24-pin
PLDs (PAL, GAL, EPLD, FPLA). For example, the PEEL1SCVS can
emulate over 25 different PLDs with automatic translation via the
PEEL Device Development Software. Thus, users can simplify inventories to a few PEEL devices and take advantage of PEEL low power
consumption and EE-reprogrammability. The PEEL enhanced architectures also offer additional features such as a twelve configuration macro-cell, more product terms, and independent output enables,
all of which allow designers to get more logic in each device.
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PEEL Arrays
One of ICT's newest product families, PEEL Arrays are user-configurable high density ICs for creating multi-level, 1/0 buried, logic circuits. Designed in ICT's advanced 1-micron CMOS EE-technology,
PEEL Arrays combine: the "wide-gate" speed performance of conventional PLDs, the architectural flexibility associated with Field Programmable Gate Arrays and a "best of both worlds" design methodology.
PEEL Arrays offer all the same technology benefits of PEEL devices
but at much higher levels of density and flexibility. The initial members of this family include the PA7024 and PA7040.

Development Tools
To support ICT's complete line of user-programmable products ICT
offers software and programmer development tools for its PEEL
Devices, PEEL Arrays and memory products. For PEEL Devices, ICT
provides free PEEL Device development software as well as a low
cost, easy-to-use, .pC-based development system (PDS-1) which
consists of design software, programmer and tester. For PEEL Arrays and PEEL Devices, the PACE Advanced Development Software
offers an innovative and efficient method of design. Additionally, ICT's
PROM and EEPROM memory products can be programmed using
the PDS-1 system in conjunction with the MPS programming
software.
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International CMOS Technology (ICT) is dedicated to providing its
customers with integrated circuits that are designed, manufactured,
tested, and serviced to the highest level of Quality and Reliability.
From product definition through full production, ICT has developed
and implemented a system designed to continually produce leadingedge CMOS products that meet, and usually exceed all customer requirements. At ICT, we recognize that product excellence is only
obtained by a continuous commitment to be the leader in quality and
reliability. ICT's quality and reliability programs are separated into the
following categories:

leT Quality and Reliabilty
• Quality and Reliability by Design
• Initial Device Qualification
• Ongoing Monitor Qualification
• Quality and Reliability by Test
• Customer Service

Quality and Reliability by Design
ICT's design philosophy emphasizes quality and reliability during
every part of the design cycle. Conservative design rules and extensive logic and circuit simulation are performed over extreme operating conditions. During circuit and process design, special attention is
paid to problems such as CMOS latch-up and electrostatic discharge
(ESD). For example, ICT's I/O pins are prevented from CMOS latchup by a double guard-ring designed into all products. Also ICT deSigners have developed and implemented techniques to protect all
products from electrostatic discharge (ESD) up to 2000V on all I/O
pins.
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Special features are also designed into ICT products to improve the
reliability of the device. As an example, all of ICT's second generation EEPROMs have a Program Enable (PE) hardware write protection designed to prevent against inadvertent writes during system
power-up and power-down. These type of design considerations enhance the product's reliability in actual system applications.

Initial Device Qualification
Tests have been developed to observe the life expectancy of each
new product. In order to qualify a new product, packaged parts from
a minimum of three different lots must be scrutinized for electrical
functionality and reliability over extreme temperature and voltage conditions. Tests include operating life, data retention, endurance,
temperature cycling, temperature/humidity bias, ESD, and latch-up.
Pre-determined reliability goals must be met in order for a product to
pass qualification. All procedures and results are carefully documented for future reference. This qualification validates the device,
package, and supplier. Therefore, whenever design rules are adjusted, a new foundry or assembly facility is used, or a new package
type is introduced, a re-qualification of the product must be completed.
A Dynamic High-Temperature Operating Life (DHTOL) test is a standard approach used to evaluate the reliability of a product under accelerated conditions. Data is gathered at the rated ambient
temperature and the devices are biased as they would be in actual
operation. The devices are exercised by constantly switching the inputs.This DHTOL test is set for a continuous operation typically at an
ambient temperature of 125°C and a duration of test equal to 1,000
hours. The results of the DHTOL test are recorded in a datalog and
made available for future reference.
At the cell level, data retention is a function of the floating gate's ability
to retain charge. Data retention failures in a floating gate structure
are commonly caused by dielectric defects and can be accelerated
by high temperature bake stress. ICT's products are designed to
provide data retention for at least ten years at the maximum rated
temperature which is equivalent to over forty years of data retention
at 55°c. ICT uses an industry standard endurance specification that
for any lot of devices shipped, fewer than 5% of the units will cease
to cycle properly before the specified limit when cycled at room
temperature. ICT continually samples production lots of products by
bulk programming and erasing the units forthe specified cycles to assure the product meets ICT's endurance criteria.
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Ongoing Monitor Qualification
Although initial device qualification is an essential step to a product
release, all products must be constantly monitored to ensure the
reliability of the device. Production lots are sampled every quarter,
and are subject to the same initial qualification tests, such as the
DHTOL test and endurance test. All results are again documented,
and failures are carefully analyzed in order to find long term improvements to the product. An example of the ongoing monitor program includes: Operating Life Test, Data Retention Bake and Cycling
Endurance.

Quality and Reliability by Test
ICT has developed a test flow to ensure that all products shipped to
customers are of the highest quality and reliability. Each device is
erased, programmed, and read at Wafer Sort, Package Test, PostBake Final Test, and QA Test to guarantee electrical characteristics
over the entire operating temperature range and functionality of the
part. Test programs are developed to screen out those devices which
fail to meet data sheet specifications. Additionally since all ICT's
products are programmable, every unit shipped is subjected to a data
retention bake which verifies the ability to retain data for at least ten
years overthe entire temperature range. This is the equivalent of over
forty years of data retention at 55°c.

Customer Service
Customer service plays an important role in quality assurance. Customer product concerns are serviced and documented with failure
analysis reports that states the problem and suggests a corrective
solution. AIIICT employees are a part of the customer service team,
whose goal is to provide customer satisfaction.
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CMOS Serial EEPROM Selection Guide
PART.

DESCRIPTION

PINS

SPEED

1cc/lsB

TEMP(l)PACKAG~

93C46C

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mA1O.1mA

93C46CI

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mA1O.1mA

C

C8

93C46CM

64x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

7mA1O.1mA

M

C8

93C46P

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mA1O.1mA

C

P8

93C46PE

93C46 with lOOk cycle endurance

8

n/a

3mA1O.1mA

C

P8

93C46PIE

930461 with lOOk cycle endurance

8

n/a

6mAlO.1mA

93C46PI

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mA1O.1mA

93C46PM

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

7mA1O.1mA

M

P8

93C468

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mA1O.1mA

C

sa

93C46S1

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mA1O.1mA

93C46AP

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mA1O.1mA

93C46API

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mAlO.1mA

93C46APM

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

7mAlO.1mA

M

P8

93C46AK

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mA1O.1mA

C

K8

93C46AS

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mAlO.1mA

C

sa

93C46AKI

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mAlO.1mA

K8

93C46ASI

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mAlO.1mA

sa

C8

P8
P8

S8
C

P8
P8

93C56AP

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mAlO.05mA

93C56API

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mA1O.1mA

93C56APM

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

7mA1O.2mA·

M

P8

93C56AK

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mA1O.05mA

C

K8

93C56AKI

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mAlO.1mA

93C66AP

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mA1O.05mA

C

P8

93C66API

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mA1O.1mA

93C66APM

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

7mAlO.2mA

M

P8

93C66AK

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

3mAlO.05mA

C

K8

93C66AKI

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM

8

n/a

6mA/O.1mA

93CX46P

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

n/a

3mAlO.05mA

93CX46PI

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

n/a

6mAlO.1mA

93CX46PM

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

n/a

7mA1O.2mA

M

P8

C

P8
P8

K8

P8

K8
C

P8
P8

93CX46K

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

n/a

3mAlO.05mA

C

K8

93CX46KI

64 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

n/a

6mAIO.1mA

K8

93CX56P

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

n/a

4mAIO.05mA

C

P8
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CMOS Serial EEPROM Selection Guide (cont.)
PART #

DESCRIPTION

PINS

SPEED

IcellsB

TEMP(1)PACKAGel2)

93CX56PI

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

nla

6mA/O.1mA

93CX56PM

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

nla

8mA1O.2mA

M

P8

93CX56K

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

nla

4mA1O.05mA

C

K8

93CX56KI

128 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

B

nfa

6mA1O.1mA

93CX66P

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

nla

4mA1O.0SmA

93CX66PI

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

nla

6mA/O.lmA

93CX66PM

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

8

nla

93CX66K

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

B

93CX66KI

256 x 16 bit Serial EEPROM (2.5V to 6.0V)

B

K8
C

PB

BmAlO.2mA

M

P8

nla

4mA/O.5mA

C

nla

6mA/O.1mA

(2)Package Codes: See section 9.0 for package drawings
C =Ceramic DIP
K = 8 Pin SOIC (standard pin-out)
N =Windowed Ceramic DIP (300 mil)
P = Plastic DIP
S =SPin SOIC (rotated pin-out)
W =Windowed Ceramic DIP (600 mil)

1-9
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K8
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(1)Temperature range codes:
C = Commercial O·C to +7ri'C
I =Industrial -40°C to +85"C
M = Military -55°C to +125·C
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CMOS High Speed PROM and EPROM Selection Guide
PART #

DESCRIPTION

PINS

SPEED
35ns

27CX321 C-35

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

27CX321 C-40

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

27CX321 C-45

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

Icc/lsB

TEMP(1)PACKAGE:l2)

40mAtO.5mA'

C

W24

40ns

40mAtO.5mA'

C

W24

45ns

40mAtO.5mA'

C

W24
W24

27CX321 CI-45

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

45ns

60mAtO.5mA'

27CX321CI-55

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

55ns

60mAtO.5mA'

27CX322C-35

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

35ns

40mAtO.5mA'

C

N24

W24

27CX322C-40

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

40ns

40mAtO.5mA'

C

N24

27CX322C-45

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

45ns

40mAtO.5mA'

C

N24

27CX322CI-45

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

45ns

60mAtO.5mA'

N24

27CX322CI-55

4k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

55ns

60mAtO.5mA'

N24

27CX641 C-35

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

35ns

90mA

C

W24

27CX641 C-40

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

40ns

80mA

C

W24

27CX641 C-45

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

45ns

80mA

C

W24

27CX641 C-55

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

55ns

80mA

C

27CX641 CI-45

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

45ns

120mA

27CX641 CI-55

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

55ns

120mA

27CX642C-35

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

35ns

90mA

C

N24

27CX642C-40

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

40ns

80mA

C

N24

27CX642C-45

.8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

45ns

80mA

C

N24

27CX642C-55

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

55ns

80mA

C

N24

27CX642CI-45

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

45ns

120mA

N24

27CX642CI-55

8k x 8 bit High Speed PROM

24

55ns

120mA

N24

27CX256C-40

32k x 8 bit Hgh Speed EPROM

28

40ns

90mA

27CX256C-45

32k x 8 bit Hgh Speed EPROM

28

45ns

27CX256C-70

32k x 8 bit Hgh Speed EPROM

28

70ns

27CX010C-55

128k x 8 High Speed EPROM

32

55ns

27CX010C-70

128k x 8 High Speed EPROM

32

70ns

27CX010C-90

128k x 8 High Speed EPROM

32

90ns

90mAt1mA

(2)Package Codes: See section 9.0 for package drawings
C = Ceramic DIP
N = Windowed Ceramic DIP (300 mil)
P = Plastic DI P
W = Windowed Ceramic DIP (600 mil)
'typical standby current
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W24
W24
W24

C

N28

90mA

C

N28

90mA

C

N28

90mAt1mA

C

W2

90mAt1mA

C

W2

C

W2

(l)Temperature range codes:
C = Commercial OOC to +70oC
I = Industrial -40°C to +85°C

1.0 General Information

Product Selection Guides

CMOS PEEL Device Selection Guide
PART #

DESCRIPTION

PINS

SPEED

IcemA

TEMP(1)PACKAGel2)

PEE118CV8P-l0

PLD superset 12 config, 1/0 macrocells (8)

20

10ns

80+0.5/MHz

C

P20

PEEL18CV8P-12

PLD superset 12 config, 1/0 macrocells (8)

20

12ns

80+0.5/MHz

C

P20

PEEL18CV8P-15

PLD superset 12 config, 1/0 macrocells (8)

20

15ns

80+0.5/MHz

C

P20

PEEL18CV8P-20

PLD superset 12 config, 1/0 macrocells (8)

20

20ns

80+0.5/MHz

C

P20

PEE118CV8P-25

PLD superset 12 config, 110 macrocells (8)

20

25ns

20+0.7/MHz

C

P20

PEEL18CV8P-35

PLD superset 12 config, I/O macrocells (8)

20

35ns

20+0.7/MHz

C

P20

PEE118CV8PI-25

Industrial Temperature Range PEE118CV8

20

25ns

30+0.7/MHz

P20

PEEL18CV8PI-35

Industrial Temperature Range PEEL18CV8

20

35ns

30+0.7/MHz

P20

PEELI8CV8J-l0

Surface mount PLCC PEEL18CV8

20

IOns

80+0.5/MHz

C

J20

PEE118CVSJ-12

Surface mount PLCC PEE118CV8

20

12ns

80+0.5/MHz

C

J20

PEELI8CVSJ-15

Surface mount PLCC PEEL18CV8

20

15ns

80+0.5/MHz

C

J20

PEE118CV8J-20

Surface mount PLCC PEEL18CV8

20

20ns

80+0.5/MHz

C

J20

PEE118CVSJ-25

Surface mount PLCC PEEL18CV8

20

25ns

20+0.7/MHz

C

J20

PEE118CV8J-35

Surface mount PLCC PEEL18CV8

20

35ns

20+0.7/MHz

C

J20

PEEL20CG10P-12

PLD superset 12 config, 110 macrocells (10)

24

12ns

105+0.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG10P-15

PLD superset 12 config, 1/0 macrocells (10)

24

15ns

105+0.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG10P-20

PLD superset 12 config, 110 macrocells (10)

24

20ns

65+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG10P-25

PLD superset 12 config, 110 macrocells.(10)

24

25ns

55+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL2OCG10P-35

PLD superset 12 config, 1/0 macrocells (10)

24

35ns

55+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG1OJ-12

Surface mount PLCC PEEL20CG10

24

12n8

105+O.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG1OJ-15

Surface mount PLCC PEEL20CG10

24

15ns

105+0.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG10J-20

Surface mount PLCC PEEL20CG10

24

20ns

65+0.5IMHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG1OJ-25

Surface mount PLCC PEEL20CG10

24

25ns

55+0.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL20CG10J-35

Surface mount PLCC PEEL20CG10

24

35ns

55+0.5/MHz

C

P24

12ns

105+0.51MHz

C

P24
P24

PEEL22CV10P-12

PLD superset 4/12 config, 110 macrocells (10)

24

PEEL22CV10P-15

PLD superset 4/12 config, 1/0 macrocells (10)

24

15ns

105+O.51MHz

C

PEEL22CV10P-20

PLD superset 4112 config, 1/0 macrocells (10)

24

20ns

65+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL22CV10P-25

PLD superset 4112 config, 110 macrocells (10)

24

25ns

55+0.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL22CV10P-35

PLD superset 4/12 config, 1/0 macrocells (10)

24

35ns

55+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL22CV10J-12

Surface mount PLCC PEEL22CV10

24

12ns

105+O.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL22CV10J-15

Surface mount PLCC PEEL22CV10

24

15ns

105+0.51MHz

C

P24

PEEL22CV10J-20

Surface mount PLCC PEEL22CV10

24

20ns

65+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL22CV10J-25

Surface mount PLCC PEEL22CV10

24

25ns

55+0.5/MHz

C

P24
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Product Selection Guides

CMOS PEEL Device Selection Guide (cont.)
PART #

DESCRIPTION

PINS

SPEED

IccmA

TEMP(1)PACKAGt=<2)

PEEL22CV10J-35

Surface mount PLCC PEEL22CV10

24

35ns

55+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL22CV10ZP-20

Zero Power 12 config. I/O macrocells (10)

24

20ns

65+0.5/MHz·

C

P24

PEEL22CV10ZP-25

Zero Power 12 config, I/O macrocells (10)

24

25ns

55+0.5/MHz·

C

P24

PEEL22CV10ZP-35

Zero power 12 config, I/O macrocells (10)

24

35ns

55+0.5/MHz·

C

P24

PEEL22CV10ZJ-25

Surface mount PLCC PEEL22CV10Z

24

25ns

55+0.5/MHz·

C

P24

PEEL22CV10ZJ-35

Surface mount PLCC PEEL22CV10Z

24

35ns

55+0.5/MHz·

C

P24

PEEL 153P-30

FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

20

30ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P20

PEEL 153P-35

FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

20

35ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P20

PEEL173P-15

FP LA prog AN D/OR/polarity

24

15ns

60+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL173P-30

FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

24

30ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P24

PEEL 173P-35

FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

24

35ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P24

PEEL253P-30

Enhanced FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

20

30ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P20

PEEL253P-35

Enhanced FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

20

35ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P20

PEEL273P-15

FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

24

15ns

60+0.5/MHz

C

P24

PEEL273P-30

Enhanced FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

24

30ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P24

PEEL273P-35

Enhanced FPLA prog AND/OR/polarity

24

35ns

35+1.0/MHz

C

P24

*Icc standby for zero-power mode Is 200tlA
(2)Package Codes: See section 9.0 for package drawings
C = Ceramic PIP
P = Plastic DIP
J = PLCC
N = Windowed Ceramic DIP (300 mil)
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(1)Temperature range codes:
C = Commercial O°C to +700 C
I = Industrial -40°C to +85°C

1.0 General Information

Product Selection Guides

CMOS PEEL Array Selection Guide
PART #

DESCRIPTION

PINS

SPEED

IcemA

TEMP(l)PACKAGE'2)

PA7024P-2

High density logic array

24

SOMHz

l00+O.51MHz

C

P24

PA7024P-3

High density logic array

24

38.SMHz l00+O.51MHz

C

P24

PA7024J-2

High density logic array

24

SOMHz

l00+0.51MHz

C

J24

PA7024J-3

High density logic array

24

38.SMHz l00+0.51MHz

C

J24

PA7040P-2

High density logic array

40

SOMHz

120+0.51MHz

C

P40

PA7040P-3

High density logic array

40

38.SMHz 120+O.51MHz

C

P40

PA7040J-2

High density logic array

40

SOMHz

120+O.51MHz

C

J40

PA7040J-3

High density logic array

40

38.SMHz 120+O.51MHz

C

J40

(2)Package Cod..: See section 9.0 for package drawings
C = Ceramic DIP
J=PLCC
N = Windowed Ceramic DIP (300 mil)
P = Plastic DIP
S=8PinSOIC
W = Windowed Ceramic DIP (600 mil)
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(1)Temparature range codes:
C = Commercial O·C to +70·C

I

1.0 General Information

Ordering Information

Ordering Information
CMOS Serial EEPROMs
Device Suffix

93C46P:

rTemperature
Range or Version
(Blank) = Commercial Temp: 0 to +70°C
I =Industrial Temp: -40 to + 85°C
M = Military Temp: -55 to +125°C
E = Extended Cycle Endurance
(1 OOK cycles)

'----- Package
P = Plastic 300mil DIP
C = Ceramic 300mil DIP
S = S08 turned pin-out (175 mil)
K = S08 (175mil)

CMOS High-Speed Erasable PROMs
Device

Suffix

27CX642C-35

T

Package
C = Ceramic windowed DIP
(641 and 321 : 600mil
642 and 322: 300mil)
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Lspeed
-35 =35nstM
-40 = 40nstM
-45 = 45ns tAA
-55 = 55nstM

Ordering information

1.0 General Information

Ordering Information

I

CMOS PEEL Devices
Device

Suffix

PEEL 18CV8PI-25

I L

Package - - - - - - - - - - '
P = Plastic 300mil DIP
C = Ceramic 300mil DIP
J = Plastic Leadless Chip
Carrier (PLCC)

Speed
-10 = 10nstpD
-15 = 15ns tPD
-25 = 25ns tPD
-35 = 35ns tPD
Temperature Range
(Blank) =Commercial 0 to +70°C
I =Industrial -40 to + 85°C

CMOS PEEL Arrays
Device

Suffix

PA7024P-2
Lspeed
-2 = 50MHz
-3 = 38.5MHz

Package
P = Plastic
C = Ceramic
J = Plastic Leadless Chip Carrier (PLCC)
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Serial EEPROM Cross Reference

1.0 General Information

Serial EEPROM Cross Reference

CAT93C46P •..... 93C46P
CAT93C46PI ....•. 93C46PI
CAT93C46K .....• 93C46AK
CAT35C102P ..... 93C56AP
CAT33C102P ..... 93CX56P
CAT35C104P ..... 93C66AP
CAT33C104P ..... 93CX66P

NMC9346N ....... 93C46P
NMC9346EN ....•• 93C46PI
NMC9346MN ....• 93C46PM
NMC9346M ....... 93C46AK
NMC93C46N .••.•. 93C46AP
NMC93C56N ...... 93C56AP
NMC93C66N •.•.•• 93C66AP

HY93C46S ..•.... 93C46P
HY93C46ES ....•. 93C46PI
HY93C46J •...••.. 93C46S
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KM93C46 ........ 93C46P
KM93C46G ....... 93C46S

1.0 General Information

PROM & EPROM Cross Reference

PROM and EPROM Cross Reference
Am 27S43A ....... 27CX321C-40
Am27S43 ......... 27CX321 C-45

93Z565AC ........ 27CX641C-45
93Z565C ......... 27CX641 C-55

Am27S49AC ...... 27CX641C-45
Am27S49C ....... 27CX641 C-55

93Z667C-40 .....• 27CX642C-40
93Z667C-45 ...... 27CX642C-45
93Z667C-55 ...... 27CX642C-55

63S381A ......... 27CX321C-35
63S3281 ......... 27CX321C-45
27H010C-55 ...... 27CX010C-55
27H010C-70 ...... 27CX010C-70
27H010C-90 ...... 27CX010C-90

AT27HC641-45DC
AT27HC641-55DC
AT27HC642-40DC
AT27HC642-45DC
AT27HC642·55DC

CY7C261-40WC
CY7C263·40WC
CY7C261-45WC
CY7C263-45WC
CY7C261-55WC
CY7C263·55WC

.•. 27CX642C-40
... 27CX642C-40
... 27CX642C·45
... 27CX642C-45
... 27CX642C·55
... 27CX642C·55

39VP864D ....... 27CX641 C-55
39VP865S ........ 27CX642C-55

N82HS321 ......• 27CX321C-45
N82HS641AN .....
N82HS641AF .....
N82HS641 N ......
N82HS641FN .....
27HC641-55 ......

.27CX641C-45
.27CX641C·55
.27CX642C-40
.27CX642C-45
.27CX642C-55

CY7C264-40WC ..• 27CX641 C-40
CY7C264-45WC ... 27CX641 C-45
CY7C264-55WC ... 27CX641 C-55

R2971S .......... 27CX322C-45

HM·76641A·5 ..... 27CX641C-45
HM-76641-5 ...... 27CX641C-55

DM87S321 ....... 27CX321C-45
DM87S421 ....... 27CX322C-45

1·17

27CX641C-45
27CX641C-45
27CX641 C-55
27CX641C-55
27CX641C·55

WS57C43B-45D ... 27CX321C-45
WS57C43B·35T ..• 27CX321C·35
WS57C43B-45T ... 27CX321C-45
WS57C49B-40D
WS57C49B-45D
WS57C49B·55D
WS57C49B·40T
WS57C49B-45T
WS57C49B-55T

...
...
...
...
...
...

27CX641C-40
27CX641C-45
27CX641C-55
27CX641C-40
27CX641C-45
27CX641C·55

II

1.0 General Information

PEEL Device Cross Reference

PEEL Device Cross Reference •••~
PEEL18CV8-25 •... PEEL18CV8-25
PEEL20CG10-25 ..
PEEL20CG10-35 ..
PEEL22CV10-35 ...
PEEL22CV10-25 ...

PEEL20CG10-25
PEEL20CG10-35
PEEL22CV10-35
PEEL22CV10-25

PEEL22CV10Z-35 . PEEL22CV10Z-35
PEEL22CV10Z-25 . PEEL22CV10Z-25
PEEL153-35
PEEL153-30
PEEL173-35
PEEL173-30
PEEL253-35
PEEL253-30
PEEL273-35
PEEL273-30

...•.. PEEL153-35
....•. PEEL153-30
..... , PEEL173-35
...... PEEL173-30
...•.. PEEL253-35
...... PEEL253-30
...... PEEL273-35
...... PEEL273-30

PAL16HD8 ..••... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL16HD8L ..•... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL16HD8A ...... PEEL18CV8-25
PAL16LDB ........ PEEL18CV8-35
PAL16LD8L. ...... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL16LDBA ...... PEEL18CV8-25

PAL20L10 ........ PEEL173-35
or ......... PEEL273-35
or ......... PEEL20CG10-35
PAL20L1 OA ....... PEEL173-30
or ......... PEEL273-30
or ......... PEEL20CG10-25
PAL16C1 ......... PEEL153-35
PAL16C1A2 .•..... PEEL153-35
PAL10H8 ......... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL10H8A ........ PEEL18CV8-25
PAL10H8A2 ....... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL 10L8 •.....••. PEEL 18CV8-35
PAL10L8A .•...... PEEL18CV8-25
PAL 10L8A2 ...••.. PEEL 18CV8-35
PAL12H6 ......... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL12H6A ........ PEEL18CV8-25
PAL12H6A2 ....... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL12L6 ......... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL12L6A ........ PEEL18CV8-25
PAL12L6A2 ....... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL 14H4 ......... PEEL 18CV8-35
PAL 14H4A .......• PEEL 18CV8-25
PALI4H4A2 ....... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL14L4 ...•.•... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL14L4A ........ PEEL18CV8-25
PAL14L4A2 •...... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL16H2 ......... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL16H2A ......•. PEEL18CVS-25
PAL16H2A2 ....... PEEL1SCV8-35
PAL16L2 ......... PEEL18CV8-35
PAL16L2A ........ PEEL1SCV8-25
PAL16L2A2 ....... PEEL18CVS-35

PAL18P8A .......
PAL 16RP4A ......
PAL16RP6A ......
PAL 16RPSA .....•
PAL16LS .........
PAL16L8A .......
PAL16L8A2 ......
PAL16L8A4 ......
PAL16L8B •.....•
PAL16L882 •••••.
PAL16LS84 .•.•..

PEEL18CV8-25
PEEL 1SCVS-25
PEEL1SCVS-25
PEEL 1SCV8-25
PEEL1SCVS-35
PEEL1SCVS-25*
PEEL1SCVS-35
PEEL18CVS-35
PEEL1SCVS-15
PEEL18CVS-25
PEEL18CVS-35

PAL16R4 ...•....
PAL16R4A .......
PAL16R4A2 ......
PAL16R4A4 ..•...
PAL16R48 .....•.
PAL16R482 ......
PAL16R484 .•....

PEEL1SCVS-35
PEEL1SCV8-25*
PEEL1SCVS-35
PEEL1SCV8-35
PEEL1SCVS-15
PEEL1SCVS-25
PEEL1SCV8-35

PAL16R6 •.•.....
PAL16R6A .......
PAL16R6A2 ......
PAL 16R6A4 .•....
PAL16R68 .......
PAL16R682 ......
PAL16R684 .....•

PEEL1SCVS-35
PEEL1SCV8-25*
PEEL1SCVS-35
PEEL 1SCV8-35
PEEL1SCVS-15
PEEL1SCVS-25
PEEL18CVS-35

PAL16R8 ........
PAL16RSA .......
PAL16RSA2 , .....
PAL16RSA4 ......
PAL16RS8 .......
PAL16R882 ......
PAL16R884 ......

PEEL1SCV8-35
PEEL1SCVS-25*
PEEL1SCV8-35
PEEL1SCVS-35
PEEL1SCVS-15
PEEL18CV8-25
PEEL1SCVS-35

-:. PEEL devices may be used as direct replacements for the PLDs indicated without modifying the
original design. The original design is translated to an equivalent PEEL design by using ICT's JEDEC
file translator (provided in the free PEEL Development software).
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PEEL Device Cross Reference

1.0 General Information

PAL20L8A .......•PEEL20CG10-25
PAL20L8A2 ......• PEEL20CG10-35

or ..... PEEL173-35
or ..... PEEL273-35
PAL20R4A ........ PEEL20CG10-25
PAL20R4A2 ....... PEEL20CG 10-35

I

EP310-2 •..•..•.••PEEL18CV8-35
EP3101 ••.••..•.••PEEL18CV81-45

5C032 ..........• PEEL18CV8-35

EP320 ..•..•••... PEEL18CV8-35
EP320-2 ........••PEEL18CV8-35
EP320-1 ........•.PEEL18CV8-25
EP3201 .•..•......PEEL18CV81-35

PLHS18P8A ......• PEEL18CV8-25

PAL20R6A •....... PEEL20CG10-25
PAL20R6A2 ....... PEEL20CG10-35

PLS153t ••....... PEEL153-35
or .... PEEL253-35

PAL20R8A ........ PEEL20CG10-25
PAL20R8A2 ..•.... PEEL20CG10-35

PLS153At ..••.... PEEL153-30
or ....PEEL253-30

PAL12L10 ........ PEEL173-35
or ..... PEEL273-35
or ..... PEEL20CG10-35
PAL14L4 ......... PEEL173-35
or ..... PEEL273-35
or ..... PEEL20CG10-35
PAL16L6 .........PEEL173-35
or ..... PEEL273-35

PALC16L8-25 •••. _.PEEL18CV8-25
PALC16L8-35 •••••. PEEL18CV8-35

PLS173t .......•. PEEL173-30
or .... PEEL273-30

PALC16R4-25 •••••PEEL18CV8-25
PALC16R4-35 .•..•PEEL18CV8-35
PALC16R6-25 ••.•. PEEL18CV8-25
PALC16R6-35 .•.••PEEL18CV8-35
PALC16R8-25 ••.•. PEEL18CV8-25
PALC16R8-35 ••... PEEL18CV8-35

GAL16V8-25L •.... PEEL18CV8-25

or ..... PEEL20CG10-35

PALC20Gl0-25 ..••PEEL20CGl

PAL18L4 .........PEEL173-35
PEEL 7 5
or.....
2 3-3
or ..... PEEL20CG10-35

PALC20Gl0-35 ••••PEEL20CGl

GAL16V8-25Q ..... PEEL18CV8-25
GAL16V8-35L ....• PEEL18CV8-35
GAL16V8-35Q ..... PEEL18CV8-35

PAL20L2 .........PEEL173-35
or ..... PEEL273-35
or ..... PEEL20CG10-35

PALC22Vl0-25t ..•. PEEL22CV10-25
PALC22Vl0-35t •...PEEL22CV10-35 GAL20V8-25, •.... PEEL201:;G1'O-2!1
GAL20V8-35 ..... .

t

Devices marked with this symbol are JEDEC-file compatible with the PEEL device referenced.
No translation is required to use a PEEL device as a direct replacement.

• Consult factory for other speed options.
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CMOS Serial EEPROMs

CMOS Serial EEPROM Features

2.0 CMOS Serial EEPROMS

CMOS Serial EEPROMs
The ICT CMOS Serial EEPROMs provide a practical solution for
today's CMOS systems requiring non-volatile data storage. All ICT
serial EEPROMs can easily be interfaced with the popular micro-controllers and processors.

CMOS Serial EEPROM Features
• CMOS EEPROM Technology
- Retains data after power is removed
• Space-saving 8-pin Package
- Interfaced with three to four lines
• Extended-voltage operation (2.5 to 6.0V)
- Ideal for battery-powered applications
• Stores 1 K to 4K bits of Non-Volatile Data
- 93046, 93C46A, 93CX46: 64 x 16 (1 K bits)
128 x 16 (2K bits)
- 93C56A, 93CX56:
- 93C66A,93CX66:
256 x 16 (4K bits)
• Sof~are and hardware controlled write protection
• Low Power Consumption
- 1rnA to 4mA Icc Active
- 50JlA to 100J,LA Icc Standby
• Several Versions Available
- Commercial, Industrial, and Military temperatures
- Plastic/Ceramic DIP and 508 packaging
- 10,000 and 100,000 erase/write cycles
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INTERNATIONAL CMOS
TECHNOLOGY, INC.

93C46
1,024-Bit Serial (5V only) CMOS Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM)
Features
• ReadIWrHe Non-volatile Memory
- Single 5V supply operation
1,024 bits, 64 x 16 organization
- Versatile, easy to use serial data interface

• Ideal For Low-Density Data Storage
Low cost. space saving, 8-pin package
Commercial, industrial, & military versions
- Interfaces with popular microcomputers
(ie., COP4XX, 8048, 8049, 8051, 8096,
6805,6801, TMS1000, Z8)

• Low Power Consumption
- 3mA max Active
- 1rnA max Standby, TTL interface
- 100J.1A max Standby, CMOS interface

• Application Versatility
- Alarms, Electronic Locks, Appliances,
Terminals, Smart Cards, RobotiCS,
Meters, Telephones, Tuners, etc.

• Special Features
Automatic write cycle time-out
Ready/Busy status signal
Software controlled write protection

• Reliability
- 10,000 or 100,000 eraselwri}e cycles
- Over 40 year data retention

• Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology

General Description
Low power consumption, low cost, and space efficiency make the ICT 93C46 an ideal candidate for
high volume, low density data storage applications.
Special features of the 93C46 include: automatic
write time-out, readylbusy status Signal, software
controlled write protection, and uHra-low standby
power mode when deselected (CS low). Additionally, the 93C46 offers functional compatibility with existing NMOS serial EEPROMs. The 93C46 is
designed for applications requiring 10,000 or
100,000 eraselwrite cycles per register.

The ICT 93C46 is a 1,024-bit, 5V-only, serial
readlwrite, non-volatile memory device fabricated
using an advanced CMOS EEPROM technology. Its
1,024 bits of memory are organized into 64
registers each. Each register is individually addressable for serial read or write operations. A versatile
serial interface consisting of chip select, clock, datain and data-out, can easily be controlled by popular
microcomputers (ie., COP4XX, 8048, 8049, 8051,
6805, 6801, TMS1000,Z8) or standard
microprocessors.
DIP Package

C
S [ J78 NC
Vee
SK 2
Di 3
6
NC
DO 4
5 GND

Connection Diagrams
CMOS
Jl-computer
CLOCK

S08 Package

NC
[ J78 NC
Vee
2
GND
CS 3
6 DO
SK

4

5

PORT

01

1

CHIP SELECT
DATA IN
DATA OUT

SK
CS
01
DO

Pin Names

CS
SK
01
DO
GND
Vee
NC

.. Chip Select
.. Serial Data Clock
- Serial Data Input
.. Serial Data Output
= Ground
.. Power Supply
= Not Connected

Interfacing the 93C46
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Function Description
Device Operation
The ICT 93C46 is a serial 1 ,024-bit non-volatile
memory device organized as 64 registers by 16 bits.
Each register is independently addressable for read,
write, or erase operations. Seven, 9-bit instructions
control the operation of the device. These instructions are clocked into the data input (01) pin in a serial
fashion as controlled by the chip select (CS) and
serial data clock (SK) inputs. The instructions include: read; write; erase; erase/write enable;
erase/write disable; write all; and erase all registers.
The format of each 9-bit instruction-starting with the
most significant bit-is as follows: start bit (logical "1 ");
a two-bit op code; and an eight-bit address. The DO
pin is normally in a high-impedance state, except
when reading data from the device, or when checking the BUSY/READY status after a programming
operation. The BUSY/READY status can be determined after a programming operation by selecting
the device (CS high) and polling the DO pin. DO low
indicates that the programming operation is not completed, while DO high indicates that the device is
ready for the next operation. DO will return to the
high-impedance state when the next instruction is initiated.
The 93C46 operates on a single supply voltage,
which may range from 4.5 Volts to 5.5 Volts, and will
generate, on chip, the high voltage required for any
programming operation.

Read (READ)
The read (READ) instruction outputs serial data on
the DO pin. After a read instruction is received, the
instruction and the address are decoded. Then data
is transferred from the selected memory register to
a 16-bit shift register and DO comes out of the highimpedance state. After sending a dummy bit (logical
"0"), the 16-bit data string is shifted out of the device.
The DO transitions occur on the rising edge of the
clock and the data is stable after the specified delay
tpo ortpD1.

data in the device. Data can be read from the 93C46
regardless of the programming enable/disable
status.

Erase (ERASE)
It is necessary to erase each register (all bits set to
logical "1") before writing to it (certain bits set to logical "0"). After receiving the erase instruction, CS
(chip select) must be held low for a minimum period
specified by tes. After inputting an erase instruction,
the falling edge of CS initiates the self-timed write
cycle. After observing tcs, the READY/BUSY status
of the device can be determined by selecting the
device and polling the DO pin.

Write (WRITE)
The write instruction (opcode plus address to be written to) is followed by 16 bits of data to be written into
the specified address. After the last bit of data (Do)
has been clocked into the 01 pin, the CS (chip select)
must be brought low before the next rising edge of
the SK clock and held low for the minimum period
specified by tcs. The falling edge of CS initiates the
self-timed programming cycle. It is not necessary to
clock the SK pin after initiating the self-timed write
mode. The READY/BUSY status of the device can
be determined by selecting the device and polling
the DO pin.

Write All (WRAL)
The write-all (WRAL) instruction simultaneously
programs all registers with the data pattern specified
in the instruction. After receiving the write-all instruction and 16 bits of data, CS (chip select) must be held
low for a minimum period specified by tcs. The failing edge of CS initiates the self-timed write cycle. It
is not necessary to clock the SK pin after initiating
the self-timed write-all mode. The BUSY/READY
status of the device can be determined by selecting
the device and polling the DO pin.

Erase All (ERAL)
Entire chip erasing is provided for ease of programming. The erase-all (ERAL) instruction simUltaneously programs every bit on the chip to a logical
"1". After receiving the erase-all instruction, CS (chip
select) must be held low for a minimum period
specified by tcs. The falling edge of CS initiates the
self-timed write cycle. It is not necessary to clock the
SK pin after initiating the self-timed erase-all mode.
The BUSY/READY statusofthe device can be determined by selecting the device and polling the DO pin.

Erase/Write Enable and Disable
(EWEN and EWDS)
The 93C46 powers up in the programming-disable
state. Any programming after power-up, or following
a write disable (WDS) instruction, must first be
preceded by a write enable (WEN) instruction. Once
enabled, programming remains enabled until a write
disable (WDS) instruction is executed or power is
removed from the device. The write disable instruction disables all programming functions of the 93C46
and can be used to prevent accidentally disturbing
2-3
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Unit

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply VoHage

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to +7.0

VIO

VoHage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to Vee + 0.6

V

- 65 to + 150

·C

+ 300

·C

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Symbol

Commercial
Min

Vce

Supply Voltage
Ambient Temperature 1

Max

Parameter

Min

V

Military
93C46 M
Min

Max

Unit

Max

4.5

5.5

4.5

5.5

4.5

5.5

V

0

+ 70

-40

+85

-55

+ 125

·C

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Industrial
93C46 I

93C46

Parameter

TA

Rating

Over the operating range

93C46

Conditions

Min
Icc

Power Supply Current,
Vce = S.SV, CS=SK=VIH
Active, TTUCMOS Interface DO = Open, I = 250 KHz

IcesB1

Supply Current, Standby,
TTUCMOS Interface

IcesB2

Supply Current, Standby,
CMOS Interface

VIH

Input HIGH Level

VIL

Input LOW Level

VOH

Output HIGH VoHage

IOH

VOL

Output LOW VoHage

IOL

Vee = 5.5V, CS
DO = Open

93C46 I
Min

Max

93C46 M
Min

Un"

Max

3

6

7

mA

1

3

3

mA

100

100

100

IlA

2.0 Vcet1

2.0 VCCt1

2.0 Veet1

V

= VIL

- 0.1

= - O.4mA
= 2.1mA

Max

0.8

2.2

- 0.1

0.8

2.2

- 0.1

0.8

2.2

V
V

0.4

0.4

0.4

V

III

Input Leakage Current

VIN= S.SV

10

10

10

ILO

Output Leakage Current

Vo=S.SV, CS=O, Vee S S.SV

10

10

10

1

1

1

IlA
IlA
Ils
Il s

CS High to SK High Delay

200

200

200

ns

SK Low to CS Low Delay

0

0

0

ns

tSKP

SK Period

tSKW

SK Pulse Width

tess
tesH

4
High or Low

0

4

0

4

0

tOIS

Data Setup Time (Write)

400

400

400

ns

tOIH

Data Hold Time (Write)

400

400

400

ns

tp01
tpoo

Serial Clock to Output
Delay

tE/W

Sell-timed Program Cycle 2

tes

Min CS Low Time

tsv

CS to Status Valid

tOH,
tlH

Falling Edge of CS
to DO High Impedence

CL =100pF, VOL = O.BV,
VOH = 2.0V, VIL = O.45V,
VIH = 2.4V

2

2

10
1
CL = 100pF

2-4

10
1

2

IJ.S

10

ms
Il s

1

1

1

1

400

400

400

IJ.S
ns
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Notes
1. Icrs E2 devices are designed to endure 10,000 or 100,000 (93046E) EraselWrite cycles and to retain data for at
least forty years while operating at 55°C. ICrs standard test flow verifies at least ten years of data retention for Commercial and Industrial temperature devices and at least two years data retention for MiI~ary temperature devices. Data
retention verification is performed on 100"10 of the units being shipped. Cycling endurance IS verHied by lot sample testing.

2. Althoullh the 93046 self-timed program cycle allows software delay loops to be used to achieve the necessary
EraselWnte delay, using the Ready/Busy feature is recommended instead. Using the Ready/Busy feature allows faster
response time since TEIW will typically be less than the maximum specification.

Instruction set for the 93C46
Data

Instruction

Stan Bit

Opcode

Address

READ

1

10

AsA4A3A2A1Ao

WRITE

1

01

AsA4A3A2A1Ao

ERASE

1

11

AsA4A3A2A1Ao

Erase address

EWEN

1

00

11XXXX

ERASElWRITE enable

EWDS

1

00

OOXXXX

ERASElWRITE disable

ERAL

1

00

10 XXXX

Erase all addresses

WRAL

1

00

01XXXX

Comments
Read address

D1S - Do

DIs - Do

Write to address

Write all addresses

Synchronous Data Timing Waveforms

r-I

tSK

~----~~I-----'~------

VIH

01

VIL

tpDO
VOH

DO

---j

VOL
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Read Cycle (READ) Timing Diagram

SK
CS J

01

DO

HIGIIZ

Write Cycle(WRITE) Timing Diagram

SK
CS J

01

DO

HIGIZ

ERASEIWRITE Enable (EWEN), ERASE/WRITE Disable

01

~~o

__~o./~X~~~~~~~~~~ ______________________
EllAllE = 11
IJSNll£ = 00
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Erase (ERASE)Timing Diagram

SK
CHECK STAlUS

HIGH Z

Erase All (ERAL) Timing Diagram

SK

01 ---./1\...::...0
DO
HIGH Z

0

/1\

_.::.J

o~

Write All (WRAL) Timing Diagram
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93C46A
1,024-Bit Serial (5V only) CMOS Electrically Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM)
Features
• Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology
• ReadlWrlte Non-volatile Memory
- Single 5V supply operation
- 1,024 bits: 64 x 16 organization
- Versatile, easy to use serial data interface

• Ideal For Low-Density Data Storage
Low cost, space saving, 8-pin package
Commercial, industrial, & military versions
Interfaces with popular microcomputers
(ie., COP4XX, 8048, 8049, 8051, 8096,
6805,6801, TMS1000, 28)

• Low Power Consumption
3mA max Active
- 1mA max Standby, TTL interface
- 1001lA max Standby, CMOS interface

• Application Versatility
Alarms, Electronic Locks, Appliances,
Terminals, Smart Cards, Robotics,
Meters, Telephones, Tuners, etc.

• Special Features
Automatic-erase write instruction
Ready/Busy status signal
Software and hardware controlled write
protection

• Reliability
10,000 eraselwrite cycles
Over 40 year data retention 1

General Description
The ICT 93C46A is a 1,024-bit, 5V-only, serial
readlwrite, non-volatile memory device fabricated
using an advanced CMOS EEPROM technology. Its
1,024 bits of memory are organized into 64
registers each. Each register is individually addressable for serial read or write operations. A versatile
serial interface consisting of chip select, clock, datain and data-out, can easily be controlled by popular
microcomputers (ie., COP4XX, 8048, 8049, 8051,
6805, 6801, TMS1000,28) or standard
microprocessors.

Low power consumption, low cost, and space efficiency make the ICT 93C46A an ideal candidate
for high volume, low density data storage applications. Special features of the 93C46A include:
automatic write time-out, readylbusy status signal,
software controlled write protection, and ultra-low
standby power mode when deselected (CS low).
Additionally, the 93C46A offers functional compatibility with existing NMOS and CMOS serial
EEPROMs. The 93C46A is designed for applications requiring 10,000 erase/write cycles per
register and 40 years of data retention.

Connection Diagrams
DIP Package

C
[ ] 78 Vee
SK S
2
NC
01
DO

3

6

4

5

CS

SK

01

DO

~-computer

[]8 []8

S08 Package(K)
2
3
4

7
6
5

VOLTAGE
DETECllON
CIRCUITRY
(OPllONAL)

CMOS

PE
GND

1

S08 Package(S)

Vee NC
NC Vec

PE

CS

GNO

SK

2
3
4

CLOCK

NC

7
6

GND

5

01

DO
PORT

Pin Names
CS
= Chip Select
SK
• Serial Data Clock
01
= Serial Data Input
DO
= Serial Data Output
PE
= Program Enable
GND =Ground
Vee
• Power Supply

1

CHIP SELECT
DATA IN
DATA OUT

PE

SK
CS

01

leT
93C46A

DO

Interfacing the 93C46A
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Function Description
Device Operation 2
The ICT 93C46A is a serial 1,024-bit non-volatile
memory device organized as 64 registers by 16
bits. Each register is independently addressable for
read, write, or erase operations. Five, 9-bit instructions control the operation of the device. The
93C46A operates on a single 5 Volt supply, and will
generate, on chip, the high voltage required for any
programming operation.
The 93C46A provides two methods of protecting
data from being accidentally disturbed. The
erase/write-disable (EWDS) instruction will disable
all programming functions until an erase/writeenable (EWEN) instruction is executed. A hardware
control is also available in the form of the PE
(program enable) control pin. To perform any
programming instruction, PE must be held high
while loading the instruction into the 93C46A. The
PE control can be used to ensure that no data is
accidentally disturbed by erratic switching of the
microcontroller's outputs during power-up or powerdown. Voltage detection circuitry can be implemented to disable PE when the supply voltage
drops below a user-specified voltage level. Note
that the PE control pin is tied to an internal pull-up
so that the pin may be left unconnected if the PE
control feature is not to be used.

of the clock and the data is stable after the specified
delay tpo or tPD1.

Write Enable and Disable3 (WEN and
WDS)
The 93C46A powers up in the programming-disable
state. Any programming after power-up, or following a write disable (WDS) instruction, must first be
preceded by a write enable (WEN) instruction. The
PE pin MUST be held high while loading the
programming enable instruction. Once enabled,
programming remains enabled until a write disable
(WDS) instruction is executed or power is removed
from the device. The write disable instruction disables all programming functions of the 93C46A and
can be used to prevent aCCidentally disturbing data
in the device. Data can be read from the 93C46A
regardless of the programming enable/disable
status.

Write (WRITE}3
The 93C46A initiates an autoerase cycle when executing a write (WRITE) instruction, eliminating the
need of an erase (ERASE) command. The write instruction (opcode plus address) is followed by 16
bits of data to be written into the specified address.
After the last bit of data (Do) has been clocked into
the DI pin, the CS (chip select) must be brought low
before the next rising edge of the SK clock and held
low for the minimum period specified by tes. The
falling edge of CS initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The PE pin MUST be held high while
loading the write instruction. However, after loading
the write instruction the PE pin becomes a "don't
care". It is not necessary to clock the SK pin after
initiating the self-timed write mode. The
READY/BUSY status of the device can be determined by selecting the device and polling the DO
pin.

Instructions, address, and write data are clocked
into the DI pin on the rising edge of the clock (SK).
The instructions include: read; write; erase/write
enable, erase/write disable; erase all; and write all.
The format of each 9-bit instructions-starting with
the most significant bit-is as follows: start bit (logical "1"); a two-bit op code; and an eight-bit address.
The DO pin is normally in a high-impedance state,
except when reading data from the device, or when
checking the BUSY/READY status after a programming operation. The BUSY/READY status can be
determined after a programming operation by
selecting the device (CS high) and polling the DO
pin. DO low indicates that the programming operation is not completed, while DO high indicates that
the device is ready for the next operation. DO will
return to the high-impedance state when the next
instruction is initiated.

Write All (WRAL}3
The write-all (WRAL) instruction simultaneously
programs all registers with the data pattern
specified in the instruction. After receiving the writeall instruction and 16 bits of data, CS (chip select)
must be held low for a minimum period specified by
tes. The falling edge of CS initiates the self-timed
write cycle. The PE pin MUST be held high while
loading the write-all instruction. It is not necessary
to clock the SK pin after initiating the self-timed
write-all mode. The BUSY/READY status of the
device can be determined by selecting the device
and polling the DO pin.

Read (READ)
The read (READ) instruction outputs serial data on
the DO pin. After a read instruction is received, the
instruction and the address are decoded. Then data
is transferred from the selected memory register to
a 16-bit shift register and DO comes out of the highimpedance state. After sending a dummy bit (logical "0"), the 16-bit data string is shifted out of the
device. The DO transitions occur on the rising edge
2-9
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage.

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Unit

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to +7.5

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to Vee + 0.6

V

-65to+150

'C

+300

'C

Symbol
V,o

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

TST

Storage Temperature

TlT

Lead Temperature

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Symbol

TA

Commercial

Industrial

Military

93C46A

93C46A I

93C46A M

Parameter
/

Vec

Supply Voltage
Ambient

Temperature 1

Parameter

V

Unit

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

4.5

5.5

4.5

5.5

4.5

5.5

V

0

+ 70

-40

+ 85

-55

+ 125

'C

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Rating

Over the operating range

93C46A

Conditions

Min
Icc

Power Supply Current,
Vee = 5.5V, CS=SK=V,H
Active, TIUCMOS Interface DO = Open, I = 2.0MHz

leesBl

Supply Current, Standby,
TIL Interface

Vee

leeSB2

Supply Current, Standby,
CMOS Interface

Vee = 5.5V, CS = V,l
DO = Open

= 5.5V, CS = V,l

93C46A I 93C46A M Unit
Max Min Max

Max Min
3

5

7

mA

100

150

200

IJA

50

100

200

IJA

2.0 Vee+l

2.0 Vee+1

V

00= Open

V,H

Input HIGH Level

V,L

Input LOW Level

2.0 Vce+l

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage

VOL

Output LOW Voltage

IOl = 2.1mA (note 2)

0.4

0.4

0.4

V

III

Input Leakage Current

Y,N = 5.5V

±10

±10

±10

ILO

Output Leakage Current

Vo=5.5V, CS=O, Vee ~ 5.5V

±10

±10

±10

IJA
IJA

tSKP

SK Period

tsKW

SK Pulse Width

tess

CS High to SK High Delay

- 0.1

0.8

IOH = - 0.4mA (note 2) 2.2

High or Low

- 0.1

0.8 - 0.1

2.2

2.2

0.8

V
V

500

500

500

ns

250

250

250

ns

100

100

100

ns

tesH

SK Low to CS Low Delay

0

0

0

ns

to IS

Data Setup TIme (Write)

200

200

200

ns

tOIH

Data Hold TIme (WrHe)

tpOl
tpoo

Serial Clock to Output
Delay

tE/W

Sell-timed Program Cycle4

tes

Min CS Low Time

tsv

CS to Status Valid

tOH,
tlH

Falling Edge of CS
to DO High Impedence

200
CL = 100pF, VOL =O.SV,
VOH = 2.0V, V,L - O.45V,
VIH =2.4V

2-10

ns

250

250

ns

10

10

20

ms

250
CL = 100pF

200

200
250

250

250

ns

500

1000

1000

ns

100

200

200

ns
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93C46A

Notes
Note 1. ICTs E2 devices are designed to endure
10,000 EraselWrite cycles and to retain data
for at least forty years while operating at
55°C. ICTs standard test flow vernies at least
ten years of data retention for Commercial
and Industrial temperature devices and at
least two years data retention for Military
temperature devices. Data retention verification is performed on 100% of the units being
shipped. Cycling endurance is vernied by lotsample testing.

Note 3. If the PE pin is brought to low during the loading of the instruction, this instruction (WEN,
WDS, WRITE, and WRAL) may not be executed reliably.
Note 4. Although the 93C46A self-timed program cycle
allows software delay loops to be used to
achieve the necessary EraselWrite delay,
using the Ready/Busy feature is recommended instead. Using the Ready/Busy feature allows faster response time since tEIW
will typically be less than the maximum
specification.

Note 2. If the power is removed or the CS pin is
brought low during an instruction cycle, the
device's instruction registers will be reset.
Note that a power-down will totally reset the
device. This means that the write-enable instruction (WEN) will need to be executed prior
to any programming.

Instruction set for the 93C46A
Data

Comments

Instruction

Start Bit

Opcode

Address

READ

1

10

AsA4AaA2A1Ao

WRITE

1

01

AsA4AaA2A1Ao

WEN

1

00

11XXXX

Write enable

WDS

1

00

OOXXXX

Write disable

WRAL

1

00

01XXXX

Read address
015 - Do

015 - Do

Synchronous Data Timing Waveforms

rI

VIH

SK

VIL

tSK

----j

I

VIH

01

VIL

VIH

CS

r-

VIL

tpoo

DO

VOH

VOL

V

\J
2-11
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Write Enable (WEN)/Write Disable (WDS) Timing Diagram

~~---------------

PE J
SK
CS J

DI

STANllY

~~o

__~o~/~X~~~~~~~~~~~~..~_____________________
ENAIlI = 11
DISABlE = 00

Write Cycle (WRITE) Timing Diagram

Read Cycle (READ) Timing Diagram

SK
CS J

DI

DO

HIGIZ

Write All (WRAL) Timing Diagram

PE J
SK

~

DI
DO

]

1..fUl...fU1S1JLI1

,~:::~~s_+~~,~~

r -__________________________

~

'~

-fT\..::.,.o__:"""-.::.J

~QlZ

~=1
-tEIN
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93C56A1C66A f
2,048/4,096-Bit Serial (5V only) CMOS Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM)
Features

•

Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology

•

Read/Write Non-volatile Memory
Single 5V supply operation
2,048 bits: 128 x 16 organization
4,096 bits: 256 x 16 organization
Versatile, easy to use serial data interface
-

•

Low Power Consumption
3mA max Active
1mA max Standby, TTL interface
1001lA max Standby, CMOS interface
-

•

Special Features
Automatic-erase write instruction
Ready/Busy status signal
Software and hardware controlled write
protection

• Ideal For Low-Density Data Storage
Low cost, space saving, 8-pin package
Commercial, industrial, & military versions
Interfaces with popular microcomputers
(ie., COP4XX, 8048, 8049, 8051, 8096,
6805,6801, TMS1000, Z8)
• Application Versatility
Alarms, Electronic Locks, Appliances,
Terminals, Smart Cards, RobotiCS,
Meters, Telephones, Tuners, etc.
• Reliability
10,000 eraselwrite cycles
Over 40 year data retention 1

General Description
Low power consumption, low cost, and space efficiency make the ICT 93C56A1C66A an ideal candidate for high volume, low density data storage applications. Special features of the 93C56A1C66A include: automatic write time-out, readylbusy status
signal, software controlled write protection, and
ultra-low standby power mode when deselected
(CS low). Additionally, the 93C56A1C66A offers
functional compatibility with existing NMOS serial
EEPROMs. The 93C56A1C66A is designed for applications requiring 10,000 eraselwrite cycles per
register and 40 years of data retention.

The ICT 93C56A1C66A is a 2,048/4,096-bit, 5Vonly, serial, readlwrite, non-volatile memory device
fabricated using an advanced CMOS EEPROM
technology. Its 2,048/4,096 bits of memory are organized into 128/256 registers each. Each register
is individually addressable for serial read or write
operations. A versatile serial interface consisting of
chip select, clock, data-in and data-out, can easily
be controlled by popular microcomputers (ie.,
COP4XX, 8048, 8049, 8051, 6805, 6801,
TMS1000,Z8) or standard microprocessors.

DIP Package

Connection Diagrams

C S [ ] 8 Vcc
SK 2
7
NC

01
DO

3
4

6
5

PE
GNO

VOLTAGE
DETECllON
CIRCUITRY
(OPllONAL)

CMOS
~-computer

J

S08 Package

CS[].
Vee
SK
NC
01
DO

2
3
4

8
7
6
5

CLOCK

PE
GNO

POOl

Pin Names
CS
= Chip Select
SK
= Serial Data Clock
Di
= Serial Data Input
DO
= Serial Data Output
PE
= Program Enable
GND = Ground
Vee
= Power Supply

1

CHIP SELECT
DATA IN
DATA OUT

SK

PE

ICT
93C56A/
01
93C66A
CS

DO

Interfacing the 93C56A1C66A
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Function Description
Device Operation 2
The ICT 93C56A!C66A are serial 2,048/4,096-bit
non-volatile memory devices organized as 128/256
registers by 16 bits. Each register is independently
addressable for read, write, or erase operations.
Five, 11-bit instructions control the operation of the
device. The 93C56A!C66A operates on a single 5
Volt supply, and will generate, on chip, the high voltage required for any programming operation.
The 93C56A/C66A provides two methods of
protecting data from being accidentally disturbed.
The Write-Disable (WDS) instruction will disable all
programming functions until an Write-Enable
(WEN) instruction is executed. A hardware control
is also available in the form of the PE (program
enable) control pin. To perform any programming instruction, PE must be held high while loading the
instruction into the 93C56A1C66A. The PE control
can be used to ensure that no data is aCCidentally
disturbed by erratic switching of the
microcontroller's o.utputs during power-up or powerdown. Voltage detection circuitry can be implemented to disable PE when the supply voltage
drops below a user-specified voltage level. Note
that the PE control pin is tied to an internal pull-up
so that the pin may be left unconnected if the PE
control feature is not to be used.
Instructions, address, and write data are clocked
into the 01 pin on the rising edge of the clock (SK).
The instructions include: read; write; write enable,
write disable; and write all. The format of each
eleven-bit instruction, starting with the most significant bit, is as follows: start bit (logical "1"); a twobit op code; and an eight-bit address(one "Don;t
Care" bit and seven address bits for the 93C56A).
The DO pin is normally in a high-impedance state,
except when reading data from the device, or when
checking the BUSY/READY status after a programming operation. The BUSY/READY status can be
determined after a programming operation by
selecting the device (CS high) and polling the DO
pin. DO low indicates that the programming operation is not completed (BUSY), while DO high indicates that the device is ready for the next operation
(READY). DO will return to the high-impedance
state when the next instruction is initiated.

Read (READ)
The read (READ) instruction outputs serial data on
the DO pin. After a read instruction is received, the
instruction and the address are decoded. Then data
is transferred from the selected memory register to
a 16-bit shift register and DO comes out of the highimpedance state. After sending a dummy bit (logical "0"), the 16-bit data string is shifted out of the

device. The DO transitions occur on the rising edge
of the clock and the data is stable after the specified
delay tpo or tpOl.

Write Enable/Disable 3 (WEN twOS)
The 93C56A!C66A powers up in the programmingdisable state. Any programming after power-up, or
following a write disable (WDS) instruction, must
first be preceded by a write enable (WEN) instruction. The PE pin (if used) MUST be held high while
loading the programming enable instruction. Once
enabled, programming remains enabled until a
write disable (WDS) instruction is executed or
power is removed from the device. The write disable instruction disables all programming functions
of the 93C56A1C66A and can be used to prevent
accidentally disturbing data in the device. Data can
be read from the 93C56A!C66A regardless of the
programming enable/disable status.

Write (WRITE) 3
The 93C56A/C66A initiates an autoerase cycle
when executing a write (WRITE) instruction,
eliminating the need of an erase (ERASE) command. The write instruction (opcode plus address)
is followed by 16 bits of data to be written into the
specified address. After the last bit of data (Do) has
been clocked into the 01 pin, the CS (chip select)
must be brought low before the next rising edge of
the SK clock and held low for the minimum period
specified by tcs. The falling edge of CS initiates the
self-timed programming cycle. The PE pin (if used)
MUST be held high while loading the write instruction. However, after loading the write instruction the
PE pin becomes a "don't care". It is not necessary
to clock the SK pin after initiating the self-timed
write mode. The READY/BUSY status of the device
can be determined by selecting the device and polling the DO pin.

Write All (WRAL) 3
The write-all (WRAL) instruction simultaneously
programs all registers with the data pattern
specified in the instruction. After receiving the writeall instruction and 16 bits of data, CS is brought low
before the next rising edge of the SK clock and held
low for a minimum period specified by tcs. The failing edge of CS initiates the self-timed write cycle.
The PE pin (if used) MUST be held high while loading the write-all instruction. It is not necessary to
clock the SK pin after initiating the self-timed writeall mode. The BUSY/READY status of the device
can be determined by selecting the device and polling the DO pin.
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Rating

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to +7.5

VIO

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to Vee + 0.6

V

TST

Storage Temperature

-65to+150

'C

TLT

Lead Temperature

+ 300

'C

Operating Ranges
Symbol

Parameter

Vee

Supply Voltage

TA

Ambient Temperature l

Soldering 10 seconds

Parameter

V

Commercial

Industrial (I)

Military (M)

93C56A1C66A

93C56A1C66A

93C56A1C66A

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

4.5

5.5

4.5

5.5

4.5

5.5

V

0

+ 70

-40

+85

-55

+ 125

'C

Military

Unit

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Unit

Over the operating range

Commercia Industrial

Conditions

Unit

Min

Max

Icc

Power Supply Current,
Vee = 5.5V, CS=SK=VIH
Active, TIL/CMOS Interface DO = Open, I = 2.0MHz

lecsBl

Supply Current, Standby,
TIL Interface

leesB2

Supply Current, Standby,
CMOS Interface

VIH

Input HIGH Level

VIL

Input LOW Level

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage

IOH = - O.4mA

VOL

Output LOW Voltage

IOL = 2.1mA

0.4

III

Input Leakage Current

VIN = 5.5V

ILO

Output Leakage Current

Vo=5.5V, CS=O, Vee ~ 5.5V

tSKP

SK Period

tSKW

SK Pulse Width

tess

CS High to SK High Delay

Min

Max

Min

Max

4

6

8

mA

Vee = 5.5V, CS = VIL
00= Open

100

150

200

~

Vee = 5.5V, CS = VIL
DO = Open

50

100

200

~

Vee+1

V

0.8

V

2.0 Vce+1
- 0.1

High or Low

0.8

2.2

2.0
- 0.1

Vee+1

2.0

0.8 - 0.1

2.2

2.2

V

0.4

0.4

V

±10

±10

±10

~

±10

±10

±10

~

500

500

500

ns

250

250

250

ns

100

100

100

ns

tesH

SK Low to CS Low Delay

0

0

0

ns

tOIS

Data Setup Time (Write)

200

200

200

ns

tOIH

Data Hold Time (Write)

tpOl
tPDO

Serial Clock to Output
Delay

tE/W

Sell-timed Program Cycle 4

tes

Min CS Low Time

tsv

CS to Status Valid

tOH,
tlH

Falling Edge 01 CS
to DO High Impedence

200

Ct. = 100pF, VOl = O.8V,

200

200

ns

250

250

250

ns

10

10

20

ms

VOH = 2.0V, VIL = O.45V,
VIH = 2.4V
250
CL = 100pF

2-15

250

250

ns

500

1000

1000

ns

100

200

200

ns
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Notes
Note 1. ICTs E2 devices are designed to endure
10,000 EraselWrite cycles and to retain data
for at least forty years while operating at
55°C. ICTs standard test flow verifies at least
ten years of data retention for Commercial
and Industrial temperature devices and at
least two years data retention for Military
temperature devices. Data retention verification is performed on 100% of the units being
shipped. Cycling endurance is verified by lotsample testing.
Note 2. If the power is removed or the CS pin is
brought low during an instruction cycle, the
device's instruction registers will be reset.
Note that a power-down will totally reset the
device. This means that the write-enable instruction (WEN) will need to be executed prior
to any programming.

Note 3. If the PE pin is brought to low during the loading of the instruction, this instruction (WEN,
WDS, WRITE, and WRAL) may not be executed reliably.
Note 4. Although the 93C56A1C66A self-timed program
cycle allows software delay loops to be used
to achieve the necessary EraselWrite delay,
using the Ready/Busy feature is recommended instead. Using the Ready/Busy feature allows faster response time since tE/W
will typically be less than the maximum
specification.
Note 5. A7 is a "Don't Care" bit for addressing the
93C56A.

Instruction set for the 93C56A1C66A
Instruction

Stan Bit

Opcode

Address 5

READ

1

10

A7AsAsA4A3A2A1Ao

WRITE

1

01

A7AsAsA4A3A2A1Ao

WEN

1

00

11 XXXXXX

Write enable

WDS

1

00

OOXXXXXX

Write disable

WRAL

1

00

01XXXXXX

Data

Read address
015 - Do

015 - Do

Synchronous Data Timing Waveforms

I- tsK-l

--I

'------'11-----.1--_

VIH

01

VIL

VOH - - -.......

DO VOl.
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Write Enable (WEN)lWrite Disable (WDS) Timing Diagram

PE J
~~----------------SK
STANDBY
CS J
01 ~~o__~o~/~X~~~_~========~,,~_____________________
[NAIlE =11
IlISABI.E = 00

Write Cycle (WRITE) Timing Diagram

PE J
SK
CS J
01
DO

HIGIIZ

Read Cycle (READ) Timing Diagram

SK , - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....UUl..SU1..n....rLrl.fULfU
_ _ _ _ _ _ _- - _ ' " ' - ' tes i r - - CS J
01
DO
H~H Z

Write All (WRAL) Timing Diagram

PE J
SK
CS J
DI ---1'1\..:;..0_-=---.::...10 I
DO
HGH Z

1

~-''-~r----t-;--:-''.----+.-:--
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93CX46
1,024-Bit CMOS Serial EEPROM
with extended-voltage operation (2.5V to 6.0V)
Features
• Ideal For Low-density Data Storage
Low-cost, space-saving a-pin package
Commercial, industrial, & military versions
Interfaces with popular CMOS micro
controllers- (ie., COP4XX, uPD75XX,
HMCS-400, Series-40, M5-Series,
aocxx families)

• Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology
• ReadlWrlte Non-volatile Memory
Single supply operation (2.5V to 6.0V)
1,024 bits: 64 x 16 organization
Versatile easy-to-use serial data interface
•

•

Low Power Consumption
3mA max Active
501lA max Standby, CMOS interface
-

• Application Versatility
Extended-voltage operation is ideal for
battery-powered applications
Alarms, Electronic Locks, Appliances,
Terminals, Smart Cards, Robotics,
Meters, Telephones, Tuners, etc.

Special Features
Automatic-erase write instruction
Ready/Busy status signal
Software and hardware controlled write
protection

General Description
The ICT 93CX46 is a 1,024-bit, non-volatile memory
device fabricated using an advanced CMOS
EEPROM technology. It is possible to read or write
data with Vcc ranging from 2.5V to 6.0V. The 1,024
bits of memory are organized into 64 registers of 16
bits each. Each register is individually addressable
for serial read (or write) operations through the DI
(or DO) pin. A versatile serial interface consisting of
chip select, clock, data-in and data-out, can easily
be controlled by popular CMOS microcontrollers
(ie., COP4XX, uPD75XX, HMCS-400, Series-40,
M5-Series, aocxx families) or standard
microprocessors.

DIP Package

CS[]8 Vcc

SK
01
DO

2

7

3
4

6
5

NC
PE
GNO

Low power consumption, low cost, and space efficiency make the ICT 93CX46 an ideal candidate
for high-volume, low-density data-storage applications. Special features of the 93CX46 include:
automatic write time-out, ready/busy status signal,
software-controlled write-protection, and an ultralow-power standby mode (when deselected) that is
ideal for battery-powered applications. Additionally,
the 93CX46 offers functional compatibility with existing NMOS and CMOS serial EEPROMs. The
93CX46 is designed for applications requiring up to
10,000 eraselwrite cycles per register and 40 years
of data retention.

Connection Diagrams
VOLTAGE
DETECllON

CMOS
l1-computer

CIRCUITRY

(OPllONAL)

!

S08 Package

CS[]8

SK
01
00

2
3

7
6

4

5

VCC

NC
PE
GNO

PORT

Pin Names
CS
= Chip Select
SK
01
DO
PE
GND
Vee
NC

1

CLOCK
CHIP SELECT
DATA IN
DATA OUT

SK
ICT
CS
93CX46
DI
DO

= Serial Data Clock

= Serial Data Input
= Serial Data Output
= Program Enable
= Ground
= Power Supply
= Not Connected

Interfacing the 93CX46
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Function Description
Device Operation 1

device. The DO transitions occur on the rising edge
of the clock and the data is stable after the specified
delay tpo or tpOl.

The ICT 93CX46 is a serial 1,024-bit non-volatile
non-volatile memory device organized as 64
registers by 16 bits. Each register is independently
addressable for read, write, or erase operations.
Five, 9-bit instructions control the operation of the
device. The 93CX46 operates on a single supply
voltage, which may range from 2.5 Volts to 6.0
Volts, and will generate, on chip, the high voltage
required for any programming operation.

Write Enable and Disable2 (WEN and
WDS)
The 93CX46 powers up in the programming-disable
state. Any programming after power-up, or following a write disable (WDS) instruction, must first be
preceded by a write enable (WEN) instruction. The
PE pin MUST be held high while loading the
programming enable instruction. Once enabled,
programming remains enabled until a write disable
(WDS) instruction is executed or power is removed
from the device. The write disable instruction disables all programming functions of the 93CX46 and
can be used to prevent accidentally disturbing data
in the device. Data can be read from the 93CX46
regardless of the programming enable/disable
status.

The 93CX46 provides two methods of protecting
data from being accidentally disturbed. The
erase/write-disable (EWDS) instruction will disable
all programming functions until an erase/writeenable (EWEN) instruction is executed. A hardware
control is also available in the form of the PE
(program enable) control pin. To perform any
programming instruction, PE must be held high
while loading the instruction into the 93CX46. The
PE control can be used to ensure that no data is
accidentally disturbed by erratic switching of the
microcontroller's outputs during power-up or powerdown. Voltage detection circuitry can be implemented to disable PE when the supply voltage
drops below a user-specified voltage level. Note
that the PE control pin is tied to an internal pull-up
so that the pin may be left unconnected if the PE
control feature is not to be used.
Instructions, address, and write data are clocked
into the 01 pin on the rising edge of the clock (SK).
The instructions include: read; write; erase/write
enable, erase/write disable; erase all; and write all.
The format of each 9-bit instructions-starting with
the most significant bit-is as follows: start bit (logical "1"); a two-bit op code; and an eight-bit address.
The DO pin is normally in a high-impedance state,
except when reading data from the device, or when
checking the BUSY/READY status after a programming operation. The BUSY/READY status can be
determined after a programming operation by
selecting the device (CS high) and polling the DO
pin. DO low indicates that the programming operation is not completed, while DO high indicates that
the device is ready for the next operation. DO will
return to the high-impedance state when the next
instruction is initiated.

Read (READ)
The read (READ) instruction outputs serial data on
the DO pin. After a read instruction is received, the
instruction and the address are decoded. Then data
is transferred from the selected memory register to
a 16-bit shift register and DO comes out of the highimpedance state. After sending a dummy bit (logical "0"), the 16-bit data string is shifted out of the

Write (WRITE)2
The 93CX46 initiates an auto erase cycle when executing a write (WRITE) instruction, eliminating the
need of an erase (ERASE) command. The write instruction (opcode plus address) is followed by 16
bits of data to be written into the specified address.
After the last bit of data (Do) has been clocked into
the 01 pin, the CS (chip select) must be brought low
before the next rising edge of the SK clock and held
low for the minimum period specified by tes. The
falling edge of CS initiates the self-timed programming cycle. The PE pin MUST be held high while
loading the write instruction. However, after loading
the write instruction the PE pin becomes a "don't
care". It is not necessary to clock the SK pin after
initiating the self-timed write mode. The
READY/BUSY status of the device can be determined by selecting the device and polling the DO
pin.

Write All (WRAL)2
The write-all (WRAL) instruction simultaneously
programs all registers with the data pattern
specified in the instruction. After receiving the writeall instruction and 16 bits of data, CS (chip select)
must be held low for a minimum period specified by
tes. The falling edge of CS initiates the self-timed
write cycle. The PE pin MUST be held high while
loading the write-all instruction. It is not necessary
to clock the SK pin after initiating the self-timed
write-all mode. The BUSY/READY status of the
device can be determined by selecting the device
and polling the DO pin.
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol
Vee

Parameter

Conditions

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VIO

VoHage Applied to Any Pin

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Relative to GND

Lead Temperature

Supply VoHage

TA

Ambient Temperature 3

Parameter

Max

6.0

2.5

6.0

2.5

6.0

V

+ 70

-40

+ 85

-55

+ 125

·C

Max

2.5
0

Over the operating range

5

7

rnA

= VIL

100

150

200

J.IA

= VIL

50

100

200

J.IA

Vec-.2 Vcc+l Vcc-.2 Vee+l Vec-.2 Vcc+l

V

Supply Current, Standby,
CMOS Interface

Vee = 6.0V, CS
DO = Open

VOL
III

Input Leakage Current

= - 0.4mA (note 4)
IOL = 2.1mA (note 4)
VIN = 6.0V
Vo=6.0V, CS=O, Vee:;; 6.0V

ILO

Output Leakage Current

tSKP

SK Period

tSKW

SK Pulse Width

tess
tesH

93CX46 I 93CX46 M Unit
Max Min Max Min Max
3

leeSB2

Output LOW VoHage4

Max

93CX46

Conditions

Vee = 6.0V, CS
DO = Open

Output HIGH VoHage4

Min

Unit

Min

Min

Supply Current, Standby,
TIL Interface

VOH

·C

Military

leesBl

VIL

+300

93CX46 M

Power Supply Current,
Vee = 6.0V, CS=SK=VIH
Active, TIUCMOS Interface DO = Open, f = 2.0MHz

Input HIGH Level 4

·C

Industrial

Icc

Input LOW Level 4

- 65 to + 150

93CX46 I

Min

VIH

- 0.6 to Vee + 0.6

93CX46

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

V
V

Commercial

Parameter

Vee

Unit

- 0.6 to +7.5

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Symbol

Rating

IOH

- 0.1

0.2 - 0.1

0.2 - 0.1

2.2

2.2

2.2

0.2

V
V

0.4

0.4

0.4

V

±10

±10

±10

±10

±10

±10

J.IA
J.IA

1

1

1

(.1S

500

500

500

ns

CS High to SK High Delay

100

100

100

ns

SK Low to CS Low Delay

0

0

0

ns

High or Low

tOiS

Data Setup Time (Write)

200

200

200

ns

tOIH

Data Hold Time (Write)

200

200

200

ns

tpOl
tpoo

Serial Clock to Output
Delay

tE/W

Self-timed Program CYCleS

tes

Min CS Low Time

tsv

CS to Status Valid

tOH,
tll-l

Falling Edge of CS
to DO High Impedence

250

CL = 100pF, VOL = O.SV,
VOH - 2.0V, VIL = O.45V,
VIH = 2.4V

250

20

CL

= 100pF
2-20

20
250

250

250

ns

40

ms

250

ns

500

1000

1000

ns

100

200

200

ns
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Notes
Nota 1. If the power is removed or the CS pin is
brought low during an instruction cycle, the
device's instruction registers will be reset.
Note that a power-down will totally reset the
device. This means that the wr~e-enable instruction (WEN) will need to be executed prior
to any programming.

and Industrial temperature devices and at
least two years data retention for MiI~ary
temperature devices. Data retention verification is performed on 100% of the un~s being
shipped. Cycling endurance is verified by lotsample testing.
Nota 4. The 93CX46 is designed to operate w~h TTL interface only when 4.5V s Vee S 5.5V.

Note 2. If the PE pin is brought to low during the loading of the instruction, this instruction (WEN,
WDS, WRITE, and WRAL) may not be executed reliably.

Nota 5. Although the 93CX46 self-timed program cycle
allows software delay loops to be used to
achieve the necessary EraselWrite delay,
using the Ready/Busy feature is recommended instead. Using the Ready/Busy feature allows faster response time since tE/W
will typically be less than the maximum
specification.

Note 3. ICTs E2 devices are designed to endure
10,000 EraselWr~e cycles and to retain data
for at least forty years while operating at
55°C. ICTs standard test flow verifies at least
ten years of data retention for Commercial

Instruction set for the 93CX46
Data

Comments

Instruction

Start Bit

Opcode

Address

READ

1

10

AsA4A3A2A1Ao

WRITE

1

01

AsA4A3A2A1Ao

WEN

1

00

11XXXX

Write enable

WDS

1

00

OOXXXX

Write disable

WRAL

1

00

01XXXX

Read address
015 - Do

015 - Do

Synchronous Data Timing Waveforms

r-

-I

----I
~__~I--~__--

tSK

VIH

01

CS

VIL
VIH

VIL

VOH - - - - - - - ,

DO

VOL - - - - - '--_ _ _ _.J
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Write Enable (WEN)lWrite Disable (WDS) Timing Diagram

PE J
~~----------------SK
STANDBY
CS J
DI ~~o__~o~/~X~~~=~=======~=~,~_____________________
EHAIlE = II
OIS!BLE =00

Write Cycle (WRITE) Timing Diagram

PE J
SK
CS J
DI
DO

HIGH Z

Read Cycle (READ) Timing Diagram

SK
l.JLfl.JLJl~JLJLrU
tcs
CS /,....-------------.----------~'"\I STANOBY i r - - DI
DO

HIGIZ

Write All (WRAL) Timing Diagram

PE J
SK
DI --F1\...::...o_::""--..::..J
DO
~GH Z
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93CX56/93CX66
2,048/4,096-Bit CMOS Serial EEPROM
with extended-voltage operation (2.5V to 6.5V)
Features
• Ideal For Low-density Data Storage
Low-cost, space-saving 8-pin package
Commercial, industrial, & military versions
Interfaces with popular CMOS micro
controllers- (ie., COP4XX, uP075XX,
HMCS-400, Series-40, M5-Series,
80CXX families)

• Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology
• ReadIWrlte Non-volatile Memory
Single supply operation (2.5V to 6.0V)
2,048 bits: 128 x 16 organization
- 4,096 bits: 256 x 16 organization
- Versatile easy-to-use serial data interface
• Low Power Consumption
- 4mA max Active
- 50llA max Standby, CMOS interface

• Application Versatility
Extended-voltage operation is ideal for
battery-powered applications
Alarms, Electronic Locks, Appliances,
Terminals, Smart Cards, Robotics,
Meters, Telephones, Tuners, etc.

• Special Features
Automatic-erase write instruction
Ready/Busy status signal
Software and hardware controlled write
protection

General Description
The ICT 93CX56/CX66 is a 2,048/4,096-bit, nonvolatile memory device fabricated using an advanced CMOS EEPROM technology. It is possible
to read or write data with Vcc ranging from 2.5V to
6.0V. The 2,048/4,096 bits of memory are organized
into 128/256 registers of 16 bits each. Each register
is individually addressable for serial read (or write)
operations through the 01 (or ~O) pin. A versatile
serial interface consisting of chip select, clock, datain and data-<lut, can easily be controlled by popular
CMOS microcontrollers (ie., COP4XX, uP075XX,
HMCS-400, Series-40, M5-Series, 80CXX families)
or standard microprocessors.
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CS08

DIP Package

SK
01
DO

2
3
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4

5

Vee
NC
PE
GNO

Low power consumption, low cost, and space efficiency make the ICT 93CX561CX66 an ideal candidate for high-volume, low-density data-storage
applications. Special features of the 93CX561CX66
include: automatic write time-<lut, readylbusy status
signal, software-controlled write-protection, and an
ultra-low-power standby mode (when deselected)
that is ideal for battery-powered applications. Additionally, the 93CX56/CX66 offers functional compatibility with existing NMOS and CMOS serial
EEPROMs. The 93CX56/CX66 is designed for applications requiring up to 10,000 erase/Write cycles
per register and 40 years of data retention.

Connection Diagrams
VOLTAGE
DETECTION
CIRCUITRY
(OPTIONAL)

CMOS
f,L-computer

508 Package

SK
01
DO

2

7

3
4

6
5

Vee
NC
PE
GNO

Pin Names

1
CLOCK
CHIP SELECT

PORT!

DATA IN
DATA OUT

= Chip Select
= Serial Data Clock
01
= Serial Data Input
DO
= Serial Data Output
PE
= Program Enable
GND = Ground
Vee
= Power Supply
NC
= Not Connected
CS
SK

SK
CS
01

DO

PE

ICT
93CX56/
93CX66

Interfacing the 93CX56193CX66
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Function Description
cal "0"), the 16-bit data string is shifted out of the
device. The DO transitions occur on the rising edge
of the clock and the data is stable after the specified
delay tpo or tpOl.

Device Operation 1
The ICT 93CX561CX66 are serial 2,048/4,096-bit
non-volatile memory devices organized as 128/256
registers by 16 bits. Each register is independently
addressable for read, write, or erase operations.
Five, 11-bit instructions control the operation of the
device. The 93CX561CX66 operates on a single
supply voHage, which may range from 2.5 Volts to
6.0 VoHs, and will generate, on chip, the high voltage required for any programming operation.
The 93CX56/CX66 provides two methods of
protecting data from being accidentally disturbed.
The Write-Disable (WDS) instruction will disable all
programming functions until an Write-Enable
(WEN) instruction is executed. A hardware control
is also available in the form of the PE (program
enable) control pin. To perform any programming instruction, PE must be held high while loading the
instruction into the 93CX56/CX66. The PE control
can be used to ensure that no data is aCCidentally
disturbed by erratic switching of the
microcontroller's outputs during power-up or powerdown. Voltage detection circuitry can be implemented to disable PE when the supply voltage
drops below a user-specified voltage level. Note
that the PE control pin is tied to an internal pull-up
so that the pin may be left unconnected if the PE
control feature is not to be used.
Instructions, address, and write data are clocked
into the 01 pin on the rising edge of the clock (SK).
The instructions include: read; write; write enable,
write disable; and write all. The format of each
eleven-bit instruction, starting with the most significant bit, is as follows: start bit (logical "1 "); a twobit op code; and an eight-bit address (one "Don't
Care" bit and seven address bits for the 93CX56).
The DO pin is normally in a high-impedance state,
except when reading data from the device, or when
checking the BUSY/READY status after a programming operation. The BUSY/READY status can be
determined after a programming operation by
selecting the device (CS high) and polling the DO
pin. DO low indicates that the programming operation is not completed (BUSY), while DO high indicates that the device is ready for the next operation
(READY). DO will return to the high-impedance
state when the next instruction is initiated.

Read (READ)
The read (READ) instruction outputs serial data on
the DO pin. After a read instruction is received, the
instruction and the address are decoded. Then data
is transferred from the selected memory register to
a 16-bit shift register and DO comes out of the highimpedance state. After sending a dummy bit (Iogi-

Write Enable/Disable 2 (WEN twDS)
The 93CX561CX66 powers up in the programmingdisable state. Any programming after power-up, or
following a write disable (WDS) instruction, must
first be preceded by a write enable (WEN) instruction. The PE pin (if used) MUST be held high while
loading the programming enable instruction. Once
enabled, programming remains enabled until a
write disable (WDS) instruction is executed or
power is removed from the device. The write disable instruction disables all programming functions
of the 93CX561CX66 and can be used to prevent
accidentally disturbing data in the device. Data can
be read from the 93CX56/CX66 regardless of the
programming enable/disable status.

Write (WRITE) 2
The 93CX56/CX66 initiates an autoerase cycle
when executing a write (WRITE) instruction,
eliminating the need of an erase (ERASE) command. The write instruction (opcode plus address)
is followed by 16 bits of data to be written into the
specified address. After the last bit of data (Do) has
been clocked into the 01 pin, the CS (chip select)
must be brought low before the next riSing edge of
the SK clock and held low for the minimum period
specified by tcs. The falling edge of CS initiates the
self-timed programming cycle. The PE pin (if used)
MUST be held high while loading the write instruction. However, after loading the write instruction the
PE pin becomes a "don't care". It is not necessary
to clock the SK pin after initiating the self-timed
write mode. The READY/BUSY status of the device
can be determined by selecting the device and polling the DO pin.

Write All (WRAL) 2
The write-all (WRAL) instruction simultaneously
programs all registers with the data pattern
specified in the instruction. After receiving the writeall instruction and 16 bits of data, CS is brought low
before the next rising edge of the SK clock and held
low for a minimum period specified by tcs. The failing edge of CS initiates the self-timed write cycle.
The PE pin (if used) MUST be held high while loading the write-all instruction. It is not necessary to
clock the SK pin after initiating the self-timed writeall mode. The BUSY/READY status of the device
can be determined by selecting the device and polling the DO pin.
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Rating

Conditions

Unit
V

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to +7.5

VIO

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to Vee + 0.6

V

-65to+150

·C

+300

·C

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Symbol

Parameter

Commercial

Industrial (I)

Military (M)

93CX56193CX66

93CX56193CX66

93CX56193CX66

Min
Vee

Supply Voltage

TA

Ambient Temperature 3

Max

Parameter

Max

Min

Unit

Max

2.5

6.0

2.5

6.0

2.5

6.0

V

0

+ 70

-40

+85

-55

+ 125

·C

Military

Unit

DC and AC Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Min

Over the operating range

!commerCial Industrial

Conditions

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

4

6

8

mA

100

150

250

~

50

100

200

~

Input HIGH Level 4

Vcc-.2 Vcc+1 Vec-.2 Vee+1 Vcc-.2 Vce+1

V

Input LOW Level 4

- 0.1

V

lee

Power Supply Current,
Vee = S.SV, CS=SK=VIH
Active, nUCMOS Interface DO = Open, I = 2.0MHz

leesBl

Supply Current, Standby,
TTL Interface

Vee = 5.5V, CS = VIL
DO = Open

leesB2

Supply Current, Standby,
CMOS Interface

Vee = 5.5V, CS
00= Open

VIH
VIL
VOH

Output HIGH Voltage4

VOL

Output LOW Voltage4

= VIL

III

Input Leakage Current

= - O.4mA
= 2.1mA
VIN = 6.0V

ILO

Output Leakage Current

Vo=6.0V, CS=O, Vce ~ 6.0V

tSKP

SK Period

tSKW

SK Pulse Width

tess
tesH
tOIS

IOH

0.2

2.2

IOL

- 0.1

0.2 -0.1

2.2

0.2

2.2

V

0.4

0.4

0.4

V

±10

±10

±10

~

±10

±10

±10

~

1

1

1

J.1S

500

500

500

ns

CS High to SK High Delay

100

100

100

ns

SK Low to CS Low Delay

0

0

0

ns

Data Setup Time (Write)

200

200

200

ns

tOIH

Data Hold Time (Write)

200

tpOl
tpoo

Serial Clock to Output
Delay

tE/W

Sell-timed Program Cycle

tes

Min CS Low Time

tsv

CS to Status Valid

tOH,
tlH

Falling Edge 01 CS
to DO High Impedence

High or Low

CL = 100pF, VOL = O.SV,
VOH = 2.0V, VIL = O.45V,
VIH = 2.4V

200
250

10

10

250
CL

= 100pF
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200

250

250

ns
250

ns

20

ms

250

ns

500

1000

1000

ns

100

200

200

ns
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93CX56/93CX66

Notes

Note 1. If the power is removed or the CS pin is
brought low during an instruction cycle, the
device's instruction registers will be reset.
Note that a power-down will totally reset the
device. This means that the write·enable in·
struction (WEN) will need to be executed prior
to any programming.

temperature devices. Data retention
verification is performed on 100% of the units
being shipped. Cycling endurance is verified
by lot·sample testing.
Note 4. The 93CX56/CX66 is designed to operate with
TTL interface only when 4.5V s; Vee s; 5.5V.
Note 5.

Note 2. If the PE pin is brought to low during the load·
ing of the instruction, this instruction (WEN,
WDS, WRITE, and WRAL) may not be ex·
ecuted reliably.
Note 3. ICT's E2 devices are designed to endure
10,000 EraselWrite cycles and to retain data
for at least forty years while operating at
55°C. ICT's standard test flow verifies at
least ten years of data retention for Commer·
cial and Industrial temperature devices and at
least two years data retention for Military

A~hough the 93CX56/CX66 self·timed program
cycle allows software delay loops to be used
to achieve the necessary EraselWrite delay,
using the Ready/Busy feature is recom·
mended instead. Using the Ready/Busy fea·
ture allows faster response time since tEIW
will typically be less than the maximum
specification.

Note 6. A7 is a "Don't Care" bit for addressing the
93CX56.

Instruction set for the 93CX56/93CX66
Instruction

Stan Bit

Opcode

Address 6

READ

1

10

A7AaA5A4AsA2Al Ai:J

WRITE

1

01

A7AsAsA4A:JA2A 1Ai:J

WEN

1

00

11XXXXXX

Write enable

WDS

1

00

OOXXXXXX

Write disable

WRAL

1

00

01XXXXXX

Data

Read address
015 - Do

015 - Do

Synchronous Data Timing Waveforms

r--

--I

tSl(

---j

01

CS

VIL

VIH

VIL

VOH

DO VOL

-----.L.....--__

L.....--~I

VIH

_ _ _ ' - -_ _- J
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Write Enable (WEN)IWrite Disable (WDS) Timing Diagram

CSJ
DI

STIHlBY

~~o__~o~/~x~~~~~~~~~~,,~_____________________
ENAIlE =11

IlISNll£ =00

Write Cycle (WRITE) Timing Diagram

PE J
SK
CS J
DI
DO

HIGHZ

Read Cycle (READ) Timing Diagram

SK
CS J
DI
DO

HIGlZ

00

Write All (WRAL) Timing Diagram
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3.0 CMOS High-Speed PROMS

CMOS High-Speed PROM Features

CMOS High-Speed PROMs
ICT's family of CMOS High-Speed PROMs provide the performance
and features needed by todays new high speed system designs.
They also serve as a plug-in compatible alternative for existing
designs using bipolar PROMs. The family of 24 pin devices offer fast
access times, low power consumption, UV reprogrammability and
100% testing for program and function.

CMOS High-Speed PROM Features
• High-Speed CMOS UV-EPROM Technology

-

35-55ns access times

• Socket Compatible with Bipolar PROMs

-

8K X 8 and 4K X 8 organization
Standard 24-pin 600 mil DIP
Space-saving 24-pin 300 mil DIP

• Low Power Consumption
- Less than 1/3 of bipolar devices
- Special low-power standby mode (27CX321/2)
• UV Reprogrammability
- Cost savings and convenience
- Allows 100% factory testability
• Programming Support
- From ICT and third-party manufacturers
• Commercial and Industrial Versions
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27CX321/27CX322
4,096 x 8-bit CMOS High-Speed Erasable PROM
Features

• Advanced CMOS EPROM Technology

• Reprogrammablllty
Adds convenience, reduces costs
Windowed package for UV erasure
Allows 100% factory testing

• High Perfonnance
27CX321/322-35 tAA =35ns max
27CX321/322-40 tAA =40ns max
27CX321/322-45 tAA = 45ns max

•

• Low Power Consumption
Icc = 40mA max - Active (Commercial)
ISB = 500J,JA max typical - Standby Mode
• TTL-Compatible I/O

Bipolar PROM replacement
Pin-compatible with Bipolar PROMs
Higher speed
Lower power consumption
300-mil and 600-mil packages
-

• Commercial and Industrial Versions

General Description
bipolar PROMs (as fast as 35ns), with a significant
improvement in power consumption. A special,
user-programmable, low-power standby mode
reduces power consumption even further when the
device is deselected. The reprogrammability of the
27CX321/322 not only adds convenience and
reduces development and field retrofit costs, but
enhances factory testability, allowing for 100% field
programmability and function.

The ICT 27CX321 and 27CX322 are 4,096 X 8-bit
CMOS high-speed UV-erasable PROMs that
provide a low-power, reprogrammable aHernative to
bipolar fuse-link PROMs. Available in both 600mil
(27CX321) and 300mil (27CX322) packages, these
devices are pin/socket-compatible with many
popular bipolar PROMs. The 27CX321/322 are
designed in an advanced CMOS EPROM technology and use differential memory-cell techniques to
provide access times comparable to high-speed
Pin Diagrams

27CX322 (300 mil)

PlnNames
AO-A11
QQ:P7
CS1
CS2

Address Inputs
Data Outputs
Chip Select
Chip Select

A7
A6
A5

J

A4

4

A3
A2

AI

AD
00
01

02
GNO

9

12

Block Diagram

l-----f:>O--O 07
f-+-{)O--o 06

All
Al0
A9
A8

A7
A6

f-+-{)O--o 05

ROW

128 X 256

8 X 1 OF 16

DECODER

PROGRAMltAllLE
IJIRAY

MUL~Pl.ElCER

1 OF 256

A3

AI
AO

04

r.--H::;:.o.--c>

03

r.--H::;:.o.--c> 01
r.--H::;:.o.--c> 00
COI.Ut.tN
DECODER
1 OF 16

1=========:.1

CS2D-------------~------~

CSI

~~~ER 1--+--1:>0--0

1--+--1.:>0--0 02

AS
A4

A2

27CX321 (600 mil)

D---------------------~
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage.

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Unit

Rating

Parameter

Conditions

Vcc

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to +7.0

VIO

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND

-0.6 to Vcc+0.6

V

V

TA

Ambient Temp., Power Applied

-10 to +85

'C

TST

Storage Temperature

-65 to +150

'C

+300

'C

TLT

Soldering 10 seconds

Lead Temperature

Operating Ranges
Parameter

Conditions

Min

Vce

Supply Voltage

Commercial

Vee

Supply VoHage

Industrial

TA

Ambient Temperature

Comercial

TA

Ambient Temperature

Industrial

Min

Symbol

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Parameter

VIH

Input HIGH Level

VIL

Input LOW Level

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage 2
Output LOW Voltage 2

VOL

Conditions

4.75

5.25

V

4.50

5.50

V

0

70

'C

-40

85

'C

Max

Unit

~.0(2.4)1
Vce = Min, IOH = -4.0mA

Input Leakage Current

Vce = Max, GND ~ VI ~ Vee

Output Short Circuit Current3

Vee = Max, Vo = GND
CS1 = VIL and CS2 = VIH

loz

Output Leakage Current

Vec = Max, Vo = Vee or GND
CS1 VIH or CS2 = VIL

Icc

Power Supply Current

All inputs=(GND or Vcc) ±
Current4

ISB

Standby Power Supply
(Typical values - 5001lA)

CS2 = VIL, All other inputs
= (GND or Vee) ± 0.3V

VIC

Input Clamp Voltage

Vee = Min, liN = -18mA

V
0.8

V

0.45

V

2.4

Vee = Min, IOL = 12mA

IL

Symbol

Unit

Over the operating range

los

CapaCitance

Max

-15

0.1

V

10

IlA

-90

rnA

10

IlA

40(60)1

rnA

5

rnA

-1.2

V

Max

Unit

These measurements are periodically sample tested ..

Parameter

CIN

Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

Cesl

CS1 Pin Capacitance

Conditions
TA = 25'C
Vcc = 5.0V
@ f = 1MHz

Min

6

pF

12

pF

15

pF

CS2 Pin Capacitance
pF
6
CeS2
Notes:
I. Industrial specification.
2. The 27eX321/27eX322 provide true CMOS output interface levels. The specifications shown are for TTL interface.
3. No more than one output should be shorted at a time. Duration of short circuit should not be more than one second.
4. Applicable only if standby mode is programmed.
3-3
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics
SymbOl

27CX321/27CX322

INTER. NATIONAL CMOS
TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Over the Operating Range

27CX321-35 27CX321-40

Parameter

Min

tAA
tcs
tcs2
tCD

5

Max

Access Time From Address To Output

~ccess Time From Chip Select 1 or 2 to Output f
Chip Select 2 to Output in Standby Mode 4,6
Chip Select 1 and 2 Disable to High-Z 6,7

Min

Max

27CX321-45

Min

Unit

Max

35

40

45

nS

20

25

25

nS

30

30

35

nS

20

20

25

nS

Switching Waveforms
AO - All

CS2
CSl

00 -07

Valid output

Valid output

Test Loads
Test Load 7

5.0V

Noles:

Thevenin Equivalent
1.92V

Rl =
31sn
R2 =
197n

~~12oa
1

30PF

Standby Low-Power Mode

5. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of
5 nS or less from Ihe 10% and 90% points; timing
reference levels of 1.5V (unless otherwise
specified); and lest loads shown.
6. tes and tcs2 are measured from the input
transition to VREF ± O.lV. teD is measured from
the input transition to VOH - O.lV or VOL + 0.1V.
7. CL includes scope and jig capacitance.
teo is tesled with CL = 5pF.

lamp with a 12mW/cm2 power rating, the exposure
time would be approximately 20 minutes. The
27CX321/27CX322 should be placed within one
inch of the lamp during erasure. Exposing the
CMOS EPROM to high-intensity UV light for extended periods may affect device reliability

The low-power standby mode is a user-selectable
option that can be set using programming equipment
that supports the 27CX321/27CX322. If this mode
is set, the 27CX321/27CX322 will power-down to
typically 500J,1A supply current while CS2 is asserted
low. The delay from CS2 low to power-down is approximately 45nS. Note that chip-select-to-data-out
timing for CS2 will change if the standby mode is
selected (refer to the specification for tCS2 under
A.C. Electrical Characteristics). For information on
selecting the standby option, please contact your
programmer manufacturer or ICT.

Programming the 27CX321 1322
The 27CX321/27CX322 employ a dual-transistor
differential memory cell design. Initially, and after
erasure, all bits of the 27CX321/322 are in an undefined state. Thus, verifying a blank device will
yield erroneous results. The desired state of each
bit must be programmed into the device to ensure
proper operation.
Programming support is available from ICT and
third-party vendors, including DATA I/O (model no.
298 with Unipak20r28-firmwareversionV15). For
more information on programming support and
programming specifications, please contact ICT.

Erasure Characteristics
The 27CX321/27CX322 are erased by exposure to
ultraviolet light. For complete erasure,the recommended minimum integrated dose (UV intensity X
exposure time) is 15 Watt-secondlcm 2 of ultraviolet
light with a wavelength of 2537/... For an ultraviolet
3-4
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27CX641/27CX642
8,192 x 8-bit CMOS High-Speed Erasable PROM
Features

•

Advanced CMOS EPROM Technology

• High Performance
27CX641/642-35
27CX641/642-40
27CX641/642-45
27CX641/642-55

tAA
tAA
tAA
tAA

= 35ns
= 40ns
= 45ns
= 55ns

• Reprogrammablllty
Adds convenience, reduces costs
Windowed package for UV erasure
Allows 100% factory testing

max
max
max
max

• Low Power Consumption
Icc=80mA max (Commercial)
-

• Bipolar PROM replacement
Pin-compatible with Bipolar PROMs
Higher speed
Lower power consumption
300-mil and 600-mil packages

• TTL-Compatible 110

• Commercial and Industrial Versions

General Description
The ICT 27CX641 and 27CX642 are 8,192 X 8-bit
CMOS high-speed UV-erasable PROMs that
provide a low-power reprogram mabie aHernative to
bipolar fuse-link PROMs. Available in both 600mil
(27CX641) and 300mil (27CX642) packages, these
devices are pin/socket-compatible with many
popular bipolar PROMs.
The 27CX641/642 are designed in an advanced
CMOS EPROM technology and use differential
Pin Diagrams

27CX642 (300mil)
A7

00-07
CS
GND

Vee

Address Inputs
Data Outputs
Chip Select
Ground
Power Supply

A5
A4
A3
A2

A1

00
01
02

GND
Block Diagram
A12
All
Al0
A9
A8

A7

A7

A10
CS
A11

A5
A4
A3
A2
A1

A12
07
06
05
04
03

AD

128 X 512
PROCRAliMABl£
ARRAY

A6
A5
A4

27CX641 (600mil)

Vee

A8
A9

A6

Pin Names
AO-A12

memory cell techniques to provide access times
comparable to high-speed bipolar PROMs (as fast
as 35ns) with a significant improvement in power
consumption. The reprogrammability of the
27CX641/642 not only adds convenience and
reduces development and field retrofit costs, but
enhances factory testability, allowing for 100% field
programmability and function.

Vee
A8
A9

A6

AD

00
01

02

GND

21

A10
CS
A11
A12
07
06
05
04
03

07
06
05
04
03
02
01
00

A3

A2
Al
AO
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage.

Absolute Maximum Ratings

Unit

Parameter

Conditions

Rating

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

-0.6 to +7.0

Via

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND

-0.6 to Vee+0.6

V

TA

Ambient Temp., Power Applied

-10 to +85

"C

-65 to +150

"C

+ 300

"C

Symbol

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Soldering 10 seconds

V

Operating Ranges
Symbol
Vee

Parameter

Conditions

Supply Voltage

Commercial

Vee

Supply Voltage

Industrial

TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial

TA

Ambient Temperature

Industrial

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Parameter

Max

Unit

4.75

5.25

V

4.50

5.50

V

0

70

"C

-40

85

"C

Min

Max

Unit

Over the operating range

Conditions

2.0 1

VIH

Input HIGH Level

VIL

Input LOW Level

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage 2

Vee = Min, 10H = -4.0mA

VOL

Output LOW Voltage 2

Vee = Min, 10L = 12mA

IL

Input Leakage Current

Vee = Max, GND ~ VI ~ Vee

los

Output Short Circuit Current 3

Vee = Max, Va = GND,
CS = VIL

loz

Output Leakage Current

Icc
VIC

V
0.8

V

0.45

V

2.4

V

10

IlA

-90

mA

Vee = Max, Va = Vee or GND,
CS = VIH

10

IlA

Power Supply Current

All inputs =(GND or Vee) ± 0.3V
@ f = 15MHz

80 1

mA

Input Clamp Voltage

Vee = Min, liN = -18mA

-1.2

V

Max

Unit

Capacitance
Symbol

Min

Parameter

CIN

Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

Ces

CS Pin Capacitance

-15

These measurements are periodically sample tested ..

Conditions
TA = 25"C
Vee = 5.0V
@ f = 1MHz

Min

6

pF

12

pF

15

pF

Notes:
1. Industrial specification: VIH ~ 2.4V. Icc ~ 120mA. eommercial-35 specification: Icc ~ 90mA.
2. The 27eX641/27eX642 provide true CMOS output interface levels; the specifications shown are for TIL interface.
3. No more than one output should be shorted at a time. Duration of short circuit should not be more than one second.
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

27CX641/27CX642
Over the Operating Range 4

27CX641-35 27CX641-40 27CX641-45 27CX641-55 Unit
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

Parameter

tAA

Access Time From Address To Output

35

40

45

55

ns

tes

Access Time From Chip Select to Output 5

20

20

25

35

ns

teo

Chip Disable to High-Z 5.6

20

20

20

35

ns

Switching Waveforms

I

AO-A12

tCD

Valid output

Test Loads

Test Load 6

Valid output

Thevenin Equivalent

5.0V

~:'3:PF f

1.92V

1

1

Rl = 31&1
Output

0------{

R2 = 197n

Noles:
4. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of 5 nS
or less from the 10% and 90% points; timing reference levels
of 1.5V (unless otherwise specified); and test loads shown.

J

122n

30PF

5.

tcs is measured from

6.

CL includes scope and jig capacitance.
teD is tested with CL = 5pF.

the input transition to
VREF (1.92V) ± O.lV. teD is measured from the
input transition to VOH - 0.1 V or VOL + 0.1Y.

Erasure Characteristics

Programming the 27CX641/642

The 27CX641/27CX642 are erased by exposure to
ultraviolet light. For complete erasure, the recommended minimum integrated dose (UV intensity X
exposure time) is 15 Watt-secondlem 2 of ultraviolet
light with a wavelength of 2537A. For an ultraviolet
lamp with a 12mW/cm2 power rating, the exposure
time would be approximately 20 minutes. The
27CX641/27CX642 should be placed within one
ineh of the lamp during erasure. Exposing the
CMOS EPROM to high-intensity UV light for extended periods may cause permanent damage to
the device.

The 27CX641/27CX642 employ a dual-transistor
differential memory eell design. Initially, and after
erasure, all bits of the 27CX641/27CX642 are in an
undefined state. Verifying a blank device will yield
erroneous results. The desired state ("1" or "0") of
each bit must be programmed into the device to ensure proper operation.
Programming support is available from ICT and
third-party vendors including DATA I/O (model no.
298 with Unipak 2 or 28 - firmware version V14 family/pinout code=82/67). For more information on
programming support and programming specifications, please contact ICT.
3-7
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CMOS High-Speed EPROM Features

4.0 CMOS High-Speed EPROMS

CMOS High-Speed EPROMs
ICT's family of UV-EPROMs provide the high-speed and high-density
required for operation in high-performance microprocessor based
systems. The family of JEDEC-standard 28-pin and 32-pin devices
offer fast access times, low power consumption, UV reprogrammability and 100% testing for program and function.

High-Speed EPROM Features
• High-Speed CMOS UV-EPROM Technology

-

40-90ns access times

• High-Density
- 27CX256: 32K X 8 (256K-bits)
- 27CX010: 128K X 8 (1 M-bits)
• Pin Compatibility
- JEDEC-Standard 28-pin and 32-pin CERDIP
- Upgrades through 8M-bits
• Low Power Consumption
- 90mA Icc Active
- 1mA Icc CMOS Standby
• UV Reprogrammability
- Cost savings and convenience
- Allows 100% factory testability
• Programming Support
- From third-party manufacturers

4-1
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27CX010
1M (128K X 8) CMOS High-Speed EPROM
Features
•

Advanced CMOS EPROM Technology

•

High Performance
27CX010C-55 tAA
27CX010C-70 tAA
27CX010C-90 1M
-

• Reprogrammablllty
Adds convenience, reduces costs
Windowed package for UV erasure
Allows 100% factory testing
-

=55ns max
= 70ns max
=90ns max

• Programming suppon
Supported by popular programmers
Fast programming algorithm
Auto Select mode feature

• Low Power COnsumption
90mA Max Active
20mA Max Standby, TTL interlace
1mA Max Standby, CMOS interlace

• Packaging
JEDEC-standard 32-pin CERDIP
Pin compatible upgrades from 512K
through 8M-bits

• TTL-Compatible 1/0

General Description
pin CE is deselected. The high-speed of the
27CX010 makes it ideal f·or operation with fast 16bit and 32-bit microprocessors, eliminating the
necessity of wait states. The 27CX010's high density allows the storage of operating systems and applications software, freeing the system's RAM for
other uses. Popular third party vendor EPROM
programmers will support the 27CX010 programming. An 'Auto Select mode provides for foolproof
programmer operation by allowing EPROM
programmers to read a special code from the
27CX010 to identify manufacturer and part type.

The ICT 27CX010 is a 1,048,576-bit CMOS highspeed UV-Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory, organized as 128K-bytes of 8 bits each.
Available in a JEDEC-standard 32-pin package, the
27CX010 allows pin-compatible upgrades from
512K through 8M-bit EPROMS with minimal or no
hardware changes. The 27CX01 0 is designed using
advanced CMOS EPROM technology which
provides ultra-fast access times (55, 70, 90ns max)
and a low active power consumption (90mA max).
The power consumption is further reduced (1 rnA
max) with its special CMOS standby mode, when

VPP

Pin Diagram

A16
A15
A12
A7
A6
A5

Pin Names
Ao-A14
QQ;-07

Qf

QL
PGM
GND

Vee

Address Inputs
Data Outputs
Chip Enable
Output Enable
Program
Ground
Power Supply

A4
A3
A2
AI
AO

00
01
02

GND

1
2
3
4
5
6

32
31
30
29
28
27

8
7
0
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17

vee
PGM
NC

A14
A13
A8
A9
All

OE

e1:0
07
06
05
04
03

Block Diagram
A16
A15
A14
A13
A12
A9
AS

07

1024 X 1024

1 OF" 128
MUllPUEXER

PROGRAMMABLE
ARRAY

06
f--+-f:»--c> 05
SENSE
f--+-f:»--c> 04
AMPUFIERS f--+-f:»--c> 03

A7
A6

f--+-f:»--C> 02
f--+-f:»--C> 01

AS

L-,-...1---t:!?,,"-DOO

A4
A3
A2
AI
AO
All
Al0 ......----..._---'

POWER
DOWN

~
!lE
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Functional Description
Erasure Characteristics

Standby Mode

The 27CX010 are erased by exposure to an
ultraviolet light source. For complete erasure, the
recommended minimum integrated dose (UV intensity X exposure time) is 15 Watt-second/cm2 of
ultraviolet light with a wavelength of 2537 A. For an
ultraviolet lamp with a 12mW/cm2 power rating, the
exposure time should be approximately 20 minutes,
with the device placed within one inch of the lamp
during erasure. Exposing the CMOS EPROM to
high-intensity UV light for extended periods may affect device reliability. Also, exposure to fluorescent
light or sunlight may erase the EPROM. Therefore,
an opaque label or substance should be placed
over the package window if the device is used in
such an environment.

The 27CX010 has two standby modes, a CMOS
standby mode (ICE input held at Vcc ± 0.3V) and
a TIL standby mode (ICE held at VIH). In the
CMOS standby mode or power-down mode, the
current consumed (ICC1) is less than 1mA. During
TIL standby mode the current (ICC2) is less than
20mA, and the outputs 00-07 are in the high impedance state, independent of 10E input.

Programming Mode
After erasure, all bits of the EPROM are set to 1's.
Programming of the 27CX010 stores O's in the
selected bit positions. The program mode is
entered when a voltage between 12.0V and 13.0V
is applied to the VPP pin, while ICE and 10E are
held low.

Auto Select Mode
The Auto Select Mode allows the reading out of a
two-byte binary code from the EPROM that will
identify its manufacturer and part type. This mode
is intended for use by programming equipment for
the purpose of automatically matching the device
being programmed with its corresponding programming algorithm. The two codes identified are the
Manufacturer code and the Device code.
These codes are given in the Mode table. All identifiers for manufacturers and devices will exhibit odd
parity with the MSB (07) defined as the parity bit.

Program Inhibit Mode

Programming support is available from third-party
manufacturers. For more information on programming support and programming specifications,
please contact ICT.

Multiple 27CX010 devices can be programmed in
parallel by wiring all like inputs of the EPROMs except for ICE or IPGM. Different data can also, be
programmed into each EPROM while in parallel.
Devices with ICE and IPGM held HIGH are inhibited
from being programmed. The chosen device can
then be programmed by setting ICE to a LOW TIL
level, pulsing IPGM with a TIL LOW pulse, and applying 12.5V to VPP. (See mode table)

Read Mode
The 27CX010 has two control functions, Chip
Enable (ICE) and Output Enable (/OE), which must
both be held low for data to be accessed from the
EPROM. ICE is the power control and should be
used for device selection. 10E is the output control
and should be used to gate data to the output pins
if the device is selected.

Program Verify Mode
A verify should be performed on the programmed
bits of the 27CX010 to determine the correct
programming of the EPROM.

It is recommended that ICE be decoded and used
as the primary device selecting function, while 10E
should be made a common connection to all
devices in the array and connected to the read line
from the system control bus. This will assure that
all deselected memory devices are in their lowpower standby mode and that the output pins are
only active when data is desired from a particular
device.

This is accomplished by taking ICE and 10E to VIL,
setting IPGM at VIH, and applying 12.5V to VPP.
Data for the 27CX010 should be verified after time
tOE from the falling edge of 10E. (See mode table)

Assuming the addresses are stable, address access time (tACC) is equal to the delay from ICE to
the output (tCS). Data is available at the outputs tOE
after the falling edge of 10E, assuming ICE has
been low and addresses have been stable for at
least tACC-tOE.
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27CX010
Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Unit

Rating

Vcc

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

- 0.6 to +7.0

V

VIO

Voltage Applied to All Pins Ex-

Relative to GND

0.6 to VCC+O.

V

TA

Ambient Temp., Power Applied

-65 to +150

'C

TST

Storage Temperature

-65 to +150

'C

TLT

Lead Temperature

+ 300

'C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Unit

TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial

0

70

C

Vcc

Supply Voltage (Read)

Commercial

4.5

5.5

V

Vcc

Suppy Voltage (Program)

Commercial

5.75

6.5

V

Vpp

Program Voltage

Commercial

12.0

13.0

V

Min

Max

Unit

Symbol

D.C. Electrical Characteristics1,2
Symbol

Over the operating range
Conditions

Parameter

VIH

Input HIGH Level

2.0

VCC+.5

V

VIL

Input LOW Level

-0.5

0.8

V

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage3
Output LOW Voltage3

0.45

V

J.IA
J.IA

VOL

Vcc = Min, IOH = -4.0mA

2.4

Vcc = Min, IOL = 12mA

V

III

Input Leakage Current

VIN = OV to Vcc

10

ILO

Output Leakage Current

Vout = OV to Vcc

10
20

mA

1

mA

ICCl

VCC Standy Current (TTL)

ICE=VIH,IOE=VIL

ICC2

VCC Standby Current (CMOS)

ICE=Vcc-0,3V to Vcc+0.3V

ICC3

VCC Active Current

ICE=IOE=VIL, Macc max

IpPl

VPP Current During Read

Vpp = 5.5V

Capacitance
Symbol

Parameter

CIN

Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

0.1

90

mA

100

J.IA

Max

Unit

These measurements are periodically sample tested.
Conditions
TA = 25'C
Vcc = 5.0V
@ f = 1MHz

Min

8

pF

8

pF

VPP Input Capacitance
20
pF
CIN2
Notes:
1. Vee must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp, and removed simultaneously or after VPP.
2. It is recommended that Vpp be connected directly to Vcc except during programming. The supply current will be Icc + IpPl,
3. The 27CX010 provides true CMOS output interface levels, The specifications shown are for a TTL interface.
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Symbol

27CX010
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Over the Operating Range 3

27CX010-55 27CX010-70

Parameter

Min

Max

Min

Max

tACC

Access Time From Address To Output

55

tCE

Access Time From Chip Enable To Output

55

tOE

Access Time From Output Enable To Output4

30

tOF

Chip Disable to High-Z 4,S

30

40

27CX010-90

Min

70

UnIt

Max
90

nS

70

90

nS

40

50

nS

50

nS

Switching Waveforms
AO - A16

II

tACC

00 -07

Test Loads

Valid autput

Test Load

Valid output

5.0V

4

Thevenin Equivalent

t:: ~:::

:L~3;F f

2.0V
11400

Output

0---{

J

30PF

Notes:
3. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of S nS or less from the 10% and 90% points; timing
reference levels of 1.SV (unless otherwise specified); and test loads shown.
4. tee and toE are measured from the input transition ta VREF ± O.lV. teo is measured from the input transition
to VOH - O.lV or VOl. + O.W.
S. CL includes scope and jig capacitance. foE is tested with CL =SpF.

Mode Table
Mode

CE

OE

PGM

VPP

VCC

A9

AO

Output

X

X

VCC

X

X

DOUT

Read

VIL

VIL

Standby

VIH

VIL

X

X

VCC

X

X

HI-Z

Output Disable

VIL

X

X

X

VCC

X

X

HI-Z

Program

VIL

VIH

VIL

VPP

VCC

X

X

DIN

Program Verify

VIL

VIL

VIH

VPP

VCC

X

X

DOUT

Program Inhibit

VIH

X

X

VPP

VCC

X

X

HI-Z

VIL

VIL

X

X

VCC

VH

VIL

01H

VIL

VIL

X

X

VCC

VH

VIH

OEH

Auto
Select
VIL

I Manufactuer
I Device

= Input Low Voltage, VIH = Input High Voltage, VH = High Voltage (12.5V), X = Don't Care
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27CX256
256K (32K X 8) CMOS High-Speed EPROM
Features

•

Advanced CMOS EPROM Technology

•

High Performance
27CX256C-40 tAA = 40ns max
27CX256C-45 tAA = 45ns max
27CX256C-70 tAA = 70ns max

• Reprogrammablllty
Adds convenience, reduces costs
Windowed package for UV erasure
Allows 100% factory testing
• Programming Support
Supported by popular programmers
Fast programming algorithm
Auto Select mode feature

• Low Power COnsumption
90mA Max Active
20mA Max Standby, TTL interface
1mA Max Standby, CMOS interface

• Packaging
JEDEC-standard 28-pin CERDIP

• TTL-Compatible I/O

General Description
pin CE is deselected. The high-speed of the
27CX256 makes it ideal for operation with fast 16bit and 32-bit microprocessors, eliminating the
necessity of wait states. The 27CX256's high density allows the storage of operating systems and applications software, freeing the system's RAM for
other uses. Popular third party vendor EPROM
programmers will support the 27CX256 programming. An Auto Select mode provides for foolproof
programmer operation by allowing EPROM
programmers to read a special code from the
27C256 to identify manufacturer and part type.

The ICT 27CX256 is a 262,144-bit CMOS highspeed UV-Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory, organized as 32K-bytes of 8 bits each.
Available in a JEDEC-standard 28-pin package, the
27CX256 allows pin-compatible upgrades from 32K
through 512K-bit EPROMS with minimal or no
hardware changes. The 27CX256 is designed using
advanced CMOS EPROM technology which
provides ultra-fast access times (40, 45, 70ns max)
and a low active power consumption (90mA max).
The power consumption is further reduced (1 mA
max) with its special CMOS standby mode, when
Pin Diagram

VPP
A12
A7
A6
A5
A4
A3
A2
Al
AO
00
01
02

Pin Names
AO-A14
QQ;-07
.Qf.

QL
PGM
GND

Vee

Address Inputs
Data Outputs
Chip Enable
Output Enable
Program
Ground
Power Supply

GND

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Block Diagram

0

22
23
21
20
19
18
17
16
15

VCC

A14
A13
A8
A9
All

OE

MO_

CE/PGM

07
06
05
04
03

1-~--t;>O--(>07

A14
A13
A12
A11
A9

PROGRAUIolABLE

AS

ARRAY

A7
A6
A5

28
27
26
25
24

I--H:::><>-IC> 06
I--H:::><>-IC>05

512 X 512

1 OF 84

SENSE

MUT1PUEXER

AUPUFIERS

I--H:::><>-IC> 04
03
f--+-C><>-IC> 02
f--+-C><>-IC> 01

L-r-1-j[:g<>-i:>00

A4
A3
A2
A1
AO
A10

. POWER

DOWN
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CMOS PEEL Devices

5.0 CMOS PEEL Devices

CMOS PEEL Features

CMOS PEEL Devices
PEEL™ Devices (Programmable Electrically Erasable Logicdevices),
combine CMOS and EEPROM technologies to offer an attractive alternative to conventional programmable logic devices (PLDs). PEEL
devices eliminate conventional PLD design tradeoffs by providing a
balance of the performance, flexibility, ease of design, and practicality
needed by logic designers today.

PEEL Device Features
• CMOS Performance
- Low power consumption
- Low operating temperature
• Architectural Flexibility
- Emulation of other PLDs (PAL, GAL, EPLD, FPLA)
- Programmable-AND, -AND/OR Arrays
- Enhanced architecture features
• Ease of Design
- Free PEEL Development Software
- Low-cost PEEL Development System
- Third-party development and programmer support
• Electrically Erasable Re-programmability
- Re-programmable in a plastic package
- Convienient and cost saving for design
- Low-risk re-programmable inventory
- 100% factory testable

5-1
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PEElM18CV8
CMQS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
•

Advanced CMOS EEPROM TechnOlogy

•

Architectural Flexibility
74 product term x 36 input array
Up to 1S inputs and S I/O pins
Independent configurable I/O macro cells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independent output enables

• EE Instant Reprogrammablllty
100% factory tested
Cost-effective windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds
Adds convenience, reduces field retrofit
and development costs

•

Application Versatility
Replaces SSI/MSI logic
Emulates bipolar PAL' devices, GAL'
devices, and EPLDs
Simplifies inventory control
Allows new design possibilities

• Foolproof Design Security
Prevents unauthorized reading or copying
of design

• Development/Programmer Support
Third party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
Software

• Low Power Consumption
~ 20mA standby + 0.7mA1MHz max
• High Performance
tpo = 25ns max, fmax=33.3MHz

General Description
The ICT PEEL 1SCVS is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally flexible alternative to earlygeneration programmable logic devices (PLDs).
Designed in advanced CMOS EEPROM technology, the performance of the PEEL1SCVS rivals
speed parameters of bipolar PLDs with a dramatic
reduction in power consumption. EE reprogrammability Simplifies inventory management, reduces
development and field retrofit costs, enhances testability to ensure 100% field programmability and
function, while allowin for low-cost ''Windowless"

packaging in a 20-pin, 300-mil DIP. The
PEEL 1SCVS's flexible architecture allows the
device to replace SSI/MSI logic circuitry. ICTs
JEDEC file translator allows the PEEL 1SCVS to
replace existing 20-pin PLDs without the need to
rework the existing design. Development and
programming support for the PEEL 1SCVS is
provided by popular third-party PC-based development tools and programmers from third-party
manufacturers. ICT also offers a free design
software package and a low-cost development system.

Pin Configuration (Figure 1)
I/CU<

Vee

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o

GNO

3 2 1 20 18

5

I
I
I

5
7
8

I/CU<
I

F"Tl.. ,~,nf""l

4

I 10 111213

>T-t-+-l-t....,.---<:l

m

I/O

~I/O
I/O

I

--g~~
I
I

DIP

Block Diagram (Figure 2)

I/O

I/o

I/O
I/O

I/O

PLCC
Pin Names
IICLK - Dedicated Input/Clock
I
- Dedicated Input
110
= Bidirectional 110
GND =Ground
Vee
= Power Supply

-~-~~
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SP = Synchronous Preset
AC = Asynchronous Clear
OE = Output Enable
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Figure 3. PEEL18CV8 Logic Array Diagram
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Function Description
The PEEL 18CV8 implements logic functions as
sum-of-products expressions in a programmableANDlfixed-OR logic array. User-defined functions
are created by programming the connections of input
signals into the array. User-configurable output
structures in the form of I/O macrocells further increase logic flexibility.
Architecture Overview
The PEEL18CV8 architecture is illustrated in the
block diagram of figure 2. Ten dedicated inputs and
8 I/Os provide up to 18 inputs and 8 outputs for creation of logic functions. At the core of the device is a
programmable electrically-erasable AND array
which drives a fixed OR array. With this structure the
PEEL 18CV8 can implement upto 8 sum-of-products
logic expressions.
Associated with each of the 8 OR functions is an 110
macrocell which can be independently programmed
to one of 12 different configurations. The programmable macrocells allow each 110 to create sequential or combinatorial logic functions of active-high or
active-low polarity, while providing three different
feedback paths into the AND array.
ANDIOR Logic Array
The programmable AND array of the PEEL 18CV8
(shown in figure 3) is formed by input lines intersecting product terms. The input lines and product terms
are used as follows:
36 Input Lines:
20 input lines carry the true and compliment of
the signals applied to the 10 input pins

always be FALSE and thus will not effect the OR
function that it drives. When all the connections on a
product term are opened, a don't care state exists
and that term will always be TRUE.
When programming the PEEL 18CV8, the device
programmer first performs a bulk erase to instantly
remove the previous pattern. The erase cycle opens
every logical connection in the array. The device is
configured to perform the user-defined function by
programming selected connections in the AND
array. (Note that PEEL device programmers
automatically program all of the connections on unused product terms so that they will have no effect
on the output function)
Programmable I/O Macrocell
The unique twelve-configuration output macrocell
provides complete control over the architecture of
each output. The ability to configure each output independently permits users to tailor the configuration
of the PEEL 18CV8 to the precise requirements of
their designs.
Macrocell Architecture
Each I/O macrocell, as shown in figure 4, consists of
a D-type flip-flop and two signal-select multiplexers.
The configuration of each macrocell is determined
by the four EEPROM bits contrOlling these multiplexers. These bits determine: output polarity; output type (registered or non-registered); and
input/feedback path (bi-directional I/O, combinatorial feedback, or register feedback). Refer to
table 1 for details.
Equivalent circuits for the twelve macrocell configurations are illustrated in figure 5. In addition to
emulating the four PAL-type output structures (configurations 3, 4, 9, and 10) the macrocell provides
eight additional configurations. When creating a
PEEL device design, the desired macrocell configuration generally is specified explicitly in the
design file. When the design is assembled or compiled, the macrocell configuration bits are defined in
the last lines of the JEDEC programming file.

16 additional lines carry the true and compliment values of feedback or input signals from
the8110s
74 product terms:
64 product terms (arranged in groups of 8)
used to form sum of product functions
8 output enable terms (one for each 110)

Output Type
The signal from the OR array can be fed directly to
the output pin (combinatorial function) or latched in
the D-type flip-flop (registered function). The D-type
flip-flop latches data on the riSing edge of the clock
and is controlled by the global preset and clear
terms. When the synchronous preset term is satisfied, the Q output of the register will be set HIGH at
the next rising edge of the clock input. Satisfying the
asynchronous clear term will set Q LOW, regardless
of the clock state. If both terms are satisfied simUltaneously, the clear will override the preset.

1 global synchronous preset term
1 global asynchronous clear term
At each input-line/product-term intersection there is
an EEPROM memory cell which determines whether
or not there is a logical connection at that intersection. Each product term is essentially a 36-input
AND gate. A product term which is connected to
both the true and compliment of an input signal will
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Output Polarity
Each macrocell can be configured to implement active-high or active-low logic. Programmable polarity
eliminates the need for external inverters.

InputlFeedback Select
The PEEL 18CV8 macrocell also provides control
over the feedback path. The inpUVfeedback signal
associated with each I/O macrocell may be obtained
from three different locations: from the I/O pin (bidirectional I/O); directly from the Q output of the flipflop (registered feedback); or directly from the OR
gate (combinatorial feedback).

Output Enable
The output of each 1/0 macrocell can be enabled or
disabled under the control of its associated programmable output enable product term. When the logical
conditions programmed on the output enable term
are satisfied, the output signal is propagated to the
1/0 pin. Otherwise, the output buffer is driven into the
high-impedance state.

BI-dlrectlonalllO
The inpuUfeedback signal is taken from the I/O pin
when using the pin as a dedicated input or as a bidirectional I/O. (Note that it is possible to create a
registered output function with bi-directionall/O.)

Under the control of the output enable term, the 1/0
pin can function as a dedicated input, a dedicated
output, or a bi-directional 1/0. Opening every connection on the output enable term will permanently
enable the output buffer and yield a dedicated output. Conversely, if every connection is intact, the
enable term will always be logically false and the 1/0
will function as a dedicated input.

Combinatorial Feedback
The signal-select multiplexer gives the macrocell the
ability to feedback the output of either the OR gate,
bypassing the output buffer, regardless of whether
the output function is registerd or co mbi nato rial. This
feature allows the creation of asynchronous latches,

ClK

SP
~~~---~~D

QI---~

OUTPUT
SELECT

QI---~

AC

INPUT/

_ _ _ _ _~ 1----I-lFEEDBACKI-----....J

SELECT 1-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-+__---1

MACRO

SP=Synchronous Preset
AC=Asynchronous Clear

CELL

Figure 4. Block Diagram ofthe PEEL1SCVSIIO Macrocell
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Figure 5. Equivalent Circuits for the Twelve Configurations of the PEEL18CV81/0 Macrocell.

Conli uration
#
A B CD

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Input/Feedback Select

Output Select

Bi-Directional 1/0

Register
"
Combinatorial
"
Register

"
"
"
Combinatorial Feedback
"
"

"
Register Feedback

"
Combinatorial
"
Regisiter

"

"
"
"

Combinatorial
"

Table 1. PEEL 18CV8 Macrocell Configuration Bits
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Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
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BI·dlrectlonall/O
The inputlfeedback signal is taken from the I/O pin
when using the pin as a dedicated input or as a bidirectional I/O. (Note that it is possible to create a
registered output function with bi-directionaIIlO.)
Combinatorial Feedback
The signal-select multiplexer gives the macrocell the
ability to feedback the output of either the OR gate,
bypassing the output buffer, regardless of whether
the output function is registerc! or combinatorial. This
feature allows the creation of asynchronous latches,
even when the output must be disabled. (Refer to
configurations 5, 6, 7, and 8 in figure 5.)
Registered Feedback
Feedback also can be taken from the register,
regardless of whether the output function is to be

combinatorial or registered. When implementing
combinatorial output function, registered feedback
allows for the internal latching of states without
giving up the use of the external output.
Design Security
The PEEL18CV8 provides a special EEPROM
security bit that prevents unauthorized reading or
copying of designs programmed into the device.
The security bit is set by the PLD programmer, either
at the conclusion of the programming cycle or as a
separate step, after the device has been
programmed. Once the security bit is set it is impossible to verify (read) or program the PEEL until the
entire device has first been erased with the bulkerase function.

I
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permenant damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VI. Vo

Voltage Applied to Any Pin 6

Relative to GND

10

Output Current

Per pin (IOl, 10H)

TST

Storage Temperature

TlT

Lead Temperature

Unit

Rating

1

- 0.5 to + 7.0

V

- 0.5 to VCC + 0.6

V

±25

rnA

-65to+125

·C

+300

·C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges 2
Symbol
Vee

Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Unit

Supply Voltage

Commercial

4.75

5.25

V

4.5

5.5

V

0

+ 70

·C

-40

+S5

·C
ns

Industrial
TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial
Industrial

TR

Clock Rise Time

See note 4

250

TF

Clock Fall Time

See note 4

250

ns

TRvee

Vee Rise Time

See note 4

10

ms

Max

Unit

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Over the operating range

Parameter

Conditions

Min

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage - TIL

Vee

Output HIGH Voltage-CMOS

Vee

VCC - 0.1

VOL

Output LOW Voltage - TIL

= Min, 10H = - 4.0mA
= Min, 10H = -101lA
Vee = Min, 10l = SmA

2.4

VOHe

VOle

Output LOW Voltage-CMOS

Vee = Min, 10l = 101lA

VIH

Input HIGH Level

Vil

Input LOW Level

ill

Input Leakage Current

loz

Output Leakage Current

VO = High-Z, GND $; VO$; Vee

Ise

Output Short Circuit Current

Vee = Max, Vo = O.5V

leese

Vcc Current, Standby, CMOS

VIN = Vee or GND

ICCAe

Vee Current, Active, CMOS

VIN = Vee or GND.
All outputs open. 5

2.0
-0.3
Vee = Max, GND $; VIN $; VCC

IcesT

Vcc Current, Standby, TIL

VIN = Vil or VIH

ICCAT

Vee Current, Active, TIL

VIN = Vil or VIH.
All outputs open; 5

CINe

Input Capacitance

COUT e

Output Capacitance

10

5

5

TA = 25·C, VCC = 5.0V
@ f=1MHz

• Numbers in parenthesis specify parameters for industrial temperature range.
5-S

-30

V
V
0.45

V

0.1

V

VCC + 0.3

V

O.S

V

±10

jJA

±10

IlA

-100

rnA

20 (30)'

rnA

lecse +
O.7mAlMHz

rnA

25 (35)'

rnA

ICCST+
O.7mAlMHz

rnA

6

pF

12

pF

T

-I

A.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol
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M
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Over the Operating Range 3 .'2

18CV8-25

Parameter

18CV8-30

18CV8-35

Unit

Min Max Min Max Min Max
nS
nS
nS
nS
nS

tpo

Input' or feedback to non-registered output

25

30

35

toE

Input' to output enableS

25

30

35

too

Input' to output disables

25

30

35

teo,

Clock to output

15

20

20

te02

Clock to combinatorial output delay
via internal registered feedback

35

45

50

Isc

Input' or feedback setup to clock

tHC

Input' hold after clock

tel.tCH

Clock width - clk low time. clk high time 5

15

15

15

tep,

Clock period (register feedback
to registered output via internal path)

30

40

45

nS
nS
nS
nS

fmax 1

Maximum clock frequency (1/tep,)

33.3

25

22.2

MHz

teP2

Clock period (Isc +

35

45

50

nS

fmax2

Maximum clock frequency (1/tcP2)

28.5

22.2

20

MHz

teo,)

20

25

30

0

0

0

tAW

Asynchronous clear pulse width

lAp

Input' to asynchronous clear

30

35

40

IAR

Asynchronous Reset Recovery Time

20

35

30

tRESET

Power-on reset time for registers in clear state

5

5

5

25

30

35

nS
nS
nS
J.LS

Switching Waveforms
Inputs. I/O.
Registered
Feedback.
Synchronous
Preset

---JI'----JI'----...JI"------:-----:--------'I'----'I'-----

Clock

Asynchronous
Reset

tOE-j

tCOl
Registered
Outputs:

tOD~

tOE-j

Combin atoricl
Outputs:

7.toE is measured from input transition to VREF ± O.IV. too
is measured from input transition to VOH-0.1V or Val +O.IV;
VREF= 1.90V for TIL interface tor 2.375V for CMOS interface.
S. Capacitance are tested on a sample basis.
9. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of 5ns or less
from the 10% and 90% points. timing reference levels of
1.5V (unless otherwise specified).
10. Test one output at a time for a duration less than 1 second.

Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Minimum DC input is -O.SV. however inputs may
undershoot to -2.0V for periods less than 20ns
Contact ICT for other operating ranges.
(Industrial. Mil-temp.)
VI and Vo are not specified for programiverify operation.
Test points for Clock and Vee in tR. IF. tel. teH. and tRESET
are referenced at 10% and 90% levels.
110 pins are open (no load).
"Input" refers to Input pin signal.

11. PEEL Device test loads are specified at the end of this
section
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PEElM1SCVS-15/PEEL1SCVS-20
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
• Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology

• Architectural Flexibility
74 product term x 36 input array
Up to 1S inputs and 8 I/O pins
Independently programmable 12-configuration 110 macro cells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independent output enables

• Low Power Consumption
CMOS: SOmA standby + 0.5mA/MHz max
TIL: 90mA standby + 0.5mA/MHz max
• High Performance
--...: 18CVS-15: tpD=15ns max, fmax=50MHz
18CVS-20:tPD=20ns max, fmax=41.6MHz
-

• Application Versatility
Replaces SSIIMSI logic
Emulates PAL', GAL' and EPLDs
Simplifies inventory control
Allows new design possibilities
-

• EE Instant Reprogrammablllty
100% factory tested
Cost-effective windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds
Reduces retrofit and development costs
Provides low risk inventory

• Development/Programmer Support
Third party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
Software

• Foolproof Design Security
Prevents unauthorized reading or copying
of design

General Description
The ICT PEEL18CV8-15 or PEEL18CVS-20 is a
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic
device that provides a high-performance, lowpower, reprogrammable, and architecturally flexible
alternative to early-generation programmable logic
devices (PLDs). Designed in advanced CMOS
EEPROM technology, the performance of the
PEEL1SCVS rivals speed parameters of bipolar
PLDs with a dramatic reduction in power consumption. EE reprogrammability simplifies inventory
management, reduces development and field
retrofit costs, enhances testability to ensure 100%
field programmability and function, while allowing

for low-cost ''Windowless'' packaging in a 20-pin,
300-mil DIP. The PEEL18CVS's flexible architecture
allows the device to replace SSI/MSI logic circuitry.
ICT's JEDEC file translator allows the PEEL 18CVS
to replace existing 20-pin PLDs without the need to
rework the existing design. Development software
and programming support for the PEEL1SCVS is
provided by ICT and third-party manufacturers.
The PEEL1SCVS-15 and -20 are function and
programming compatible with the standard
PEEL 1SCVS. Please refer to the standard
PEEL 1SCV8 data sheet for more detailed description.

Pin Configuration
I/CLK
I
I
I
I
I
I

Block Diagram

Vee

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I

I

GND

I/ClK

DIP

I

~~~~------=I/O

rfF1l~~I/o

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

I/O

PLCC
3 2 1 20 19

I •
I 8
I 8

18 I/O
I/O
I/O

I 7

15

I 8

1. I/O
9 101112 tJ

I/O

Pin Names
IICLK
I
110
GND
Vcc

©1989 International CMOS Technology, loc.

- Dedicated Input/Clock
= Dedicated Input
= Bidirectional 110
= Ground
= Power Supply
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SP = SYlchronous Preset
AC = ASYlchronous Clear
OE = Output Enable
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PEELM 18CV8-15/20
Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permenant damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VI, Vo

Voltage Applied to Any Pin 3

Relative to GND 1

10

Output Cum;mt

Per pin (IOL, 10H)

Symbol

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Unit

Rating
- 0.5 to + 7.0

V

- 0.5 to Vee + 0.6

V

±25

mA

-65to+125

·C

+ 300

·C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges 2
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Unit

Vee

Supply Voltage

Commercial

4.75

5.25

V

TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial

0

+ 70

·C

TR

Clock Rise Time

See note 4

250

ns

TF

Clock Fall Time

See note 4

250

ns

TRvce

Vee Rise Time

See note 4

10

ms

Max

Unit

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Over the operating range

Parameter

Conditions

Min

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage - TTL

Vec = Min, 10H = - 4.0mA

2.4

VOHC

Output HIGH Voltage-CMOS

Vee = Min, 10H = -10J,IA

VOL

Output LOW Voltage - TTL

Vec = Min, 10L = 12mA
Vee = Min, 10L = 10J,IA

VOLe

Output LOW Voltage-CMOS

VIH

Input HIGH Level

VIL

Input LOW Level

ilL

Input Leakage Current

- 0.3

Output Leakage Current

VO = High-Z, GND:5;; Vo:5;; Vee

Output Short Circuit Current

Vee = Max, Vo = 0.5V 10

leesc

Vee Current, Standby, CMOS

leeAe

Vee Current, Active, CMOS

leesT

Vee Current, Standby, TTL

leeAT

Vee Current, Active, TTL

CIN S

Input Capacitance
Output Capacitance

V
0.45

Vee = Max, GND:5;; VIN:5;; Vee

loz

COUTS

Vee - 0.1

2.0

Ise

V
V

0.1

V

Vce + 0.3

V

0.8

V

±10

J,IA

±10

IJA

-100

mA

VIN = Vee or GND 5

80

rnA

VIN = Vcc or GND 5.

lecse +

rnA

VIN = VIL orVIH 5

90

rnA

VIN = VIL orVIH 5

ICCST+
0.5mA/MHz

rnA

TA = 25·C, Vee = 5.0V
@ f=1MHz
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics

Over the Operating Range 9,11
18CV8-15
Max
Min

18CV8·20
Min
Max

Symbol

Parameter

tPD

Input6 or feedback to non-registered output

15

20

nS

tOE

Input6 to output enable 7

15

20

nS

too

Input6 to output disable 7

15

20

nS

tC01

Clock to output

12

15

nS

tC02

Clock to combinatorial output delay
via internal registered feedback

25

30

nS

tsc

Input6 or feedback setup to clock

tHC

Input6

0

0

nS

tCL,tCH

Clock width - clk low time, clk high time 4

10

12

nS

tCP1

Minimum clock period (register feedback to
registered output via internal path)

20

24

nS
MHz

12

hold after clock

Unit

15

nS

fmaxt

Maximum clock frequency (1ItCP1)

50

41.6

tCP2

Minimum clock period (tsc + tC01)

24

30

nS

41.6

33.3

MHz

fmax2

Maximum clock frequency (1ItCP2)

tAW

Asynchronous clear pulse width

tAP

Input6 to asynchronous clear

20

25

nS

tAR

Asynchronous Reset Recovery Time

10

15

nS

tRESET

Power-on reset time for registers in clear state4

5

5

IlS

15

20

nS

Switching Waveforms
Inputs. I/O,
Registered
Feedback,

S)'I'IchranOU8

Praset

_I.

X

X

--l tsc -tHC-l

-tCH---t-ta.. -

\

Clock

~tcP2-

w.s- tAR -

L.tAW
·l-tAP-j

AS)'I'Ichronous
Reset

-tC01-'j
Registered

Outputs:
Combinatorial

Outputs:

X

-tcb~

X

X
,..t~

.\ \

"

I-tOO;j

X

1. Minimum DC input is -O,SV, however inputs may
undershoot to -2.0V for periods less than 20ns
2. Contact ICT for other operating ranges.
(Industrial, Mil-temp.)
3. VI and Vo are not specified for program/verify operation.
4. Test points for Clock and Vee in tR, tF, teL, teH, and tREsET
are referenced at 1()<>k and 90% levels.
5. I/O pins are open (no load).
6. "Input" refers to Input pin signal.

I-tOO'"

. \\

-tOE..,
II

II

-tOE..,
II

II

7. tOE is measured from input transition to VREF ± O.W, too
is measured from input transition to VOH-0.1Vor VOL+0.1V;
VREF = VL see test loads at the end of this section.
8. Capacitance are tested on a sample basis.
9. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of Sns or less
from the 1()<>/. and 90% points, timing reference levels of
1.SV (unless otherwise specified).
10. Test one output at a time for a duration less than 1 second.
11. PEEL Device test loads are specified at the end of this
section
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PEEL 18CV8-10/PEEL 18CV8-12
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
M

M

Features
• 1-Mlcron CMOS EEPROM Technology

•

• Low Power Consumption
CMOS: 80mA standby + O.SmA/MHz max
TTL: 90mA standby + O.SmA/MHz max
• Ultra High Performance
18CV8P-10: tPD = 10ns max
18CV8P-12: tPD = 12ns max

Architectural Flexibility
74 product term x 36 input array
Up to 18 inputs and 8 I/O pins
Independently programmable 12-configuration 110 macro cells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independent output enables

• Application VersatJllty
Replaces SSIIMSI logic
Emulates PAL", GAL" and EPLDs
Simplifies inventory control
Allows new design possibilities

• EE Instant Reprogrammabllity
100% factory tested
Cost-effective windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds
Reduces retrofit and development costs
Provides low risk inventory

• Development/Programmer Support
PC-based development tools and
programmer support from ICT and thirdparty manufacturers

• Foolproof Design Security
Prevents unauthorized reading or copying
of design

General Description
The ICT PEEL18CV8-10 or PEEL18CV8-12 is a
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic
devices that provides a high-performance, lowpower, reprogrammable, and architecturally flexible
alternative to early-generation programmable logic
devices (PLDs). Designed in advanced CMOS
EEPROM technology, the performance of the
PEEL18CV8 rivals speed parameters of bipolar
PLDs with a dramatic reduction in power consumption. EE reprogrammability simplifies inventory
management, reduces development and field
retrofit costs, enhances testability to ensure 100%
field programmability and function, while allowing

for low-cost "windowless" packaging in a 20-pin,
3CO-mll DIP. The PEEL18CV8's flexible architecture
allows the device to replace SSI/MSI logic circuitry.
ICT's JEDEC file translator allows the PEEL 18CV8
to replace existing 20-pin PLDs without the need to
rework the existing design. Development and
programming support for the PEEL 18CV8 is
provided by popular third-party PC-based development tools and programmers from third-party
manufacturers. ICT also offers a free design
software package and a low-cost development system.

Pin Configuration
I/CLK

Vee

I/O DIP
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/o
I/o
I/o

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

GND

I/ctK
I

1ff~'/O

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

I

--g~~
J

I
I
I
I
I

Block Diagram

PLCC

2 1 20 19

4

I/O

5
8
7
8

I/O
I/O
I/O
14

9 10 11 12 lJ
-0-00

I/o

PIn Names
IICLK = Dedicated Input/Clock
I
= Dedicated Input
110
= 8idirectional 110
GND = Ground
Vee
=Power Supply

3 ~~
Fig. 1. Pinouts for DIP and PLCC

SP = S)Tlchronous Preset
AC = AS)Tlchronous Clear
OE

= Output

Enable

Figure 2. Block diagram of the PEEL 18CV8
5-13
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PEELM20CG10
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features

• Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology
• High Performance, Low Power
Consumption
- tPD = 20ns, fmax= 40MHz
- Icc = 55mA + 0.5mA/MHz
• EE Reprogrammabllity
Low risk reprogrammable inventory
- Superior programming and functional yield
- Erases and programs in seconds
• Development and Programming Support
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
Software

• ArchHectural FlexlbllHy
92 product term X 44 input AND array
Up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
Independently programmable
12-configuration 1/0 macrocells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independently programmable output
enables
• Application Versatility
Replaces random SSllMSllogic
Emulates 24-pin bipolar PAL devices
Convert 24-pin PAL and EPLD designs
with ICT software
Superset compatible with the CMOS
PALC20G10

General Description
The ICT PEEL20CG10 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic Device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to conventional programmable logic devices (PLDs).
Designed in advanced CMOS EEPROM technology, the PEEL20CG10 rivals speed parameters of
comparable bipolar PLDs while dramatically improving power consumption. EE reprogrammability
allows for cost effective plastic packaging, low risk
inventory, reduced development and retrofit costs,
and enhanced testability to ensure 100% field
programmability and function.

The PEEL20CG10's flexible architecture and ICT's
JEDEC file translator allows the PEEL20CG10 to
replace bipolar 24-pin PAL devices without the need
to rework the existing design. Applications for the
PEEL20CG10 include: replacement of random
SSIIMSI logic circuitry; emulation of 24-pin bipolar
PAL devices; and user customized sequential and
combinatorial functions such as counters, shift
registers, state machines, address decoders, mUltiplexers, etc. Development and programming support for the PEEL20CG10 is provided by ICT and
third-party manufacturers.

Pin Configuration (Figure 1)
Vee

,.

I/o
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

,.

I

43212152728
I •
I 8
I 7

Block Diagram (Figure 2)
I/CLK

DIP

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"~I/O
24pl/D

23~I/O

NC •

..

NO

I 9

21

I/O

10

201/0

I 11

19
1213 '4 15 UII 17 18

--~!;!-~~

I/O

Pin Names
I/CLK = Dedicated Input/Clock
I
= Dedicated Input
110
= Bidirectional 110
GND =Ground
Vee = Power Supply
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SP = Synchronous Preset
AC = Asynchronous Clear
OE = Output Enable
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Figure 3. PEEL20CG10 Logic Array Diagram
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Function Description
The PEEL20CG10 implements logic functions as
sum-of-products expressions in a programmableANDlfixed-OR logic array. User-defined functions
are created by programming the connections of input
signals into the array. User-configurable output
structures in the form of I/O macrocells further increase logic flexibility.
Architecture OVerview
The PEEL20CG10 architecture is illustrated in the
block diagram of figure 2. Twelve dedicated inputs
and 10 I/Os provide up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
for creation of logic functions. At the core of the
device is a programmable electrically-erasable AND
array which drives a fixed OR array. With this structure the PEEL20CG10 can implement up to 10 sumof-products logic expressions.

Associated with each of the 10 OR functions is an
I/O macrocell which can be independently
programmed to one of 12 different configurations.
The programmable macrocells allow each 1/0 to
create sequential or combinatorial logic functions of
active-high or active-low polarity, while providing
three different feedback paths into the AND array.
ANDIOR Logic Array
The programmable AND array of the PEEL20CG10
(shown in figure 3) is formed by input lines intersecting product terms. The input lines and product terms
are used as follows:

44 Input Lines:
24 input lines carry the true and complement of
the signals applied to the 12 input pins
20 additional lines carry the true and complement values of feedback or input signals from
the 10 II0s
92 product terms:

function that it drives. When all the connections on a
product term are opened, a don't care state exists
and that term will always be TRUE.
When programming the PEEL20CG10, the device
programmer first performs a bulk erase to instantly
remove the previous pattern. The erase cycle opens
every logical connection in the array. The device is
configured to perform the user-clefined function by
programming selected connections in the AND
array. (Note that PEEL device programmers
automatically program the connections on unused
product terms so that they will have no effect on the
output function)
Programmable I/O Macrocell
The unique twelve-configuration output macrocell
provides complete control over the architecture of
each output. The ability to configure each output independently permits users to tailor the configuration
of the PEEL20CG1 0 to the precise requirements of
their deSigns.
Macrocell Architecture
Each 1/0 macrocell, as shown in figure 4, consists of
a D-type flip-flop and two signal-select multiplexers.
The configuration of each macrocell is determined
by the four EEPROM bits controlling these muHiplexers. These bits determine: output polarity; output type (registered or non-registered); and
inputlfeedback path (bi-directional 1/0, combinatorial feedback, or register feedback). Table 1
shows the bit settings for each of the twelve macrocell configurations.

Equivalent Circuits for the twelve macrocell configurations are illustrated in figure 5. In addition to
emulating the four PAL-type output structures (configurations 3,4,9, and 10) the macrocell provides
eight configurations that are unavailable in any PAL
device.
Output Type

80 product terms (8 per 1/0)
10 output enable terms (one for each 1/0)
1 global synchronous present term
1 global asynchronous clear term
At each input-line/product-term intersection there is
an EEPROM memory cell which determines whether
or not there is a logical connection at that intersection. Each product term is essentially a 44-input
AND gate. A product term which is connected to
both the true and complement of an input signal will
always be FALSE and thus will not effect the OR

The signal from the OR array can be fed directly to
the output pin or latched in the D-type flip-flop
(registered function). The D-type flip-flop latches
data on the rising edge of the clock and is controlled
by the global preset and clear terms. When the
synchronous preset term is satisfied, the a output of
the register will be set HIGH at the next rising edge
of the clock input. Satisfying the asynchronous clear
term will set a LOW, regardless of the clock state. If
both terms are satisfied simultaneously, the clear will
override the preset.
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directional I/O. (Note that it is possible to create a
registered output function with bi-directionall/O.)

Output Polarity
Each macrocell can be configured to implement active-high or active-low logic. Programmable polarity
eliminates the need for external inverters.

Combinatorial Feedback
Th e signal-select muHiplexer gives the macrocell the
ability to feedback the output directly from the OR
gate, regardless of whether the output function is
registered or combinatorial. This feature allows the
creation of asynchronous latches, even when the
output must be disabled. (Refer to configurations 5,
6,7, and 8 in figure 5.)

Output Enable
The output of each 110 rnacrocell can be enabled or
disabled underthe control of its associated programmable output enable product term. When the logical
conditions programmed on the output enable term
are satisfied, the output signal is propagated to the
110 pin. Otherwise, the output buffer is driven into the
high-impedance state.

Registered Feedback

Under the control of the output enable term, the 110
pin can function as a dedicated input, a dedicated
output, or a bi-directional I/O. Opening every connection on the output enable term will permanently
enable the output buffer and yield a dedicated output. Conversely, if every connection is intact, the
enable term will always be logically false and the I/O
will function as a dedicated input.

Feedback also can be taken from the register,
regardless of whether the output function is to be
combinatorial or registered. When implementing
configurations 11 and 12 in figure 5, the register can
be used for internal latching of data while leaving the
external output free for combinatorial functions.
Design Security
The PEEL20CG10 provides a special EEPROM
security bit that prevents unauthorized reading or
copying of designs programmed into the device.
The security bit is set by the PLD programmer, either
at the conclusion of the programming cycle or as a
separate step, after the device has been
programmed. Once the security bit is set it is impossible to verify (read) or program the PEEL until the
entire device has first been erased with the bulkerase function.

Input/Feedback Select
The PEEL20CG10 macrocell also provides control
over the feedback path. The input/feedback signal
associated with each I/O macrocell may be obtained
from three different locations: from the I/O pin (bidirectional I/O); directly from the Q output ofthe flipflop (registered feedback); or directly from the OR
gate (combinatorial feedback).
Bi·directlonall/O
The input/feedback signal is taken from the I/O pin
when using the pin as a dedicated input or as a bi-

elK

INPUT/
fEEDBACKf-----'
SELECT ~-------f---'

SP=Synchronous Preset
AC=Asynchronous Clear

MACRO

CELL

Figure 4. Block Diagram of the PEEL20CG10 I/O Macrocell
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Figure 5. Equivalent Circuits for the Twelve Configurations of the PEEL20CG10 1/0 Macrocell.

Confi uration
#
ABC 0
1
o0 1 0
2
1 0 1 0
3
0 1 o 0
4
1 1 o 0
5
o0 1 1
6
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
7
8
1 1 1 1
9
0 000
10
1 000
11
0 1 1 0
12
1 1 1 0

InpuVFeedback Select

Output Select

Bi·DirectionalllO
"

Register
"
Combinatorial

·

"
Combinatorial Feedback
"
"

.

Register Feedback
"

··

·

Register

·

Combinatorial

·
·
·

Regisiter
Combinatorial

Table 1. PEEL20CG10 Macrocell Configuration Bits
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VI, Vo

Voltage Applied to Any Pin 3

Relative to GND 1
Per pin (IOL, 10H)

10

Output Current

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Unit

Rating
- 0.5 to + 7.0

V

- 0.5 to Vee + 0.6

V

±25

rnA

- 65 to + 125

·C

+300

·C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Conditions

D.C. Electrical Characteristics

Min

Max

Min

Max

Over the operating range

VIN
TA

=

VIL or VIH

= 25·C, Vee = 5.0V
@ f=lMHz

• Alternate source symbols are shown to compare PEEL20CG1 0 specifications to other pin-compatible devices.

* 20CG1 0-20 only
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics

Over the Operating Range 9.12

* Alternate source symbols are shown to compare the PEEL20CG10 specifications other pin-compatible devices.

Switching Waveforms
Inputs. I/O.
Registered
Feedback,
S}'I'1chrOnou8

Preset
Clock

.1.

X

I

-::,j'tsc -tHC-l

-tc~tCl-

~

r---"\

~tCP2-

I

L

AS}'l'1chronous
Reset
Registered
Outputs:

-tc~1j

tAW
I-tAP-j

I

I

I--tco~
Combinatorial
Outputs:

X

'I

~

.r- bR -

-to0..::l -tOE-j

.\"

H~

f-to~~

I

I

77

f-tOE-j
I

'II

'1

1.Minimum DC input is - 0.5V. however inputs may undershoot
to - 2.0V for periods less than 20nS.
2. Voltage applied to input or output must not exceed Vee +1.0V.
3. VI and Vo are not specified for programlVerify operation.
4. Test points for Clock and Vee in tA. 11'. tel, teH. and tRESET are
referenced at 10% and 90% levels.
5.1/0 pins open (no load).
6. 'Input* refers to an Input pin signal.
7.1oE is measured from input transition to VAEF±O.1V, too is
measured from input transition to VOH - O.lV or VOL + O.lV;
VREFF = Vl see test loads at the end of this section.

8. Capacitances are tested on a sample basis.
9. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of 5ns or less
from the 10% and 90% points. timing reference levels of 1.5V
(unless otherwise specified).
10.Test one output at a time for a duration of less than 1 sec.
11.1CC for a typical application: This parameter is tested with
the device programmed as a 10-bit Counter.
12.PEEL Device test loads are specified at the end of this
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PEEL 20CG10-121PEEL 20CG10-15
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
•

1 Micron CMOS EEPROM Technology

•

Low Power Consumption
105mA + O.5mNMHz max

• ArchHectural FlexlbllHy
92 product term X 44 input AND array
Up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
Independently programmable
12-configuration 1/0 macrocells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independently programmable output
enables

• Ultra High Performance
20CG10-12tPD = 12ns
20CG10-15 tPD = 15ns
• EE Reprogrammablllty
Low risk reprogram mabie inventory
Superior programming and functional yield
Erases and programs in seconds

• Application VersatllHy
Replaces random SSIIMSI logic
Emulates 24-pin bipolar PAL devices
Convert 24-pin PAL and EPLD designs
with ICT software
Superset compatible with the CMOS
PALC20G10

• Development and Programming Support
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System with
APEELTM Logic Assembler

General Description
The ICT PEEL20CG10-12 or PEEL20CG10-15 is a
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic
Device that provides a high-performance, lowpower, reprogrammable, and architecturally enhanced aHernative to conventional programmable
logic devices (PLDs). Designed in advanced CMOS
EEPROM technology, the PEEL20CG10 rivals
speed parameters of comparable bipolar PLDs
while dramatically improving power consumption.
EE reprogrammability allows for cost effective plastic packaging, low risk inventory, reduced development and retrofit costs, and enhanced testability to
ensure 100% field programmability and function.
Pin Configuration
I/CLK
I
I
I
I

DIP

The PEEL20CG10's flexible architecture and ICT's
JEDEC file translator allows the PEEL20CG10 to
replace bipolar 24-pin PAL devices without the need
to rework the existing design. Applications for the
PEEL20CG10 include: replacement of random
SSIIMSI logic circuitry; emulation of 24-pin bipolar
PAL devices; and user customized sequential and
combinatorial functions such as counters, shift
registers, state machines, address decoders, multiplexers, etc. Development and programming support for the PEEL20CG10 is provided by ICT and
third-party manufacturers.

Block Diagram
-I~~4---,

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PLCC
1~5

.. 32 t 212721 25 I/O

.

I~'

.

2.. I/O
23 I/O

1[17
~
I •
I I.

.,

21 I/O
20 I/O
111 I/O

I 11

12 13 14 151. 1718

Pin Names
VCLK = Dedicated InpuVClock
I
• Dedicated Input
VO
= Bidirectional 110
GND -Ground
Vcc
- Power Supply
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PEELM22CV10
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
•

Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology

• Low Power Consumption
55mA + 0.5mA/MHz max
• High Perfonnance
tPD = 20ns, fmax=40Mhz
• EE Reprogrammablllty
Low-risk reprogram mabie inventory
Superior programming and functional yield
Erases and programs in seconds
• Development and Programming suppon
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

• Architectural Flexibility
132 product term x 44 input AND array
Up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
Variable product term distribution (8 to
16 per output) for greater logic flexibility
Independently programmable
I/O macrocells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independently programmable output
enables
• Application Versatility
Replaces random SSI/MSI logic
Pin-compatible with the bipolar
AmPAL22V10 and CMOS PALC22V10

General Description
The ICT PEEL22CV10 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic Device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally enhanced aHernative to early
generation programmable logic devices (PLDs).
Designed in advanced CMOS EEPROM technology, the PEEL22CV10 rivals speed parameters of
comparable bipolar PLDs while providing a
dramatic improvement in active power consumption. The EE reprogrammability of the
PEEL22CV10 allows cost effective plastic packaging, low risk inventory, reduced development and

retrofit costs, and enhanced testability to ensure
100% field programmability and function. The
PEEL22CV10's flexible architecture offers complete function and JEDEC-file compatibility with the
bipolar AmPAL22V10 and the CMOS PALC22V10.
Applications for the PEEL22CV10 include: replacement of random SSI/MSI logic circuitry and user
customized sequential and combinatorial functions
such as counters, shift registers, state machines,
address decoders, muHiplexers, etc. Development
and programming support for the PEEL22CV10 is
provided by ICT and third-party manufacturers.

Pin Configuration (Figure 1)
Va:

15

I/o
I/o
I/O
I/O
I/o
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O

DIP

I/CLK
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

__
1~5"

~Il~~~

Block Diagram (Figure 2)

PLCC

3 2 1282726 2& I/O

16
17

241/0
231/0

NC8
I 9

"'NC
21 I/O

10
I 11

201/0
19 I/O
12 13 14- 1& 18 1718

- - if;! -~~

Pin Names
VCLK = Dedicated InpuVClock
I
= Dedicated Input
va = Bidirectional va
GND = Ground
Vee
= Power Supply
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SP = Synchronous Preset
AC = Asynchronous Clear
OE = Output Enable
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PEEL22CV10
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Figure 3. PEEL22CV10 Logic Array Diagram
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Function Description
The PEEL22CV10 implements logic functions as
sum-of-products expressions in a programmableANDlfixed-DR logic array. User-defined functions
are created by programming the connections of input
signals into the array. User-configurable output
structures in the form of I/O macrocells further increase logic flexibility.

or not there is a logical connection at that intersection. Each product term is essentially a 44-input
AND gate. A product term which is connected to
both the true and compliment of an input signal will
always be FALSE, and thus will not effect the OR
function that it drives. When all the connections on a
product term are opened, a don't care state exists
and that term will always be TR UE.

Architecture Overview
The PEEL22CV10 architecture is illustrated in the
block diagram of figure 2. Twelve dedicated inputs
and 10 I/Ds provide up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
for creation of logic functions. At the core of the
device is a programmable electrically-erasable AND
array which drives a fixed OR array. With this structure, the PEEL22CV10 can implement up to 10
sum-of-products logic expressions.

When programming the PEEL22CV10, the device
programmer first performs a bulk erase to instantly
remove the previous pattern. The erase cycle opens
every logical connection in the array. The device is
then configured to perform the user-defined function
by programming selected connections in the AND
array. (Note that PEEL device programmers
automatically program the connections on unused
product terms so that they will have no effect on the
output function)

Associated with each of the 10 OR functions is an
I/O macrocell which can be independently
programmed to one of 4 different configurations. The
programmable macrocells allow each I/O to create
sequential or combinatorial logic functions with
either active-high or active-low polarity.

Variable Product Term Distribution
The PEEL22CV10 provides 120 product terms to
drive the 10 OR functions. These product terms are
distributed among the outputs in groups of 8, 10, 12,
14, and 16 to form logical sums (see figure 3). This
distribution allows optimum use of device resources.

ANDIOR Logic Array
The programmable AND array of the PEEL22CV10
(shown in figure 3) is formed by input lines intersecting product terms. The input lines and product terms
are used as follows:

Programmable I/O Macrocell
The output macrocell provides complete control over
the architecture of each output. The ability to configure each output independently permits users to
tailor the configuration of the PEEL22CV10 to the
precise requirements of their designs.

44 Input Unes:
24 input lines carry the true and complement of
the signals applied to the 12 input pins
20 additional lines carry the true and complement values of feedback or input signals from
the 10 I/Os
132 product terms:
120 product terms (arranged in 2 groups of 8,
10, 12,14, and 16) used to form logical sums
10 output enable terms (one for each I/O)
1 global synchronous present term
1 global asynchronous clear term

Macrocell Architecture
Each I/O macrocell, as shown in figure 4, consists of
a D-type flip-flop and two signal-select muHiplexers.
The configuration of each macrocell is determined
by the two EEPROM bits controlling these muHiplexers (refer to table 1). These bits determine output polarity and output type (registered or nonregistered). Equivalent circuits forthe four macrocell
configurations are illustrated in figure 5.
Output Type
The signal from the OR array can be fed directly to
the output pin (combinatorial function) or latched in
the D-type flip-flop (registered function). The Ootype
flip-flop latches data on the rising edge of the clock
and is controlled by the global preset and clear
terms. When the synchronous preset term is satisfied, the a output of the register will be set HIGH at
the next rising edge of the clock input. Satisfying the
asynchronous clear term will set a LOW, regardless
of the clock state. If both terms are satisfied simultaneously, the clear will override the preset.

At each input-line/product-term intersection there is
an EEPROM memory cell which determines whether
5-24
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Output Polarity
Each macrocell can be configured to implement active-high or active-low logic. Programmable polarity
eliminates the need for external inverters.
Output Enable
The output of each I/O macrocell can be enabled or
disabled underthe control of its associated programmable output enable product term. When the logical
conditions programmed on the output enable term
are satisfied, the output signal is propagated to the
I/O pin. Otherwise, the output buffer is driven into the
high-impedance state.
Under the control of the output enable term, the I/O
pin can function as a dedicated input, a dedicated
output, or a bi-directional I/O. Opening every connection on the output enable term will permanently
enable the output buffer and yield a dedicated output. Conversely, if every connection is intact, the
enable term will always be logically false and the I/O
will function as a dedicated input.
Input/Feedback Select
When configuring an I/O macrocell to implement a
register~d function (configurations 1 and 2 in Figure
5), the Q output of the flip-flop drives the feedback
term. When configuring and I/O mcrocell to imple-

ment a combinatorial function (configurations 3 and
4 in Figure 5), the feedback signal is taken from the
I/O pin. In this case, the pin can be used as a dedicated input or a bi-directionl I/O. (Refer also to
Table 1)
Additional Macro Cell Configurations
Besides the standard four-configuration macro cell
shown in figure 5, each PEEL22CV10 provides an
additional eight configurations that can be used to increase design flexibility. The configurations are the
same provided by the PEEL18CV8, PEEL20CG10
and PEEL22CV10Z. However, to maintain JEDEC
file compatibility with standard 22V1 0 PLDs the additional configurations can only be utilized by
specifying the PEEL22CV10Z (with-out Zero Power
mode) for logic assembly and programming. To
reference these additional configurations please
refer to the PEEL22CV10Z data sheet.
Design Security
The PEEL22CV10 provides a special EEPROM
security bit that prevents unauthorized reading or
copying of designs programmed into the device.
The security bit is set by the PLD programmer, either
at the conclusion of the programming cycle or as a
separate step, after the device has been
programmed. Once the security bit is set it is impossible to verify (read) or program the PEEL until the
entire device has first been erased with the bulkerase function.

ClK

OUTPUT
>-~~------~D

Q

SELECT

Q
AC

INPUT/
----------7"I--__-+-IFEEDBACKf--------'
SELECT 1-----------4--+---<1--------'

SP=Synch ronous Preset
AC=Asynchronous Cleor

MACRO CELL

Figure 4. Block Diagram of the PEEL22CV1 0 I/O Macrocell
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ACTIVE-LOW OUTPUT

ACTIVE-HIGH OUTPUT

n

o

;;::
CD

Z

»

d
AI

,»
Figure 5. Equivalent Circuits for the Four Configurations of the PEEL22CV10 I/O Macrocell.

Confi uration
A
B
1
0
0
2
1
0
3
0
1

#

4

1

1

InpuVFeedback Select

Output Select

Register Feedback

Register

Bi-Directional VO

Combinatorial

Table 1. PEEL22CV10 Macrocell Configuration Bits
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PEEL22CV10
Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Unit

Rating

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VI, Vo

Voltage Applied to Any Pin 3

Relative to GND 1

- 0.5 to Vee + 0.6

V

Per pin (IOL. 10H)

±25

mA

-65to+125

·C

+300

·C

'0

Output Current

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

V

- 0.5 to + 7.0

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Conditions

D.C. Electrical Characteristics

Min

Max

Unit

Over the operating range

Min

VIN

=

Max

VIL or VIH

TA = 25·C. Vec = 5.0V
@ f = 1MHz
• Alternate source symbols are shown to compare the specifications of the PEEL22CV10 to other pin-compatible devices.

* 22CV1 0-20 only
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics

Over the Operating Range 9.12

• Alternate source symbols are shown to compare the PEEL22CV10 specifications to other pin-compatible devices.

Switching Waveforms
Inputs. I/O,
Registered
Feedback,
S)'l'lchronous
Preset

x

X

-ltsc HHC-l

I-tCH-=itCL -

1,...-----,.

\.

Clock

I.

L1tAW,-r- tAR -

AS)'l'lchronous
Reset

~tAp.,j I

Hc~
Registered
Outputs:
Combinatorial
Outputs:

~tCP2-

X

X

r--tCO~.

I-tpo-j

I

I

'I

'1

I-tOD-=1

I-tOE --1

II

.\

I

I-tOD~
.\

I

1. Minimum DC input is - O.SV, however inputs may undershoot
to - 2.0V for periods less than 2On5.
2. Voltage applied to input or oU1put must not exceed Vee +1.0V.
3. VI and Vo are not specified for programlverify operal/on.
4. Test points for Clock and Vee in tR, IF, teL, teH, and tRESET are
referenced at 10% and 90% levels.
5.1/0 pins open (no load).
6. "Inpur refers to an Input pin signal.
7.toE is measured from inputtransition to VREF± O.lV, too is
measured from input transition to VOH - 0.1V or VOL + 0.1V;
VREF = VL see test loads at the end of this section.

I

\
I

\

-tOE---j
II
.\

8. Capacitances are tested on a sample basis.
9.Testconditions assume: signal transition times of Sns or less
from the 10% and 90% points, timing reference levels of 1.SV
(unless otherwise specified).
10.Test one output ata time for a duration of less than 1 sec.
11.1CC for a typical application: This parameter is tested with
the device programmed as a 1O·bit Counter.
12.PEEL Device test loads are specified at the end of this
section.
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PEELM22CV1 0-121PEELM22CV1 0-15
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
•

Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology

•

Low Power Consumption
105mA + 0.5mA/MHz max

•

Ultra High Performance
22CV10P-12 tpo = 12ns
22CV10P-15 tpo = 15ns
-

• EE Reprogrammablllty
Low-risk reprogrammable inventory
Superior programming and functional yield
Erases and programs in seconds
• Development and Programming Support
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

• Architectural Flexibility
132 product term x 44 input AND array
Up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
Variable product term distribution (8 to
16 per output) for greater logic flexibility
Independently programmable
1/0 macrocells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independently programmable output
enables
• Application Versatility
Replaces random SSIIMSI logic
Pin-compatible with the bipolar
AmPAL22V10 and CMOS PALC22V10

General Description
The ICT PEEL22CV10P-12 or PEEL22CV10P-15 is
a CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic
Devices that provides a high-performance, lowpower, reprogrammable, and architecturally enhanced alternative to early generation programmable logic devices (PLDs). Designed in advanced
CMOS EEPROM technology, the PEEL22CV10
rivals speed parameters of comparable bipolar
PLDs while providing a dramatic improvement in
active power consumption. The EE reprogrammability of the PEEL22CV10 allows cost effective
plastic packaging, low risk inventory, reduced
development and retrofit costs, and enhanced tes-

tability to ensure 100% field programmability and
function. The PEEL22CV10's flexible architecture
offers complete function and JEDEC-file compatibility with the bipolar AmPAL22V10 and the
CMOS PALC22V10. Applications for the
PEEL22CV10 include: replacement of random
SSIIMSI logic circuitry and user customized sequential and combinatorial functions such as
counters, shift registers, state machines, address
decoders, multiplexers, etc. Development and
programming support for the PEEL22CV10 is
provided by ICT and third-party manufacturers.

In Configuration (Figure 1)
DIP

Block Diagram (Figure 2)
Ijcu<
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PLCC
4:5 212112128
IS

251/0

16
17
NCB
I 9
10
I 11

241/0
231/0
"'NC
21 I/O
201/0
18 I/O

1213 14 1& 1. 1718
--8~-B

Pin Names
IICLK = Dedicated InpuVClock
I
= Dedicated Input
110
- Bidirectional 110
GND -Ground
Vee
= Power Supply
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PEEL 22CV10Z "Zero Power"
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
• Architectural Flexibility
132 product term x 44 input AND array
Up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
Variable product term distribution (8 to
16 per output) for greater logic flexibility
Independently programmable
12-configuration 110 macrocells
Synchronous preset, asynchronous clear
Independently programmable output
enables

• Advanced CMOS EEPROM Technology
• High Performance and Ultra-Low Power
tPD =20ns, fmax=40MHz
Icc (active) = 55mA + 0.5mA/MHz
ICC ("Zero-Power" standby) = 200J,1A
• EE Reprogrammablllty
Low-risk reprogrammable inventory
Superior programming and functional yield
Erases and programs in seconds

• Application Versatility
Ideal for power-sensitive systems
Replaces random SSIIMSllogic
Superset compatible with the bipolar
AmPAL22V10 and CMOS PALC22V10

• Development and Programming Support
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

General Description
The CMOS PEEL22CV10Z is a Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic Device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogram mable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to earlygeneration programmable logic devices (PLDs).
Designed in advanced CMOS EEPROM technology, the PEEL22CV10Z rivals speed parameters of
comparable bipolar PLDs while providing a
dramatic reduction in active power consumption. A
user-programmable "zero-power" standby mode
further reduces power consumption, making the
PEEL22CV10Z ideal for power sensitive applications such as hand held meters, portable communicat!on equipment and lap~<?p computer/perlpherals. EE reprogrammablhty allows
cost effective plastic packaging, low-risk inven-

tories, reduced development and retrofit costs, and
enhanced testability to ensure 100% field programmability and function. The PEEL 22CV10Z's
flexible architecture provides function compatibility
with the bipolar AmPAL22V10 and CMOS
PALC22V10, plus eight additional macrocell configurations (a total of twelve) for increased design
flexibility. The PEEL22CV10Z can be used to
replace random SSIIMSI logic circuitry or 24-pin
bipolar PAL devices, or implement user-customized
sequential and combinatorial functions such as
counters, shift registers, state machines, address
decoders, multiplexers, etc. Development and
programming support for the PEEL22CV10Z is
provided by ICT and third-party manufacturers.

Pin Configuration (Figure1)
Vee

21

I/O
I/o
I/O
I/o

DIP

• Transition detection circuitry is integrated
at every input, 110 and feedback to
monitor for 'zero-power" standby
conditions.

I/CLK
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I/O

18
17

Block Diagram (Figure 2)

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I

PLCC
15 4 3 2 1 28272825~I/O

I 8
I 7

24pl/O

Ne 8
I 9
I 10

22pNC

2J~I/O
21~I/O
2D~I/O

I 11

19p1/O
12 13 14 1:1 16 1718

'::'='i~-gg

Pin Names
I/ClK = Dedicated Input/Clock
I
= Dedicated Input
I/O
= Bidirectional I/O
GND =Ground
Vee
= Power Supply
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ASYNCHRONOUS CLEAR
(TO ALL MACROCELLS)

AC
OE

~

0

l

P

23

~~-=

22

~~

21

I - CELL
'---

OE

I - CELL

20
OE
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4 0
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OE
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I--
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1
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OE
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CELL
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~OE
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~
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~

Figure 3. PEEL22CV10Z Logic Array Diagram
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PEEC22CV10Z

Function Description
The PEEL22CV10Z implements logic functions as
sum-of-products expressions in a programmableANO/fixed-OR logic array. User-defined functions
are created by programming the connections of input
signals into the array. User-configurable output
structures in the form of 1/0 macrocells further increase logic flexibility.

function that it drives. When all the connections on a
product term are opened, a don't care state exists
and that term will always be TRUE. When programming the PEEL22CV10Z, the device programmer
first performs a bulk erase to instantly remove the
previous pattern. The erase cycle opens every logical connection in the array. The device is configured
to perform the user-defined function by programming selected connections in the AND array.

Architecture Overview
The PEEL22CV10Z architecture is illustrated in the
block diagram of figure 2. Twelve dedicated inputs
and 10 II0s provide up to 22 inputs and 10 outputs
for creation of logic functions. At the core of the
device is a programmable electrically-erasable AND
array which drives a fixed OR array. With this structure, the PEEL22CV10Z can implement up to 10
sum-of-products logic expressions.

Variable Product Term Distribution
The PEEL22CV10Z provides 120 product terms to
drive the ten OR functions. These product terms are
distributed among the outputs in groups of 8,10,12,
14, and 16 to form logical sums (see figure 3). This
distribution allows optimum use of device resources.
Programmable I/O Macrocell
The unique twelve-configuration output macrocell
provides complete control over the architecture of
each output. The ability to configure each output independently permits users to tailor the configuration
of the PEEL22CV1 OZ to the precise requirements of
their designs.

Associated with each of the 10 OR functions is an
1/0 macrocell which can be independently
programmed to one of 12 different configurations.
The programmable macrocells allow each 1/0 to
create sequential or combinatorial logic functions of
active-high or active-low polarity, while providing
three different feedback paths into the AND array.

Macrocell Architecture
Each 110 macrocell, as shown in figure 4, consists of
a D-type flip-flop and two signal-select multiplexers.
The configuration of each macrocell is determined
by the four EEPROM bits (A,B,C,D) contrOlling these
multiplexers. These bits determine: output polarity;
output type (registered or non-registered); and
input/feedback path (bi-directional 110, combinatorial feedback, or register feedback). Table 1
shows the bit settings for each of the twelve macrocell configurations.

ANDIOR Logic Array
The programmable AND array of the PEEL22CV1 OZ
(shown in figure 3) is formed by input lines intersecting product terms. The input lines and product terms
are used as follows:
44 Input Lines:
24 input lines carry the true and complement of
the signals applied to the 12 input pins
20 additional lines carry the true and complement values of feedback or input signals from
the 10 1I0s
132 product terms:
120 product terms (arranged in 2 groups of 8,
10, 12,14, and 16) used to form logical sums
10 output enable terms (one for each 110)
1 global synchronous preset term
1 global asynchronous clear term
At each input-Iine/product-term intersection there is
an EEPROM memory cellwhich determines whether
or not there is a logical connection at that intersection. Each product term is essentially a 44-input
AND gate. A product term which is connected to
both the true and compliment of an input signal will
always be FALSE, and thus will not effect the OR

Equivalent Circuits for the twelve macrocell configurations are illustrated in figure 5. In addition to
emulating the four PAL-type output structures (configurations 3, 4, 9, and 10) the macrocell provides
eight additional configurations.
Output Type
The signal from the OR array can be fed directly to
the output pin (combinatorial function) or latched in
the D-type flip-flop (registered function). The D-type
flip-flop latches data on the rising edge of the clock
and is controlled by the global preset and clear
terms. When the synchronous preset term is satisfied, the Q output of the register will be set HIGH at
the next rising edge of the clock input. Satisfying the
asynchronous clear term will set Q LOW, regardless
of the clock state. If both terms are satisfied simultaneously, the clear will override the preset.
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Output Polarity
Each macrocell can be configured to implement active-high or active-low logic. Programmable polarity
eliminates the need for external inverters.
Output Enable
The output of each I/O macrocell can be enabled or
disabled under the control of its associated programmable output enable product term. When the logical
conditions programmed on the output enable term
are satisfied, the output signal is propagated to the
I/O pin. Otherwise, the output buffer is driven into the
high-impedance state. Under the control of the output enable term, the I/O pin can function as a dedicated input, output, or a bi-directional I/O.

Figure 4. 22CV10Z Macro Cell Block Diagram
down. When the next transition is detected at the inputs, the device will ''wake up" for active ope~ation
until the inputs stop switching long enough to tngger
the next power-down. When powering up, an additional delay is added to the first output transition.
(See A.C. electrical characteristiCS, note 12, for
detailS.)

Input/Feedback Select
The PEEl22CV1 OZ macrocell also provides control
over the feedback path. The inputlfeedback Signal
associated with each I/O macrocell may be obtained
from three different locations: from the I/O pin (bidirectionalI/O); directly from the a output of the flipflop (registered feedback); or directly from the OR
gate (combinatorial feedback).

The "Zero-power" mode is best used for combinatorial applications since sequential functions will
be powered-up with every edge of the clock. Significant power savings can still be realized, however,
when running the clock at a modest rate. Figure 6
shows the typical Icc vs Input transition frequency
for the 22CV10Z when the zero-power mode is
programmed.

BI-dlrectlonalllO
The inputlfeedback signal is taken from the I/O pin
when using the pin as a dedicated input or as a bidirectional I/O. (Note that it is possible to create a
registered output function with bi-directionall/O.)
Combinatorial Feedback
The Signal-select multiplexer gives the macrocell the
ability to feedback the output directly from the OR
gate, regardless of whether the output function is
registered or combinatorial. This feature allows the
creation of asynchronous latches, even when the
output must be disabled. (Refer to configurations 5,
6, 7, and 8 in figure 5.)

The Z-bit may be set either in the design file orwhen
programming (depending on the programmer used).
For APEEL logic assembler design files, the zeropower mode is selected using the ZERO_POWER
declaration. With other logic compilers, a set fuse (to
"0") command for cell location 5848 can be used.
Design Security
The PEEl22CV10Z provides a special EEPROM
security bit that prevents unauthorized reading or
copying of deSigns programmed into the device.
The security bit is set by the PlD programmer, either
at the conclusion of the programming cycle or as a
separate step, after the device has been
programmed. Once the security bit is set it is impossible to verify (read) or program the PEEL until the
entire device has first been erased with the bulkerase function.

Registered Feedback
Feedback also can be taken from the register,
regardless of whether the output function is
registered or combinatorial. When Implementing
configurations 11 and 12, the register can be used
for internal latching of data while leaving the external output free for combinatorial functions.
"Zero-Power" Mode
The CMOS PEEL22CV10Z features a user-selectable "Zero-Power" standby mode for ultra-low
power consumption. When the "Zero-Power" mode
is selected, transition-detection circuitry monitors
the inputs, I/O (including ClK) and feedback. If the
inputs do not change for a period of time equal to approximately [tpo X 21, the outputs are latched in their
current state and the device automatically powers-

Signature Word
The signature word feature allows a 24-bit code to
be programmed into the PEEL22CV10Z. The code
can be read back even after the security bit has been
set. The signature word can be used to identify the
pattern programmed into the device or to record the
design revision, etc.
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Figure 5. Equivalent Circuits for the Twelve Configurations of the PEEL22CV10Z I/O Macrocell.
Confi uration
#
ABC D

InpuVFeedback Select

Output Select

1
2
3
4
5

Bi-DirectionalllO

Register

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

001 0
101 0
o 1 0 0
1 100
0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
0 0 o 0
1 0 o 0
0 1 1 0
1 1 1 0

··

·
Combinatorial
·
Register

·
·
. ·
··
·

Combinatorial Feedback

·
·
·
·

Combinatorial
Regisiter

Register Feedback

Combinatorial

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Low
High
Low
Hiah
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High

Table 1. PEEL22CV10Z Macrocell Configuration Bits

50
40
Icc
in
rnA

30
20
10

1

2.5

5

10

20
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40

Transition frequency in MHz
Figure 6. Typical Icc vs Input or Clock transition frequency for 22CV10Z ( zero-power
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VI. Vo

Voltage Applied to Any Pin 3

Relative to GND
Per pin (IOL, 10H)

10

Output Current

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Unit

Rating

1

- 0.5 to + 7.0

V

- 0.5 to Vcc + 0.6

V

±25

rnA

-65to+125

·C

+300

·C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Conditions

D.C. Electrical Characteristics

Min

Max

Unit

Over the operating range

• Alternate source symbols are shown to compare PEEL22CV10Z specifications to other pin-compatible devices.

• 22CV1 OZ-20 only
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PEEL22CV10Z

A.C. Electrical Characteristics

Over the Operating Range

9.13

• Alternate source symbols are shown to compare the specifications of the PEEL22CV10Z to other pin-compatible devices.

Switching Waveforms
Inputs. I/O.
Registered
Feedback,
Synchronous
Preset

.1.

X

.1.

X

-=1tsc -tHC:.j

I-tC~tCL-

'\

Clock
I.

L

Asynchronous
Reset
Registered
Outputs:

tAw

Heol-j

'~tAP-j

I

I

f-- tC02--j
Combinatorial
Outputs:

~tcP2-

I

H~

'1

I

~

..t-tAR-

-too-j
\

'"

I-too;:j
\
.\

I-tOE-j
I

f-tOE-j
'/

'1

1. Minimum DC input is - 0.5V, however inputs may undershoot
to - 2.0V for periods less than 20nS.
2. Contact ICT for other operating ranges (Industrial. Mil-temp)
3. VI and Vo are not specified for programlverify operation.
4.Test points for Clock and Vee in iii, IF. tel, teH. and tRESETare
referenced at 10% and 90% levels.
5. VO pins open (no load).
6. "Input" refers to an Input pin signal.
7.toE is measured from inputtransition to VREF±O.IV. too is
measured from input transition to VOL + 0.1 V. VREF =Vl see
test loads at the end of this section.

8. Capacitances are tested on a sample basis.
9. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of 5ns or less
from the 10% and 90% points. timing reference levels of 1.5V
(unless otherwise specified) and specified test loads (figure 6)
10.0ne output at a time for a duration of less than 1 second.
11.lee fora typical application: This parameter is tested with the
device programmed as a 10-bit Counter.
12.When leaving the zero-power standby state the first signal
transition must add an additional delay of IOns for these
parameters.
13.PEEL test loads are specified althe end of this section.
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PEELM153
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features

•

ADVANCED CMOS EEPROM TECHNOLOGY

•

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
35mA + 1mA/MHz max

•

COMPATIBLE PERFORMANCE
tPD = 30ns max, tOE = 30ns max

•

EE REPROGRAMMABILlTV
Superior programming and functional yield
Low cost windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds

•

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

•

FPLA ARCHITECTURE
Programmable ANDIOR arrays
8 inputs and 10 II0s
42 product terms:
32 logic terms, 10 control terms
10 sum terms

•

DROP-IN REPLACEMENT FOR PLS153
Pin compatible
JEDEC file compatible

•

APPLICATION VERSATILITY
Replace random SSI/MSI logic
Create customized comparators,
multiplexers,encoders, converters, etc.

General Description
The leT PEEL 153 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to conventional FPLAs. Designed in advanced CMOS
EEPROM technology, the PEEL 153 rivals speed
parameters of comparable bipolar PLDs while
providing a dramatic improvement in active power
consumption. The EE-reprogammability of the
PEEL153 reduces development and field retrofit
costs and enhances testability to ensure 100% field
programmability and function. PEEL technology allows for low cost "windowless" packaging in a
ceramic or plastic 20-pin, 300-mil DIP.

The PEEL153 provides both a programmable AND
array and a programmable OR array to offer dropin compatibility with the bipolar PLS153. Applications for the PEEL153 cover a wide range of combinatorial functions, such as: replacement of random SSI/MSI logic circuitry, priority encoders, comparators, parity generators, code converters, address decoders, and muHiplexers. The PEEL153 is
supported by popular development tools and
programmers from third-party manufacturers and
by ICT's PEEL Development System and APEEL
LogiC Assembler.

Pin Configuration

Block Diagram

Vee

I/O
I/O
I/O

I/o
I/O
I

I/o

I

I/O

I/O

I/o
I/o

GND

Pin Names
I = Dedicated Input
VO = Bidirectional VO
GND = Ground
Vee = Power Supply (5V)

® = Polarity Control
o = Non-Inverted
, = Inverted
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PEEL 153 Logic Array Diagram
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Conditions

Parameter

Vee

Supply Voltage

V,O

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND

TA

Ambient Temp, Power Applied

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

8

Unit

Rating
- 0.6 10 +7.0

Relative to GND 1

V

- 0.610 VCC + 0.6

V

-1010+85

·C

-6510+150

·C

+ 300

·C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Vcc

Supply Voltage

Commercial

4.75

5.25

V

TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial

0

70

·C

Min

Max

Unit

2.0

VCC + 0.3

V

- 0.3

0.8

V

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Parameter

Unit

Over the operating range

Conditions

V,H

Input HIGH Level

V,L

Input LOW Level

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage

Vee = Min, IOH = - 3.2mA

2.4

VOHC

Output HIGH Voltage CMOS

Vee = Min, IOH = - 10J.IA

VCC - 0.1

VOL

Output LOW Voltage

Vee = Min, IOL = SmA 4

0.5

V

VOLe

Output LOW Voltage CMOS

Vee = Min, IOL = 10J.IA

0.1

V

IL

Input Leakage Current

Vcc = Max, GND,;; V, ,;; Vcc

10

IJA

los

Output Short Circuit Current 2

Vee = Max, Vo=GND

-90

rnA

loz

Output Leakage Current

I/O = High Impedence
Vcc = Max, GND,;; Vo ,;; Vee

± 10

IJA

Iccse

Power Supply Current,
Standby, CMOS Interface

All inputs

35

rnA

leeAe

Power Supply Current,
Active, CMOS Interface

V,N = V,L or V,H. All inputs,
feedback, and I/Os switching

Iccsc +
1mA/MHz

rnA

ICCST

Power Supply Current
Standby, TIL Interface

V,N = V,L or V,H

45

rnA

ICCAT

Power Supply Current,
Active, TIL Interface

V,N = V,L or V,H. All inputs,
feedback, and I/Os switching

ICCST+
1rnA/MHz

rnA

Max

Unit

6

pF
pF

Capacitance
Symbol

-30

=GND or Vcc 3

3

3

3

V
V

These measurements are periodically sample tested ..

Parameter

C'N

Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

Conditions
VCC

TA = 25·C
=S.OV, f = 1kHz
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Over the Operating Range 5.9

PEEL153-30 PEEL153-35 PEEL 153-40

Parameter

Min

Max

Min

Max

tpo

Propagation Delay. Input to Output

30

35

toE

Input toOutput Enable 6

30

too

Input to Output Disable 6,7

30

Min

UnH

Max
40

ns

35

40

ns

35

40

ns

Switching Waveforms
Inputs

1.5V

too

tPD

Outputs

Valid Output

tOE

Valid Output

Notes:
1. Minimum DC input is - O.SV, however, inputs may
undershoot to - 2.0V for pariods less than 30ns.
2. Test one ouput at a time. Duration of short circuit
should not exceed 1 second.
3. All I/O pins open (no load).
4. Assumes worst-case conditions - all outputs loaded.
VOL = O.SV@ IOL = 1SmA with one output loaded.
5. Test conditions assume: signal transitions of Sns or
less Iron the 10% and 90% points; liming reference
levels of I.SV (unless otherwise specified);and
test loads shown.
6. toE is measured from input transition to VREF ± 0.1 V.
100 is measured from input transition to VOH - O.IV
or VOL + O.IV.
7. CL includes scope and jig capacitance.
too is measured with CL = SpF
8. VIO specified is not for program/verify operation.
ContactlCT for information regarding PEEL 153
programlverify specifications
9. PEEL Deivce test leads are specified at the end of this
section.
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PEEL 253
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
•

ADVANCED CMOS EEPROM TECHNOLOGY

•

FPLA ARCHITECTURE

•

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
35mA + 1mA/MHz max

•

•

COMPATIBLE PERFORMANCE
tpo = 30ns max, tOE = 30ns max

SUPERSET REPLACEMENT FOR PLS153
Ten additional product terms
Output-enable terms in OR array
Signature word
Foolproof design security

•

ARCHITECTURAL FLEXIBILITY
8 inputs and 10 II0s
Programmable ANDIOR arrays with
42 product terms/1 0 sum terms

•

APPLICATION VERSATILITY
Replace random SSIIMSI logic
Create customized comparators,
multiplexers,encoders, converters, etc.

•

EE REPROGRAMMABILITY
Superior programming and functional yield
Low cost windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds

•

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

General Description
The ICT PEEL253 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to conventional programmable logic devices (PLDs).
Designed in advanced CMOS EEPROM technology, the PEEL253 rivals speed parameters of comparable bipolar PLDs while providing a dramatic improvement in active power consumption. The EEreprogammability of the PEEL253 reduces development and field retrofit costs and enhances testability
to ensure 100% field programmability and function.
PEEL technology allows for low cost ''windowless''
packaging in a ceramic or plastic 20-pin, 300-mil
DIP.

Pin Configuration

The PEEL253 provides both a programmable AND
array and a programmable OR array. It offers superset compatibility with the bipolar PLS153 with
several architectural enhancements, including: output enable terms in the OR array, 10 additional
product terms, and signature word. Applications for
the PEEL253 cover a wide range of combinatorial
functions, such as: replacement of random SSIIMSI
logic circuitry, priority encoders, comparators, parity
generators, code converters, address decoders,
and multiplexers. The PEEL253 is supported by
popular development tools and programmers from
third-party manufacturers and by ICT's PEEL
Development System and APEEL Logic Assembler.

Block Diagram

Vee
I/O
I

I
I
I
I
I

I/o
GND

i/O
i/O
i/o
i/O
i/o
i/o
I/o
I/o

Pin Names
I = Dedicated Input
110 = Bidirectional 110
GND = Ground
Vcc = Power Supply (5V)

®
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= Polarity Control
o Non-inverted
1 = Inverted
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vcc

Supply Voltage

VIO

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

TA

Ambient Temp, Power Applied

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Relative to GND
8

Lead Temperature

Unit

Rating
- 0.6 to +7.0

Relative to GND 1

V

- 0.6 to VCC + 0.6

V

-10to+85

·C

-65to+150

·C

+300

·C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Vcc

Supply Voltage

Commercial

4.75

5.25

V

TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial

0

70

·C

Min

Max

Unit

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Parameter

Unit

Over the operating range

Conditions

VIH

Input HIGH Level

2.0

VCC + 0.3

V

VIL

Input LOW Level

- 0.3

0.8

V

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage

Vcc = Min. IOH = - 3.2mA

2.4

VOHC

Output HIGH Voltage CMOS

Vee = Min, IOH = - 101JA

VCC - 0.1

VOL

Output LOW Voltage

Vee = Min. IOL = SmA 4

0.5

VOLC

Output LOW Voltage CMOS

Vee = Min, IOL = 101JA

0.1

V

IL

Input Leakage Current

Vee = Max, GND S VI S Vee

10

J,LA

los

Output Short Circuit Current 2

Vcc = Max, Vo=GND

loz

Output Leakage Current

1/0 = High Impedence
Vee = Max. GND S Vo S Vec

leesc

Power Supply Current,
Standby, CMOS Interface

All inputs = GND or Vcc 3.

leeAe

Power Supply Current,
Active, CMOS Interface

VIN = VIL or VIH. All inputs,
feedback, and lIas switching 3

ICOST

Power Supply Current
Standby, TTL Interface

VIN = VIL or VIH 3

lecAT

Power Supply Current,
Active, TTL Interface

VIN = VIL or VIH. All inputs,
feedback, and IlOs switching

Capacitance
Symbol

-30

3

V
V
V

-90

rnA

± 10

J,LA

35

rnA

Iccsc+
1mAlMHz

rnA

45

rnA

IcesT+
1mAlMHz

rnA

Max

Unit

6

pF
pF

These measurements are periodically sample tested..

Parameter

CIN

Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

Min

Conditions
TA
Vec

= 25·C

= 5.0V, f = 1kHz
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Over the Operating Range 5.9

PEEL253-30 PEEL253-35 PEEL253-40

Parameter

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Unit

Max

tpo

Propagation Delay. Input to Output

30

35

40

ns

toE

InputtoOutput Enable 8

30

35

40

ns

too

Input to Output Disable 8.7

30

35

40

ns

Switching Waveforms
Inputs

1.5V

too

tPD

Outputs

Valid Output

tOE

Valid Output

Notes:
1. Minimum DC input is - O.SV. however. inputs may
undershoot to - 2.0V for periods less than 30ns.
2. Test one ouput at a time. Duration of short circuit
should not exceed 1 second.
3. All 110 pins open (no load).
4. Assumes worst-case conditions - all outputs loaded.
VOL =O.SV@ IOL =1SmA with one output loaded.
S. Test conditions assume: signal transitions of Sns or
less fron the 10% and 90% points; timing reference
levels of 1.SV (unless otherwise specified);and
test loads shown.
6. toE is measured from input transition to VREF ± O.lV.
too is measured from input transition to VOH - O.lV
or VOL + O.lV.
7. CL inclUdes scope and jig capacitance.
too is measured with CL = SpF
8. VIO specified is not for programlverify operation.
Contact ICT for information regarding PEEL2S3
programlverify specifications
9. PEEL device test loads are specified at the end of
this section ..
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PEEL 173
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
•

ADVANCED CMOS EEPROM TECHNOLOGY

•

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
35mA + 1.0mAlMHz max

•

COMPATIBLE PERFORMANCE
tpo = 30ns max, tOE = 30ns max

•

EE REPROGRAMMABILITY
Superior programming and functional yield
Low cost windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds

•

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

•

FPLA ARCHITECTURE
Programmable ANDIOR arrays
12 inputs and 10 IIOs
42 product terms:
32 logic terms, 10 control terms
10 sum terms

•

DROP·IN REPLACEMENT FOR PLS173
Pin compatible
JEDEC file compatible

•

APPLICATION VERSATILITY
Replace random SSIIMSI logic
Create customized comparators,
multiplexers,encoders, converters, etc.

General Description
The ICT PEEL 173 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogram mable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to conventional FPLAs. Designed in advanced CMOS
EEPROM technology, the PEEL173 rivals speed
parameters of comparable bipolar PLDs while
providing a dramatic improvement in active power
consumption. The EE-reprogammability of the
PEEL173 reduces development and field retrofit
costs and enhances testability to ensure 100% field
programmability and function. PEEL technology allows for low cost "windowless" packaging in a
ceramic or plastic 24-pin, 300-mil DIP.
Pin Configuration

The PEEL173 provides both a programmable AND
array and a programmable OR array to offer dropin compatibility with the bipolar PLS173. Applications for the PEEL 173 cover a wide range of combinatorial functions, such as: replacement of random SSI/MSIIogic circuitry, priority encoders, comparators, parity generators, code converters, address decoders, and multiplexers. The PEEL173 is
supported by popular development tools and
programmers from third-party manufacturers and
by ICT's PEEL Development System and APEEL
Logic Assembler.

Block Diagram

Vee

I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
GNO

I

Pin Names
I = Dedicated Input
VO = Bidirectional VO
GND = Ground
Vee = Power Supply (5V)

®
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= Polarity Control
o = Non-inverted
1 = Inverted
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vcc

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VIO

Voltage Applied to Any Pin 8

Relative to GND 1

TA

Ambient Temp, Power Applied

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Unit

Rating
- 0.6 to +7.0

V

- 0.6 to VCC + 0.6

V

-10to+85

·C

- 65 to + 150

·C

+300

·C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Vcc

Supply Voltage

Commercial

4.75

5.25

V

TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial

0

70

·C

Min

Max

Unit

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Parameter

Unit

Over the operating range

Conditions

VIH

Input HIGH Level

2.0

VIL

Input LOW Level

-0.3

Vcc

+ 0.3

0.8

V
V

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage

Vee = Min. 10H = - 3.2mA

2.4

VOHC

Output HIGH Voltage CMOS

Vcc = Min, 10H = - 101lA

VCC - 0.1

VOL

Output LOW Voltage

Vcc = Min. IOL = SmA 4

0.5

V

VOLe

Output LOW Voltage CMOS

Vcc = Min, 10L = 101lA

0.1

V

IL

Input Leakage Current

Vee = Max, GND ~ VI ~ Vee

10

J1A

los

Output Short Circuit Current 2

Vcc = Max, Vo=GND

-90

rnA

loz

Output Leakage Current

1/0 = High Impedence

± 10

J1A

35

rnA

ICC5C+
1mAlMHz

rnA

45

rnA

ICC5T+
1mAlMHz

rnA

Max

Unit

6

pF

12

pF

-30

Vee = Max. GND ~ Vo :s; Vcc
lecse

Power Supply Current,
Standby, CMOS Interface

All inputs = GND or Vee ~

IccAe

Power Supply Current,
Active, CMOS Interface

VIN = VIL or VIH. All inputs,
feedback, and I/Os switching 3

ICCST

Power Supply Current
Standby. TTL Interface

VIN = VIL or VIH 3

ICCAT

Power Supply Current,
Active, TTL Interface

VIN = VIL or VIH. All inputs,
feedback, and I/Os switching 3

Capacitance
Symbol

V
V

These measurements are periodically sample tested.

Parameter

CIN

Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

Conditions
Vee

TA = 25·C
=5.0V, f = 1kHz
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Over the Operating Range 5,9

PEEL173-30 PEEL173-35 PEEL173-40

Parameter

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Unit

Max

fpo

Propagation Delay, Input to Output

30

35

40

ns

toE

Input toOutput Enable 8

30

35

40

ns

too

Input to Output Disable 8.7

30

35

40

ns

Switching Waveforms
Inputs

1.5V

toD

tPD

Outputs

Valid Output

tOE

Valid Output

Notes:
1. Minimum DC input is - O.SV, however, inputs may
undershoot to - 2.0V for periods less than 30ns.
2. Test one ouput at a time. Duration of short circuit
should not exceed 1 second.
3. All I/O pins open (no load).
4. Assumes worst-case conditions - all outputs loaded.
Val = O.SV @ IOl = 1SmA with one output loaded.
S. Test conditions assume: signaitransitions of Sns or
less Iron the 10% and 90% points; timing reference
levels of 1.SV (unless otherwise specified);and
test loads shown.
6. toE is measured from input transition to VREF ± O.lV.
too is measured from input transition to VOH - 0.1V
or Val + O.lV.
7. Cl includes scope and jig capacitance.
too is measured with Cl =SpF
8. VIC specified is not for programlverify operation.
ContactlCT for information regarding PEEL173
programlverify specifications
9. PEEL Device test loads are specified at the end of this
section.
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PEEL 173-15
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
•

ADVANCED CMOS EEPROM TECHNOLOGY

•

LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
60mA + 0.5mA/MHz max

•

HIGH PERFORMANCE
tPD = 15ns max, tOE = 15ns max

•

EE REPROGRAMMABILITY
Superior programming and functional
yield
Low cost windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds

•

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

•

FPLA ARCHITECTURE
12 inputs and 1OlIOs
Programmable ANDIOR arrays
42 product terms:
32 logic terms, 10 control terms
10 sum terms

•

DROP·IN REPLACEMENT FOR PLS173
Pin compatible
JEDEC file compatible

•

APPLICATION VERSATILITY
Replace random SSI/MSI logic
Create customized comparators,
multiplexers,encoders, converters, etc.

General Description
The ICT PEEL 173-15 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to conventional FPLAs. DeSigned in advanced CMOS
EEPROM technology, the PEEL 173-15 rivals speed
parameters of comparable bipolar PLDs while
providing a dramatic improvement in active power
consumption. The EE-reprogammability of the
PEEL 173-15 reduces development and field retrofit
costs and enhances testability to ensure 100% field
programmability and function. PEEL technology allows for low cost "windowless" packaging in a
ceramic or plastic 24-pin, 300-mil DIP.
Pin Configuration

The PEEL 173-15 provides both a programmable
AND array and a programmable OR array to offer
drop-in compatibility with the bipolar PLS173. Applications for the PEEL173-15 cover a wide range
of combinatorial functions, such as: replacement of
random SSI/MSI logic circuitry, priority encoders,
comparators, parity generators, code converters,
address decoders, and multiplexers. The
PEEL 173-15 is supported by popular development
tools and programmers from third-party manufacturers and by ICTs PEEL Development System and
APEEL Logic Assembler.

Block Diagram

Vee

I/o
I/o
I/O
I/o
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/o
I/O
I/O
GND

I

Pin Names
I = Dedicated Input
I/O = Bidirectional I/O
GND = Ground
Vcc = Power Supply (5V)

®
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= Polarity Control
a = Non-inverted
1 = Inverted
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PEEL 273
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features
• ADVANCED CMOS EEPROM TECHNOLOGY

• FPLA ARCHITECTURE

• LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
- 35rnA + 1rnA/MHz max
• COMPATIBLE PERFORMANCE
- tpo =30ns max, tOE = 30ns max

• SUPERSET REPLACEMENT FOR PLS173
Ten additional product terms
- Output-enable terms in OR array
- Signature word
- Foolproof design security

• ARCHITECTURAL FLEXIBILITY
12 inputs and 10 II0s
Programmable ANDIOR arrays with
42 product terms/1 0 sum terms

• APPLICATION VERSATILITY
Replace random SSI/MSI logic
- Create customized comparators,
multiplexers,encoders, converters, etc.

• EE REPROGRAMMABILITY
Superior programming and functional yield
Low cost windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds

• DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
- Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

General Description
The ICT PEEL273 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to conventional programmable logic devices (PLDs).
Designed in advanced CMOS EEPROM technology, the PEEL273 rivals speed parameters of comparable bipolar PLDs while providing a dramatic improvement in active power consumption. The EEreprogammability of the PEEL273 reduces development and field retrofit costs and enhances testability
to ensure 100% field programmability and function.
PEEL technology allows for low cost ''windowless''
packaging in a ceramic or plastic 24-pin, 300-mil
DIP.

The PEEL273 provides both a programmable AND
array and a programmable OR array. It offers supersetcompatibillty with the bipolar PLS173 with
several architectural enhancements, including: output enable terms in the OR array, 10 additional
product terms, and signature word. Applications for
the PEEL273 cover a wide range of combinatorial
functions, such as: replacement of random SSIIMSI
logic circuitry, priority encoders, comparators, parity
generators, code converters, address decoders,
and multiplexers. The PEEL273 is supported by
popular development tools and programmers from
third-party manufacturers and by ICTs PEEL
Development System and APEEL Logic Assembler.

Pin Configuration

Block Diagram

Vee

I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o
GND

I

Pin Names
I - Dedicated Input
I/O = Bidirectional I/O
GND = Ground
Vee = Power Supply (5V)

®
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= Polarity Control
o = Non-inverted
1 = Inverted
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Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GN 0

VIO

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

TA

Ambient Temp, Power Applied

TST

Storage Temperature

TlT

Lead Temperature

8

Relative to GND

Unit

Rating

1

- 0.6 to +7.0

V

- 0.6 to VCC + 0.6

V

-10to+85

'C

-65to+150

'C

+ 300

'C

Soldering 10 seconds

Operating Ranges
Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Vee

Supply Voltage

Commercial

4.75

5.25

V

TA

Ambient Temperature

Commercial

0

70

'C

Min

Max

Un"

Symbol

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Parameter

Unit

Over the operating range

Conditions

VIH

Input HIGH Level

2.0

VCC + 0.3

V

Vil

Input LOW Level

-0.3

0.8

V

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage

Vee

VOHC

Output HIGH Voltage CMOS

Vee = Min, IOH = -10/IA

VOL

Output LOW Voltage

Vee = Min, IOL = SmA

VOLC

Output LOW Voltage CMOS

Il

=Min, IOH =

- 3.2mA

2.4

V
V

VCC - 0.1

4

0.5

V

Vee = Min, IOl = 10/IA

0.1

V

Input Leakage Current

Vcc = Max, GND S VI S Vee

10

~

los

Output Short Circuit Current 2

Vee = Max, Vo=GND

-90

rnA

loz

Output Leakage Current

I/O = High Impedence
Vcc = Max, GND S Vo s Vee

± 10

~

Iccsc

Power Supply Current,
Standby, CMOS Interface

All inputs = GND or Vee

35

rnA

leeAc

Power Supply Current,
Active, CMOS Interface

VIN = Vil or VIH. All inputs,
feedback, and I/Os switching

Iccsc+
1mAlMHz

rnA

ICCST

Power Supply Current
Standby, TTL Interface

VIN = Vil or VIH 3

45

rnA

ICOAT

Power Supply Current,
Active, TTL Interface

VIN = Vil or VIH. All inputs,
feedback, and I/os switching

ICCST+
1mAlMHz

rnA

Max

Unit

6

pF
pF

Capacitance
Symbol

-30

3.

3

3

These measurements are periodically sample tested ..

Parameter

CIN

Input Capacitance

COUT

Output Capacitance

Conditions
VCC

TA = 25'C
=5.0V, f = 1kHz
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Over the Operating Range 5.9

PEEL273-30 PEEL273-35 PEEl273-40

Parameter

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Unit

Max

tpo

Propagation Delay, Input to Output

30

35

40

ns

toE

Input toOutput Enable 6

30

35

40

ns

too

Input to Output Disable 6.7

30

35

40

ns

Switching Waveforms
Inputs

1.5V
tOD

tPD

Outputs

tOE

Valid Output

Valid Output

Notes:
I.
2.

Minimum DC input is - O.SV. however, inputs may
undershoot to - 2.0V for periods less than 30ns.
Test one ouput at a time. Duration of short circuit
should not exceed I second.

All I/O pins open (no load).
Assumes worst-case conditions - all outputs loaded.
VOL O.SV @ IOL I SmA with one output loaded.
S. Test conditions assume: signal transitions of Sns or
less Iron the 10% and 90% points; timing reference
levels of I.SV (unless otherwise specified);and
test loads shown.
6. toE is measured from input transition to VREF ± O.IV.
too is measured from input transition to VOH - 0.1 V
orVOL+O.IV.
3.
4.

=

=

7.

CL includes scope and jig capacitance.
too is measured with CL = SpF

8.

VIO specified is not for programlverify operation.
Contact ICT for information regarding PEEL273
programlverify specifications

9.

PEEL Device test loads are specified at the end of this
section.
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PEEL.M273-15
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Device
Features

• ADVANCED CMOS EEPROM TECHNOLOGY

• FPLA ARCHITECTURE

• LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
60mA + 0.5mA/MHz max

• SUPERSET REPLACEMENT FOR PLS173
Ten additional product terms
Output-enable terms in OR array
Signature word
Foolproof design security

• HIGH PERFORMANCE
tPD = 15ns max, tOE

= 15ns max

• ARCHITECTURAL FLEXIBILITY
12 inputs and 10 1I0s
Programmable ANDIOR arrays with
42 product termsl1 0 sum terms

•

• EE REPROGRAMMABILITY
Superior programming and functional yield
Low cost windowless package
Erases and programs in seconds

• DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
Third-party software and programmers
ICT PEEL Development System and
software.

APPLICATION VERSATILITY
Replace random SSIIMSI logic
Create customized comparators,
muHiplexers,encoders, converters, etc.

General Description
The ICT PEEL273-15 is a CMOS Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic device that provides a
high-performance, low-power, reprogrammable,
and architecturally enhanced alternative to conventional programmable logic devices (PLDs).
Designed in advanced CMOS EEPROM technology, the PEEL273-15 rivals speed parameters of
comparable bipolar PLDs while providing a
dramatic improvement in active power consumption. The EE-reprogammability of the PEEL273-15
reduces development and field retrofit costs and enhances testability to ensure 100% field programmability and function. PEEL technology allows for
low cost ''windowless'' packaging in a ceramic or
plastiC 24-pin, 300-mil DIP.

The PEEL273-15 provides both a programmable
AND array and a programmable OR array. It offers
superset compatibility with the bipolar PLS173 with
several architectural enhancements, including: output enable terms in the OR array, 10 additional
product terms, and signature word. Applications for
the PEEL273-15 cover a wide range of combinatorial functions, such as: replacement of random SSIIMSllogic circuitry, priority encoders, comparators, parity generators, code converters, address decoders, and multiplexers. The PEEL27315 is supported by popular development tools and
programmers from third-party manufacturers and
by ICT's PEEL Development System and APEEL
Logic Assembler.
Block Diagram

Pin Configuration
Vee

I/o
I/O

I/O
I/O

I/O
I/O
I/O
I/o
I/O
I/O
GND

I

Pin Names
I = Dedicated Input
I/O = Bidirectional 110
GND = Ground
Vee = Power Supply (5V)

®
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Test Loads

PEEL Device Test Loads
Thevenin

Output

Test Loads

Part Number
CMOS Interface
R1
R2

TTL Interface
R1
R2

PEEL 1SCVSP-25135

4S0Kn

4S0Kn

4640

2500

30pF

PEEL 1SCVSP-15/20

4S0Kn

4S0Kn

3190

1970

30pF

PEEL20CG10P-20125135

4S0Kn

4S0Kn

44S0

2450

30pF

PEEL22CV10P-20/25/35

4S0Kn

480Kn

44S0

2450

30pF

PEEL22CV10ZP-20/25135

4S0Kn

4S0Kn

44S0

2450

30pF

PEEL 153/PEEL253-30/35

449Kn

433Kn

45S0

2700

30pF

PEEL 173/PEEL273-30/35

449Kn

433Kn

45S0

2700

30pF

PA7024-213

4S0Kn

4S0Kn

44S0

2450

30pF

PA7040-213

4S0Kn

480Kn

44S0

2450

30pF

CL

Thevenin Equivalent

Part Number

CMOS Interface

TTL Interface

RL

VL

RL

VL

C1

PEEL 1SCVSP-25/35

22SKn

2.375V

1630

1.75V

30pF

PEEL1SCVSP-15/20

22SKn

2.375V

1220

1.91V

30pF

PEEL20CG10P-20/25/35

22SKn

2.375V

15S0

1.77V

30pF

PEEL22CV10P-20/25135

22SKn

2.375V

15S0

1.77V

30pF

PEEL22CV10ZP-20/25135

22SKn

2.375V

15S0

1.77V

30pF

PEEL 153/PEEL253-30/35

227Kn

2.3SV

1690

1.S6V

30pF

PEEL 173/PEEL273-30/35

227Kn

2.3SV

1690

1.S6V

30pF

PA7024-213

22SKn

2.375V

15S0

1.77V

30pF

PA7040-213

228Kn

2.375V

15S11

1.77V

30pF
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CMOS PEEL Arrays

6.0 CMOS PEEL Arrays

PEEL Array Features

CMOS PEEL Arrays
PEEL™ Arrays (Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Arrays),
are user-configurable high-density ICs for creating multi-level, 1/0buried, logic circuits. Designed in ICTs advanced 1-micron CMOS
EE-technology, PEEL Arrays combine: the "wide-gate" speed performance of conventional PLDs (Programmable Logic Devices),
the architectural flexibilty associated with FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) and a "best of both worlds" design methodolgy.

PEEL Array Features
• User-Configurable High Density Logic Arrays
- 24/40 pin packages, (PA7024/PA7040)
- Multi-level, I/O buried logic
- 80/96 sum-of-product functions
• High Peformance
- "Wide-gate" single level delays to 17ns
- State machines and complex counters at 50MHz
• Flexible Architecture
- I/O and Input Cells with registersllatches
- Logic Control Cells with DIT/JK registers
- Independent clocks, presets, resets, enables
• Logic Integration and Customization of:
- PLDs, SSI/MSI functions, random logic, etc.,
• Simplified Development Methodology
- Predictable and symetrical timing, no routing
- PACE Software and PEEL Development System
• CMOS EE-Technology
- Non-volatile, reprogrammable, design security
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PA7024 PEEL Array
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Array
Features

User·Conflgurable High Densl~ Logic Array
Create multi-leveIIlO-buried logic circuits
Over 80 sum-of-products functions
20 1I0s, 2 InpuUsystem-clocks
24 pin DIP, 28 pin PLCC packaging
CMOS EE·Technology
Low power, ICC=100mA+0.5mAlMHz
Reprogrammable in plastic package
Low risk inventory, superior factory testing
High Performance
Wide-gate functions in single level delays
Internal: tpd= 17ns, Freq= 50MHz
External: tpd= 23ns, Freq= 40MHz

Flexible Architecture
Input registers and latches
110 buried D, T and JK registers with
independent clock, preset and reset
Separate output enables per 110
logic Inti!gratlon and Customlzatlon of:
PlDs, SSI/MSI, random logic, decoders,
encoders, muxs, comparators, shifters,
counters, state machines, etc.
Simplified Development Methodology
Predictable symmetrical timing, no routing
Complete support with PACETM Software
and PEEL Development System from ICT

General Description
The PA7024 is a user-configurable high-density
Programmable Electrically Erasable logic (PEEL)
Array for creating multi-level, lIo-buried, logic circuits. Designed in ICTs advanced 1-micron CMOS
EE-technology, the PA7024 offers low power consumption, high speed performance, and reprogrammability in a plastic package allowing superior factory testing and a low risk re-usable inventory. The
PA7024s Wide-gate architecture can implement
complex combinatorial and sequential functions
with-in single-level delays of 17nS (internal) and at
clock rates of 50MHz.

Its flexible architecture offers; input reg/latches per
110, buried D, T, or JK registers with independent
clock, preset and reset, and separate output
enables. This versatility makes the PA7024 ideal for
integrating SSI/MSI, multiple PLDs and customizing random logic, decoders, muxs, comparators,
shifters, counters, state machines, etc.. Extensive
Signal interconnectivity makes all timing paths symmetrical, simplifying deSign with predictable performance and the elimination of gate-array-like routing. Complete development and programming support is provided by ICTs PACE Software and PEEL
Development System.

Pin Configuration

Block Diagram
Giebel Cell

DIP
I/CU<l
I/o
I/O

Pin Names:
I/ClK = Input and/or
System Clock
I/O
= Bi-directional I/O
GND = Ground
VCC = Power Supply

~~l!!~~~

---"""Lrt1""LM.MMn

4:521282728

I/O •
I/O •

.. I/O
.. I/O

I/O 7

23 I/O
..

NO

I/O g

21

I/O

I/O

Ne

•

20 I/O

t.

I/O 11

"pllO
1213 14 15 ,. 1718

I/o
I/o
I/o
I/O
I/o
I/o
I/o
I/o

IICC

DDDD
DDDD
DDDD
DDDD

GND

PLCC
Leglc Centrel Cells

©1989 International CMOS Technology, Inc.
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I/o
I/o
I/O
I/o
I/O
I/o
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/o
I/CU<2
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PA7024

----------------------------------------------------LOGIC ARRAY INPUT BUS
84(2X22+4X10)
Inputs Lines

LOGIC
ARRAY
'AND'
BUS
Product
Tel"l'\s

CMOS PrograMl'lalole
Electrlcally-Erasalole
Interconnect

I/CLK - - -.....
LOGIC ARRAY 'DR'
80 (4 X 20)

Su~-Terrls

Up to 84
Input Lines Per
Pl"'oduct-Tem

B

/

Upto80

........ . . , . - - - - - -...-------<......0 - , ~~~d~~!:~:~~s
,/

C
D

In-tel"'connec-ts

X=(A*B*C*D*E*F*G*H)+(X*D*F)

Figure 3. Distributed logic array matrix (panlal view) and illustration of
a sum-of-products logic equation Interconnected In the array
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PA7024 Functional Description
The PA7024 is a user-configurable high-density
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic
(PEEL) Array for creating multi-level, I/O-buried,
logic circuits. As illustrated by figu res 1 and 2 shown
on the previous page (pin configuration and block
diagram), the PA7024 has 20 I/O pins and 2
Input/System-Clock pins and is available in both 24pin 300-mil DIP or 28-pin PLCC packages. The internal architecture of the PA7024 consists of 20
Logic Control Cells (LCCs), 20 I/O Cells (IOCs) and
a Global Cell all of which are interconnected and
controlled via a distributed programmable logic
array matrix.

At the intersection of each InpullAND bus and
AND/OR bus reside programmable CMOS
EEPROM memory cells for controlling interconnectivity between input lines and product terms, and
product terms and sum terms. When selectively
programmed, complete sum-of-product logic functions can be created similar to that of a PLA structure. The end result allows each sum-term feeding
into an LCC to share up to 80 product-terms and
each product-term to share up to 84 input lines (the
true and compliments of the 22 input pins and the
20 LCC buried outputs). This extensive sharing
means product-term resources can be used where
they are needed and not left un-utilized as with traditional programmable-AND fixed-OR PLDs.

Logic Control Cell (LCC) Inputs and Outputs

Eliminating Complex Routing and Timing Issues

Logic Control Cells (LCCs) are used to allocate and
control the logic functions created in the distributed
logic array matrix. Each of the twenty PA 7024 LCCs
have four primary inputs and two primary outputs.
The inputs to each LCC are complete sum-ofproduct logic functions from the array matrix. The
PA7024 has a total of 80 sum-of-product functions
for controlling; LCC registers, 10C output enables,
and combinatorial and sequential logic functions.

Because of the extensive interconectivity in the
PA7024s distributed logic array structure, the complex routing and timing issues that are often associated with Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) are eliminated. This makes it possible to
predict performance and utilization results before
actually implementing the design. With few exceptions, all signals route automatically, as expressed
in equation form, provided that the maximum number of product terms are not exceeded. Also, all
timing delays are completely symmetrical between
I/O pins, 10Cs or LCCs. For instance, the internal
combinatorial delay from the output of any LCC,
through the array, to the input of another LCC, is a
maximum of one tPDI (17nS with a PA7024-2). External delay, from any I/O pin, through any LCC, to
any I/O pin, is tPDX (23nS). Clock signals are also
symmetrical avoiding any problems of clock skew.

The two outputs of each LCC can function with complete independence from one another. This makes
it possible with the PA7024 to have up to 40 independent output functions for internal and external
use. (To put this in perspective, the popular 22V1 0
PLD architecture provides a total of 10 output logic
functions.) Of the two LCC outputs, one can be connected to any I/O Cell (IOC) and associated I/O pin,
the other is "buried" for use within the logic array
matrix. The PA7024 allows up to 20 levels of I/O
buried logic making it possible to implement, for example, a 20-bit high speed binary counter, without
sacrificing any I/O pins for input or output use.

Inside the Logic Control Cell (LCC)
Each PA7024 LCC includes: three signal routing
and control multiplexers, a versatile register with
synchronous or asynchronous D, Tor JK flip-flops,
and several EEPROM memory cells for programming a desired configuration. The key elements of
the LCC are illustrated in the LCC block diagram,
figure 4. The diagram shows how the four LCC inputs (SUM terms A, B, C and D) are distributed into
the cell and how each SUM term can be selectively
used for multiple functions as listed below.

Distributed Logic Array Matrix
To better understand how sum-of-products logic
functions are created and how the interconnects between LCCs and 10Cs work, figure 3 illustrates the
distributed logic array matrix. The logic array matrix
is made up of multiple busses of input lines (Input
bus), product terms (AND bus) and sum terms (OR
bus). One output of each LCC can be connected to
any 10C, the other is connected to the internal Input
bus. The four inputs to each LCC are actually complete sum-of-product functions from the OR bus.

Sum-A = D, T, J or Sum-A
Sum-B = Preset, K or Sum-B
Sum-C = Reset, Clock, Sum-C
Sum-D = Clock, Output Enable, Sum-D
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P_A
__7_0_2__4

_IN_TE_R_N_AT_10_N_A_L_CM_0_S
TECHNOLOGY,
INC. ________________________
From Global Cell

,.....,.'--'-... } To

Array

~~~}-+~~r----------+------T+r+

-t--ID--'------------------t+t+------_t_ ~~~~~:]
Logic Control Cell

t---+- Output

To

I/o

Cell

Figure 4. PA7024 Logic Control Cell (LCC)

SUM-A can serve as the 0, T, or J input of the
register or a combinatorial path. SUM-B can serve
as the K inputorthe presettothe register, or a combinatorial path. SUM-C can be the clock or the reset
to the register, or a combinatorial path. And, SUMO can be the clock to the register, or the output
enable for the connected I/O cell. It is important to
note that unlike many PLOs, the PA7024 has complete sum-of-product (not just product term) control
of clocks, resets, presets and output enables. The
two primary outputs of the LCC can independently
select the Q output from the register or the Sum A,
B or C combinatorial paths. Thus, one LCC output
can be combinatorial while the other is registered.

I/o

Cell

Besides the SUM inputs, several inputs from the
Global Cell are provided for control. The Global Cell
inputs are routed to all LCCs. These Signals include
a high speed clock of positive or negative polarity,
global preset and reset, and a special register-type
control that allows dynamic switching of register
selection. This last feature is useful for implementing loadable counters and state machines by
dynamically switching from 0 to T for instance.
The I/O Cell (IOC)

The block diagram for the PA7024 I/O Cell (IOC) is
shown in figure 5. The input to the 10C can be
provided from anyone of the LCCs in the array.
Each 10C consists of routing and control multiplexers, an input registerltransparent latch, a threestate buffer and an output polarity control. The
reg/latch can be clocked from a variety of sources
determined in the Global Cell. It can also be
bypassed for a non-registered input.

1 0

SU"-D
F,om
Logl.

c..,"'"
Cell

}

OUtput

I/O Pin

The Global Cell
~y

{

F""" } I/O call
~~~'

The PA7024s Global Cell, shown in figure 6, is used
primarily to control the allocation of the system clock
signals to the LCCs and the 10Cs. The global cell
also contains several global product and sum control terms for LCC functions such as reset, preset,
register type and 10C clock. If additional partitioning
of global cell clocks and control terms is needed, a
second global cell can be selected that allows the

Input

Clock

--'1-------------'

Figure 5. PA7024 110 Cell (IOC)
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preset, SR latches and gated latches. Additionally,
the number of registers and latches available for
data storage as well as three-state I/Os, open up
many possibilities for bus interfaced SUb-systems.

Global Celi
Group A and B

eLK'

I----;=+==~

Cl.K2j-U---i
PCLK+-rr---::......j
Reg-Type

+-rr-------w...

Lee Clock.

Design Security
IOC Clocks

The PA7024 provides a special EEPROM security
bit that prevents unauthorized reading or copying of
designs. Once set, the programmed bits of the
PA7024 can not be accessed until the entire chip
has been electrically erased.

LCC Rog-Two

Preset

Lee

Reset

Lee Resets

PreBet.

Development Support

Figure 6. PA7024 Global Cell

Development support forthe PA7024 is provided by
the PACE Development Software and PEEL
Development System from ICT. The PACE (PEEL
Architectural Compiler and Editor) software creates
a software design environment that combines the
attributes of logiC equation and schematic entry. The
mouse driven PACE editor graphically illustrates
and controls the PA7024s architecture making the
overall design easy to understand, while allowing
the effectiveness of boolean logic equations or
state machine design entry.

LCCs to be divided into two groups, A and B. That
is, half of the LCCs can be controlled by Global Cell
A and half with Global Cell B. Global Cell A controls
the LCCs connected to 10Cs 2-11, and Global Cell
B, the LCCsconnected 10Cs 14-23. This allows, for
instance, two high speed clocks to be used among
the LCCs in the same PA7024. Unless the second
global cell is selected all LCCs and 10Cs will be controlled by Global Cell A.

The PACE compiler performs logic transformation
and logic reduction making it possible to specify
equations in almost any fashion and to get the maximum logic into every design. PACE also provides
a multi-level logic simulator that allows the extemal
and internal signals to be fully simulated and
analyzed via a waveform display. Programming is
supported with direct interface to the ICT PEEL
Development System programmer (PDS-1) as well
with a down-load capability to Data I/O and other
popular programmers. System requirements for
PACE are: IBM XT/AT or compatible, 640K
memory, EGA or VGA graphics and mouse.

PA7024 Applications
The unique combination of wide gate performance
and logic cell flexibility, allows the PA7024 to address a multitude of logic functions ranging from random logic to high-speed state machines. The
PA7024 is ideal for implementing wide-path applications at high speeds such as fast binary
counters, clock dividers, state machines, address
decoders, encoders, comparators, adders and lookahead carry. Yet, its LCC flexibility makes possible
standard random logic functions such as a D flipflops (74LS74) with independent clock reset and
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PA7024
Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permenant damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vcc

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VI, Va

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND 1
Per pin (IOL, 10H)

10

Output Current

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Rating

Unit

- 0.5 to + 7.0

V

- 0.5 to Vcc + 0.6

V

± 25

rnA

-65to+125

'C

+300

'C

(Soldering 10 seconds)

Operating Ranges
Parameter

Conditions

MIn

Max

Unit

Supply Voltage

Commercial 2

4.75

5.25

V

TA

Ambient Temperature

+ 70

'C

Clock Rise Time

Commercial 2
(Note 3)

0

TR

250

ns

TF

Clock Fall Time

(Note 3)

250

ns

Vcc Rise Time

(Note 3)

10

ms

Max

Unit

Symbol
Vcc

TRVCC

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Over the operating range

Parameter

ConditIons

Min

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage - TTL

Vcc = Min, IOH = - 4.0mA

VOHC

Output HIGH Voltage-CMOS

Vcc = Min, 10H = -10J.IA

VOL

Output LOW Voltage - TTL

Vcc = Min, 10L = SmA

0.5

V

VOLC

Output LOW Voltage-CMOS

Vcc = Min, 10L = 10J.IA

0.1

V

VIH

Input HIGH Level

2.0

Vcc + 0.3

V

VIL

Input LOW Level

- 0.3

O.S

V

2.4

V

Vcc - 0.1

V

ilL

Input Leakage Current

Vcc = Max, GND S; VIN S; Vee

±10

J.IA

loz

Output Leakage Current

VO = High-Z, GND S; Vos; Vee

±10

JlA

-100

rnA

100

rnA

Iccsc +
O.5mA/MHz

rnA

Isc

Output Short Circuit Current

Vcc = Max, Va = 0.5V 5

Iccsc

Vcc Current, Standby, CMOS

VIN = Vcc or GND 4

ICCAC

Vcc Current, Active, CMOS

VIN = Vcc or GND 4,12

ICCST

Vcc Current, Standby, TTL

VIN = VIL or VIH 4

ICCAT

Vcc Current, Active, TTL

VIN = VIL or VIH 4,12

CIN

Input Capacitance 6

CoUT

Output Capacitance 6

TA = 25'C, Vcc = 5.0V
@ f=1MHz
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rnA
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Combinatorial Timing - Waveforms and Block Diagram

Input pin
Array Input
Lee Input

----r

____~·~_t_IASt~-------------

----------~--~=3--------------

Lee Output
Output pin - -
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics

(preliminary)

Over operating conditions

PA7024-2

Symbol Parameters 7

Min

Max

PA7024-3
Min

Max

Units

Internal propagation delay (tAL+ tLc)

17

22

nS

tPDX

External propagation delay (tiM tAL+ tLC+ tLO)

23

28

nS

tlA

Input or I/O pin to input of Array

2
15
2

3
21

nS

2

nS

tPDI

tAL

Input of Array to LCC

tLC

LCC input to LCC output 11

nS

tLo

LCC output to output pin

4

5

nS

too

Output Disable from LCC output 8

6

nS

tOE

Output Enable from LCC output 8

5
5

6

nS

Notes:
8. toE is measured from input transition to VREF ± 0.1 V
(See test loads at end of section 5 for VREF value). too is
measured from input transition to VOH - O.lVorVOL + O.lV..
9. "System-clock" refers to pin 1 or pin 13 high speed clocks
10. For TorJK registers in toggle (divide by 2) operation only
11. For combinatorial and register preset/reset delay
121CC for a typical application: This parameter is tested with
the device programmed as a 20-bit Counter.

1. Minimum DC input is - 0.5V, however inputs may undershoot to - 2.0V for periods less than 2OnS.
2.. Contact ICT for other operating ranges (Industrial, Mil-Temp)
3. Test points for Clock and Vee in tR, 1):, tel, teH, and tRESET
are referenced at 10% and 90% levels.
4.1i0 pins open (no load).
5. Test one output at a time for a duration of less than 1 sec.
S Capacitances are tested on a sample basis.
7.Testconditions assume: signal transition times of 5ns or less
from the 10% and 90% points, timing reference levels of
1.5V (unless otherwise specified).
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Sequential Timing - Waveforms and Block Diagram
Input pin
Array Input for
LCC Clock/Control

Array Input for
10C clock (PCLK)

=t

'A
!--:--tAL-

I

!e---4PK-

Clock from
CLK Pin

I

I

!o-tCK-O

I----tcw ----oj

I

Clock at
LCC or ICC

I-tSK-I ..... tH.--t

Data at

~

Lce or ICC

I
-hA~

Lee or ICC
Output

I
tRT

Output pin
from LeC

tLO-;

tscx -~I---- tcox

I
+-Ist

:::j,

Register
Change _ _ _ _~------------

A.C. Electrical Characteristics (preliminary)

Over operating conditions
PA7024-2

Symbol Parameters 7

Min

Internal system-clock 9 set-up (tAl+ tSK- tCKmin)

12

tscx

Ext. system-clock set-up (tlA+ tAL+ tSK- tCKmin)

14

tCOI

Internal system-clock to Array (tCKmax + fLc)

tSCI

Max

PA7024-3

Min

Max

16

nS

17
8
12

Units

nS
10

nS

15

nS

8

nS

tcox

Ext. system-clock to output (tCKmax + tlc + tLO)

tCK

lCC\lOC clock from system-clock pin (ClK)

tSK

lCC\lOC input data set-up time to clock

4

4

nS

tHK

lCC\lOC input data hold time to clock

4

4

nS

5

6

7

fMAX1

Max system-clock frequency 1/(tsCI + tCOI)

50

38.5

MHz

fMAX2

Max system-clock frequency 1/(tsCI + tcox)

41.7

32.2

MHz

fMAX3

Max system-clock frequency 1/(tscx + tCOX)

38.5

31

MHz

fMAX4

Max system-clock frequency 1/(tcw + tcw) T/JK 10

71.4

62.5

MHz

tcw

System-clock low or high pulse width

tRT

Array input for Global Cell reg-type change

7
12

12

nS

tST

Array input for Global Cell preset/reset

17

21

nS
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PA7040 PEEL Array
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Array
Features
Flexible ArchHecture
Input registers and latches
- I/O buried D, T and JK registers with
independent clock, preset and reset
- Separate output enables per I/O
Logic Integration and Customlzatlon of:
- PlDs, SSI/MSI, random logic, decoders,
encoders, muxs, comparators, shifters,
counters, state machines, etc.
Simplified Development Methodology
Predictable symmetrical timing, no routing
- Complete design with PACETM Software
and PEEL Development System from ICT

User·Conflgurable High Density Logic Array
Create multi-level I/O-buried logic circuits
- OVer 120 sum-of-products functions
- 241/0s, 12 inputs, 2 Input/system-clocks
- 40 pin DIP, 44 pin PLCC packaging
CMOS EE·Technology
- low power, ICC=120mA+0.5mAlMHz
- Reprogrammable in plastic package
- low risk inventory, superior factory testing
High Performance
Wide-gate functions in single level delays
Internal: tpd= 17ns, Freq= 50MHz
- External: tpd= 23ns, Freq= 40MHz

General Description
The PA7040 is a user-configurable high-density
Programmable Electrically Erasable logic (PEEL)
Array for creating multi-level, I/O-buried, logic circuits. Designed in ICTs advanced 1-micron CMOS
EE-technology, the PA7040 offers low power consumption, high speed performance, and reprogrammability in a plastic package allowing superior factory testing and a low risk re-usable inventory. The
PA7040s wide-gate architecture can implement
complex combinatorial and sequential functions
with-in single-level delays as fast as 17nS (internal)
and at clock rates up to 50MHz.

Pin COnfiguration
DIP
10:::
Ie:
I/O e:
I/O e:
I/O 0:::
I/O 0:::
I/O 0:::
I/O 0::: 0
I/O 0::: ,
I/O 0::: 2
I/O 0:::"
I/O 0:::"
I/O 0:::'.
I/O 0:::11
I C17

I

eta

Its flexible architecture offers; input reg/latches per
I/O, buried D, T, or JK registers with independent
clock, preset and reset, and separate output
enables. This versatility makes the PA7040 ideal for
integrating SSI/MSI, multiple PlDs and customizing random logic, decoders, muxs, comparators,
shifters, counters, state machines, etc .. Extensive
signal interconnectivity makes all timing paths symmetrical, simplifying design with predictable performance and the elimination of gate-array-like routing. Complete development and programming support is provided by ICTs PACE Software and PEEL
Development System.
Block Diagram

PlCC

I/CI..K'

GJobQI Cell

!

• I 4

~

I/O

NO
I/O
I/O

1ft'

0

Vb 11

I/O

I/O

12

34

I/O

I/O
I/O
1/0'1/0
I/O 15
31 Vb
I/O I
lID
~
7
I/O
'II' 2021 22.0242511 27.
oo q---'1.
'1.--Ilg
-

I Z:;::19
GNO 1::20

Pin Names:
I/ClK = Input and/or System Clock
I
= Input
I/O
= Bi-directional I/O
GND = Ground
Vcc = Power Supply
©1989 International CMOS Technology, Inc.
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PA7040
LOGIC ARRAY INPUT BUS
124 (2 X 38 + 4 X 12)
Inputs LInes

120 (6 X 20)

Product
TerMS

CMOS ProgrClMMClble
ElectrlcCllly-ErClsClble

LOGIC ARRAY 'OR' BUS
I / C L K - - -....

96 (4 X (4) SUM-TerMs

Interconnect

Input LInes Per
Product-TerM

B

/

to 60

Up

...J.;~r------"""'r------"""\Hl" ~~~d~~!=~:~~S
/

C

D
Interconnects

x=(A*S*C*O*E*F*G*H)+(X*O*F)

Figure 3. PA7040 Distributed logic array matrix (partial view) and illustration of
a sum-of-products logic equation Interconnected in the array
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The PA7040 is a user-configurable high-density
CMOS Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic
(PEEL) Array for creating multi-level, I/O-buried,
logic circuits. As illustrated byfigures 1 and 2 shown
on the previous page (pin configuration and block
diagram), the PA7040 has 241/0 pins, 12 Input pins
and 2 Input/System-Clock pins and is available in
both 40-pin 600-mil DIP or 44-pin PLCC packages.
The internal architecture of the PA7040 consists of
24 Logic Control Cells (LCCs), 24 I/O Cells (IOCs),
12 Input Cells (INCs), and a Global Cell all of which
are interconnected and controlled via a distributed
programmable logic array matrix.

At the intersection of each Input/AND bus and
AND/OR bus reside programmable CMOS
EEPROM memory cells for controlling interconnectivity between input lines and product terms, and
product terms and sum terms. When selectively
programmed, complete sum-of-product logic functions can be created similar to that of a PLA structure. The end result allows each sum-term feeding
into an LCC to use up to 60 prOduct-terms with each
product-term able to share up to 124 input lines (the
true and compliments of the 38 input pins and the
24 LCC buried outputs). This extensive sharing
means product-term resources can be used where
they are needed and not left un-utilized as with traditional programmable-AND fixed-OR PLDs.

Logic Control Cell (LCC) Inputs and Outputs

Eliminating Complex Routing and Timing Issues

Logic Control Cells (LCCs) are used to allocate and
control the logic functions created in the distributed
logic array matrix. Each of the twenty PA7040 LCCs
have four primary inputs and two primary outputs.
The inputs to each LCC are complete sum-ofproduct logic functions from the array matrix. The
PA7040 has a total of 96 sum-of-product functions
for controlling; LCC registers, 10C output enables,
and combinatorial and sequential logic functions.

Because of the extensive interconnectivity in the
PA7040s distributed logic array structure, the complex routing and timing issues that are often associated with Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) are eliminated. This makes it possible to
predict performance and utilization results before
actually implementing the design. With few exceptions, all signals route automatically, as expressed
in equation form, provided that the maximum number of product terms are not exceeded. Also, all
timing delays are completely symmetrical between
I/O pins, 10Cs, INCs or LCCs. For instance, the internal combinatorial delay from the output of any
LCC, through the array, to the input of another LCC,
is a maximum of one tPDI (17nS with a PA7040-2).
External delay, from any I/O pin, through any LCC,
to any I/O pin, is tPDX (23nS). Clock signals are
also symmetrical avoiding any problems of clock
skew.

PA7040 Functional Description

The two outputs of each LCC can function with complete independence from one another. This makes
it possible with the PA7040 to have up to 48 independent output functions for intemal and external
use. (To put this in perspective, the popular 22V10
PLD architecture provides a total of 10 output logic
functions.) Of the two LCC outputs, one can be connected to any I/O Cell (IOC) and associated I/O pin,
the other is "buried" for use within the logic array
matrix. The PA7040 allows up to 24 levels of I/O
buried logic making it possible to implement, for example, a 24-bit high speed binary counter, without
sacrificing any I/O pins for input or output use.

Inside the Logic Control Cell (LCC)
Each PA7040 LCC includes: three signal routing
and control multiplexers, a versatile register with
synchronous or asynchronous 0, Tor JK flip-flops,
and several EEPROM memory cells for programming a desired configuration. The key elements of
the LCC are illustrated in the LCC block diagram,
figure 4. The diagram shows how the four LCC inputs (SUM terms A, B, C and D) are distributed into
the cell and how each SUM term can be selectively
used for multiple functions as listed below.

Distributed Logic Array Matrix
To better understand how sum-of-products logic
functions are created and how the interconnects between LCCs and 10Cs work, figure 3 illustrates the
distributed logic array matrix. The logic array matrix
is made up of multiple busses of input lines (Input
bus), product terms (AND bus) and sum terms (OR
bus). One output of each LCC can be connected to
any 10C, the other is connected to the internal Input
bus. The four inputs to each LCC are actually complete sum-of-product functions from the OR bus.

Sum-A = 0, T, J or Sum-A
Sum-B = Preset, K or Sum-B
Sum-C = Reset, Clock, Sum-C
Sum-D = Clock, Output Enable, Sum-D
6-12
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From Global Cell

} To
Array

~~~}-+~~r----------+------r+ti

~~~~r:l I/o
To
1---+_ Output

Logic Control Cell

Cell

Figure 5. PA7040 I/O Cell (IOC)

SUM-A can serve as the 0, T, or J input of the
register or a combinatorial path. SUM-B can serve
as the K input orthe preset to the register, or a combinatorial path. SUM-C can be the clock or the reset
to the register, or a combinatorial path. And, SUMO can be the clock to the register, or the output
enable for the connected I/O cell. It is important to
note that unlike many PLOs, the PA7040 has complete sum-of-product (not just product term) control
of clocks, resets, presets and output enables. The
two primary outputs of the LCC can independently
select the Q output from the register or the Sum A,
B or C combinatorial paths. Thus, one LCC output
can be combinatorial while the other is registered.
Besides the SUM inputs, several inputs from the
Global Cell are provided for control. The Global Cell
inputs are routed to all LCCs. These signals include
a high speed clock of positive or negative polarity,
I/O Cell

1

global preset and reset, and a special register-type
control that allows dynamic switching of register
selection. This last feature is useful for implementing loadable counters and state machines by
dynamically switching from 0 to T for instance.

The 1/0 Cell (IOC)

A block diagram for the PA7040 I/O Cell (IOCs) is
shown in figure 5. The 10C can be connected to any
one of the LCCs in the array. Each 10C consists of
routing and control multiplexers, an input
registerllransparent latch, a three-state buffer and
an output polarity control. The regllatch can be
clocked from a variety of sources determined in the
Global Cell. It can also be bypassed for a nonregistered input. If the 10C of the 7040 is used as a
dedicated output, the register can be use as a buried
register by the SUM-O term of its associated LCC.

a

SUM-a

The Input Cell (INC)

F....

.... }

~

COl

output

> ......-+--11

~)'

{

~,

}~~~ ~r-----------~

COl

I/O

PIn

Input

Figure 5. PA7040 1/0 Cell (IOC)
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The block diagram ofthe PA7040 Input Cell (INC) is
shown in figure 6. Unlike the 10Cs, the twelve INCs
can only be used as inputs into the array. Each INC
consists of muHiplexer and a registerllransparent
latch. The regllatch can be clocked from a variety
of sources determined in the Global Cell. It can also
be bypassed for a non-registered input.
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PA7040 Applications
Input Cell

:.u

y {

~r:"aI

ColI

Input

nput

} 110
ColI _-+-____~=-..J
c ...

Figure 6. PA7040 Input Cell (INC)

The Global Cell
The PA7040s Global Cell, shown in figure 7, is used
primarily to control the allocation ofthe system clock
signals to the LCCs, 10Cs and INCs. The global cell
also contains several global product and sum control terms for LCC functions such as reset, preset,
register type.
If additional partitioning of global cell clocks and
control terms is needed among the LCCs, a second
global cell can be selected allowing the LCCs to be
divided into two groups, A and B. That is, haW of the
LCCs can be controlled by Global Cell A and half
with Global Cell B. Global Cell A controls the LCCs
connected to 10Cs 5-16, and Global Cell B, the
LCCs connected 10Cs 25-36. This allows, for instance, two high speed clocks to be used among the
LCCs in the same PA7040. Unless the Global Cell
B is selected, all LCCs and associated 10Cs will be
controlled by Global Cell A.
Input Cell (INC) clocks are by default controlled by
Global Cell A. If a different clock is needed for the
INCs, a third global cell, Global Cell C, can be
selected. Global Cell C allows CLK1, CLK2, or a
product term to be used as the input cells
reglsterllatch ClOCk.

Global Cell

Lee

Clacks

CLK2
PCLK

Reg-T)pe

IOC Clock.
INC Clocks
LCC Reg-T)pe

Preset

Lee Presets

Reset

LCe Reset.

Design Security
The PA7040 provides a special EEPROM security
bit that prevents unauthorized reading or copying of
designs. Once set, the programmed bits of the
PA7040 can not be accessed until the entire chip
has been electrically erased.

Development Support
Development support for the PA7040 is provided by
the PACE Development Software and PEEL
Development System from ICT. The PACE (PEEL
Architectural Compiler and Editor) software creates
a software design environment that combines the
attributes of logic equation and schematic entry. The
mouse driven PACE editor graphically illustrates
and controls the PA7040s architecture making the
overall design easy to understand, while allowing
the effectiveness of boolean logic equations or
state machine design entry.
The PACE compiler performs logic transformation
and logic reduction making it possible to specify
equations in almost any fashion and to get the maximum logic into every deSign. PACE also provides
a multi-level logic simulator that allows the extemal
and internal signals to be fully simulated and
analyzed via a waveform display. Programming is
supported with direct interface to the ICT PEEL
Development System programmer (PDS-1) as well
with a down-load capability to Data I/O and other
popular programmers. System requirements for
PACE are: IBM XT/AT or compatible, 640K
memory, EGA or VGA graphics and mouse.

Group A. B and C
COO

The unique combination of wide gate performance
and logic cell flexibility, allows the PA7040 to address a multitude of logic functions ranging from random logic to high-speed state machines. The
PA7040 is ideal for implementing wide-path applications at high speeds such as fast binary
counters, clock dividers, state machines, address
decoders, encoders, comparators, adders and lookahead carry. Yet, its LCC flexibility makes possible
standard random logic functions such as a D flipflops (74LS74) with independent clock reset and
preset, SR latches and gated latches. Additionally,
the number of registers and latches available for
data storage as well as three-state I/Os and additional input pins, open up many possibilities for bus
interfaced sub-systems.

Figure 7. PA7040 Global Cell
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PA7040
Exposure to absolute maximum ratings over extended
periods of time may affect device reliability. Exceeding
absolute maximum ratings may cause permenant damage

Absolute Maximum Ratings
Symbol

Parameter

Conditions

Vee

Supply Voltage

Relative to GND

VI, Vo

Voltage Applied to Any Pin

Relative to GND 1
Per pin (IOL, 10H)

10

Output Current

TST

Storage Temperature

TLT

Lead Temperature

Rating

Unit

- 0.5 to + 7.0

V

- 0.5 to Vee + 0.6

V

±25

mA

-65to+125

·C

+ 300

·C

(Soldering 10 seconds)

Operating Ranges
Symbol
Vee

Unit

Parameter

Conditions

Min

Max

Supply Voltage

Commercial 2

4.75

5.25

V

+ 70

·C

TA

Ambient Temperature

TR

Clock Rise Time

Commercial 2
(Note 3)

250

ns

TF

Clock Fall Time

(Note

3)

250

ns

TRvee

Vee Rise Time

(Note

3)

10

ms

Max

Unit

D.C. Electrical Characteristics
Symbol

Parameter

0

Over the operating range
Conditions

Min

VOH

Output HIGH Voltage - TTL

Vee = Min, 10H = -4.0mA

VOHe

Output HIGH Voltage-CMOS

Vee = Min, 10H = -10lJA

2.4

V

Vee - 0.1

V

VOL

Output LOW Voltage - TTL

Vee = Min, 10L = SmA

0.5

V

VOLe

Output LOW Voltage-CMOS

Vee = Min, 10L = 10lJA

0.1

V

VIH

Input HIGH Level

2.0

Vee + 0.3

V

VIL

Input LOW Level

-0.3

O.S

V

ilL

Input Leakage Current

Vee = Max, GND ~ VIN ~ Vee

±10

lJA

loz

Output Leakage Current

va = High-Z, GND ~ Vo~ Vee

±10

IlA

-100

mA

120

mA

Iccsc +
O.SmA/MHz

mA

Ise

Output Short Circuit Current

Vee = Max, Vo = 0.5V S

leese

Vee Current, Standby, CMOS

VIN = Vee or GND 4

leeAe

Vee Current, Active, CMOS

VIN = Vee or GND 4,12

leeST

Vee Current, Standby, TTL

leeAT

Vee Current, Active, TTL

VIN = VIL or VIH 4
VIN = VIL or VIH 4,12

CIN

Input Capacitance 6

COUT

Output CapaCitance 6

TA = 25·C, Vee = 5.0V
@ f=1MHz
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A.C. Electrical Characteristics (preliminary)
Symbol

Over operating conditions

PA7040·2
Min
Max

Parameters 7

PA7040·3
Min
Max

Units

tPDI

Internal propagation delay (tAL+ tLC)

17

22

nS

tPDX

External propagation delay (tlA+ tAL+ tLC+ tLO)

23

28

nS

tlA

Input or I/O pin to input of Array

2

3

nS

tAL

Input of Array to LCC

15

21

nS

tlc

LCC input to LCC output 11

2

2

nS

tLO

LCC output to output pin

4

5

nS

too

Output Disable from LCC output a

5

6

nS

tOE

Output Enable from LCC output a

5

6

nS

Notes:
a.toE is measured from input transition to VREF ± O.IV,
(see test loads at end of section 5 for VREF value). toD is
measured from input transition to VOH - 0.1 V or VOL + 0.1 V..
9. "System-clock" refers to I/ClK pin high speed clocks
10. For T or JK registers in toggle (divide by 2) operation only
11. For combinatorial and register preset/reset delay
12 ICC for a typical application: This parameter is tested with
the device programmed as a 24-bit Counter.

1. Minimum DC input is - 0.5V, however inputs may undershoot to - 2.0V for periods less than 20nS.
2.. Contact ICT for other operating ranges (Industrial, Mil-Temp)
3. Test points for Clock and Vee in tR, tF, tel, teH, and tRESET
are referenced at 10% and 90% levels.
4.1/0 pins open (no load).
5. Test one output at a time for a duration of less than 1 sec.
S Capacitances are tested on a sample basis.
7. Test conditions assume: signal transition times of 5ns or less
from the 10% and 90% points, timing reference levels of
1.5V (unless otherwise specified).
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Input pin

==t

tlA

Arrey Input for
LCC Clock/Control

-t,,----<>
Array Input for
IOC clock (PCLK)

I
io--tPK---<>

Clock from
CLK Pin

1

1

I--ICK-<

1

I--- lew --..j

Clock at
LCC or IOC

i-ISK-o ~IHK--I

Data at

1

LCC or IOC

i'-IKA---;
LCC or IOC
Output

1
IRr

ILO""""l

Output pin
from LCC

tscx ---.10--- tcox

I

.... Ist
Register
Change _ _ _ _ _

:j,
-"+.____________

A.C. Electrical Characteristics (preliminary)
Symbol
tSCI

Over operating conditions
PA7040-2
Min
Max

PA7040-3
Min
Max

Internal system-clock 9 set-up (tAl+ tSK- tCKmin)

12

16

14

Parameters 7

Units
nS

17

nS

tscx

Ext. system-clock set-up (tIA+ tAL+ tSK- tCKmin)

tCOI

Internal system-clock to Array (tCKmax + tlC)

8

10

nS

tcox

Ext. system-clock to output (tCKmax + tlC + tLO)

12

15

nS

tCK

lCC\IOC\INC clock from system-clock pin (ClK)

5

tSK

lCC\IOC\INC input data set-up time to clock

4

4

nS

tHK

lCC\IOC\INC input data hold time to clock

4

4

nS

fMAX1

Max system-clock frequency (11tsCI + tCOI)

50

40

MHz

fMAX2

Max system-clock frequency (1/SCI + tcox)

45.5

37

MHz

fMAX3

Max system-clock frequency (1ltscx + tcoX)

38.5

31

MHz

fMAX4

Max system-clock frequency (1Itcw + tcw) T/JK 10

71.4

62.5

MHz

6

7

7

8

nS

tcw

System-clock low or high pulse width

tRT

Array input for Global Cell reg-type change

12

12

nS

tST

Array input for Global Cell preset/reset

17

21

nS
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PDS-1 PEEL

TM

Development System
Features

•

• Translates Standard PLDs to PEEL Devices
Loads PLD (PAL, GAL, EPLD) or reads
JEDEC file then automatically translates
to PEEL device

Development System for PEEL Products
Runs on PC/XT/AT-compatible computers
Comes with PEEL Development Software
Interfaces to PACE Advanced Software
-

• Design from Concept to Silicon
Editor, logic assembler, simulator, translator, programmer & tester in one system
• PLD Programmer and Tester Functions
Program, Load, Verify, Secure, Test
Tester allows in-socket design verification
with step, loop and capture features

•

suppons PEEL Devices and PEEL Arrays
PEEL 18CV8, 20CG10, 22CV10,
22CV10Z, 153,253, 173,273
PA7024, PA7040 with PACE software

•

Also Programs ICTs Memory Products
Interfaces to ICTs memory software
MPS-1 (PROMs) 27CX321/2, 27CX641/2
MPS-2 (EEPROMs) 93C46/56/66

General Description
The PEELTM Development System (PDS-1) is a
powerful, yet inexpensive, PC-based system for
designing with PEEL (Programmable Electrically
Erasable Logic) products. Equiped with the PEEL
Device Development Software, the PDS-1 provides
everything needed to implement logic designs from
concept to silicon, including a file editor, logic assembler, Simulator, translator, programmer and
tester. As a programmer the PDS-1 supports all
standard operations such as program, load, verify,
and secure. Special test capabilities allow for insocket design verification to JEDEC file test vectors.

The PDS-1 translator allows for the loading of PLD
designs (PAL, GAL or EPLD) from the socket for
automatic translation and programming into the
selected PEEL device. PEEL products supported
include the PEEL 18CV8, 20CG10, 22CV10,
22CV10Z, 153, 253, 173, 273, and PEEL Arrays
PA7024 and PA7040 when used with the PACE Advanced Development Software. The system can
also program ICT memory products when used with
the MPS-1 (PROMs) or MPS-2 (EEPROM)
software. ICT socket adapters are available for
PLCC and 600mil packages.

II

PDS·1 PEEL Development System
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PEEL™ Device Development Software
Features
• Translates Ordinary PLDs to PEEL Devices
Automatically translates PLDs (PAL,
GAL, EPLD) JEDEC files to PEEL files

• Development Software for PEEL Devices
Editor, logic assembler, logic simulator
and PLD-to-PEEL translator
Runs on PC/XT/AT-compatible computers

• Programmer Interface
Direct interface to PDS-1 Programmer
Upload/Download of JEDEC file to other
popular programmers via serial communications port

• File Editor
Edit APEEL source and JEDEC files
Interactive with APEEL assembler
• APEELTM Logic Assembler and Simulator
Supports all features of PEEL devices
Assembles equations, pin/macro cell
definitions and test vectors tables
Creates JEDEC file for programming

• Documentation and Operation suppon
Software and Applications Handbook
Twelve application examples (on disk)
On-line help instructions
-

General Description
The PEELTM Development Software is a PC-based
package for designing with PEEL (Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic) devices. The software
provides everything needed to implement your logic
designs from concept to JEDEC file creation. The
software includes: a file editor, logic assembler/simulator, and a PLD-to-PEEL device
translator. The built-in file editor allows for convenient design entry of APEEL source files. Additionally, the editor interacts with the assembler for
quick pin-pointing of syntax errors. The APEEL logic
assembler and simulator convert PEEL device
designs into JEDEC programmer files which can be

simulated aqainst user specified test vectors. The
PEEL development software also provides a PLDto-PEEL file translator that can automatically take
PAL, GAL and EPLD files and translate them to
PEEL files. Files created by design or translation
can be then be used for programming with ICTs
PDS-1 progammer or other popular programmers
via a serial com-port down-load feature. A comprehensive handbook fully documents software
operation as well as providing an applications section with twelve application examples, all of which
are supplied on disk. The PEEL Device Development Software is free to qualified PLD users.

The PEELTM Development Software provides an
editor, logic assembler/simulator, a PLD to
PEEL file translator and many other features.

The file editor with pop-down command windows allows for convenient and Interactive
design entry of APEEL design flies.
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Preliminary Data

TM

PACE Advanced Development Software
for PEEL Arrays and PEEL Devices
Features
•

•

•

PEEL Archtectural Complier and Editor
Advanced development support for
PEEL Arrays and PEEL Devices
Runs on IBM XT/AT or compatible system
Fast and efficient design environment
Architectural Editing
Mouse driven, windows environment
Graphic display and control of architecture
Equation and state machine entry
Logic Compilation
Auto-transformation to sum-of-products
Five levels of logic reduction

•

Multi-level Logic Simulation
Simulates all internal and external signals
Interactive waveform editor and display

•

Design Documentation
Batch printing of architecture, equations
and simulation waveforms

•

Programmer Interface
Direct interface to PDS-1 programmer:
(program, verify, load, secure and test)
Up/Download to other popular programers
via serial communication port

General Description
PACE is an advanced development software package offering complete support for ICTs family of
PEEL (Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic)
Arrays and Devices. PACEs innovative architectural
editor graphically illustrates and allows control of
the architecture, logic equations, and state machine
entry, making the overall design easy to understand.
The PACE compiler performs logic transformation,
thus equations can be specified in most any
fashion. The compiler also features five levels of
user-selectable logic reduction, including autodemorganization, making it possible to get more
logic into every design. PACE also provides a
multi-level logic simulator that lets the external and

internal signals be fully simulated, analyzed and
edited via a special waveform display. Documentation of PACE designs is accomplished though batch
printing of equations, architecture and waveform
displays. Programming is supported by a direct interface to the ICT PEEL Development System
programmer and by other popular programmers via
a down-load feature that uses the serial communication port. System requirements for PACE
are: IBM XT/AT or compatible system with DOS
version 3.0 or greater, 512K memory, EGA or VGA
graphics and mouse. PACE also supports expanded memory on systems with EMS drivers conforming to the 3.2 or greater LIM EMS specification.

The PACE architectural editors "chip display"
provides a global view of design allowing quick
access to 1I0s, registers, cells and equations.

The PACE architectural editor graphically expands individual cells for detailed viewing and
control of architecture and equations.
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PACE Development Software

The PACE software functions In a mouse driven
windows environment allowing easy access
and control of all operations. Shown here Is the
file selection window.

The architecture Of each cell can be specified
by selecting the desired architectural element
with the mouse and then "clicking" through all
possible configurations graphically on the
screen. Shown here Is the PA7024s register
selection of 0, T or JK flip-flops.

The PACE logic simulator lets external and Internal signals be fully simulated, analyzed and
edited via a special waveform display. Simulation errors can be marked on the display for
quick analysis.
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7.0 Development Tools

Programmer Support

Programming Support
International CMOS Technology

Adams-MacDonald
ICT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL22CV10
PEEL22CV10Z
PEEL20CG10
27CX32112

Advin Systems
ICT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL22CV10
PEEL20CG10
PEEL22CV10Z
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273

(as of October 1989)

(408) 434-0678

(408) 373-3607

SMS Sprint Plus
Software
Version V3.10
Version V3.2D

...

ICT Pan Number
PEEL18CV8

Version V3.21
(August 1989)

I
I

Version V3.21
(August 1989)

I

(408) 984-8600
Sailor-PAL +
Software
Version V8.0
Version V9.4
Version V9.5
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ICT Part Number
27CX32112
27CX641/2

Promac Modal 11
PM-1 Module Firmware
Version Vl.12 ..

Promac Modal 16-IV
P5-3 Module Firmware
Version V2.0

.

I

7.0 Development Tools

Programming Support

DATA 1/0

(800) 426-1045

Unlslte 40
ICT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL22CV10
PEEL22CV10Z
PEEL20CG10
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273
27CX641 1642
27CX321 1322

Unlslte 40 Chlpslte Module for PLCC
Family
80

V2.2

V2.3

Mode/60A
ICT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL20CV10
PEEL22CV10Z
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273
PEEL18CV8J
PEEL22CV1OJ
PEEL22CV10ZJ

+

Software
V1.4
V2.3

Adapter
360A-001

82
108

.,

Family
080

Software
V2.6

va

Version V14
(August
1989)
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Firmware
Version V12
Version V14
Call Data

Pinout
73A
728
7A3

Series 1000 .,
ICT Part Number
27CX321
27CX641

SRT28 Adapter
V11

Mode/60H .,
Firmware
Version V11
Version V14
Call Data

360A·006

Pinout
3A
28
A3
56
65
85
76
86
67
063

va

Version V14
(August 1989)

Family
80

Pinout
3A
28
A3
65
85
76
86
3A
28
A3

Programming Support

7.0 Development Tools

BP Microsystems

PLD 1100 ..
Software
Version 1.07

ICT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273
PEEL22CV10

ALLPRO Programmer
Software
Version 1.44 ..
Version 1.47c
Version 1.49
(August 1989)
Version 1.47c
Please call Logical Devices
Version 1.45 ..
Version 1.44
Version 1.46

leT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL22CV10
PEEL2OCG10

..

..

I leT Part Number
PEEL18CV8

I

GANGPRO-B Programmer
Firmware
Version 2.17
(August 1989)

PALPRO-2X Programmer
Firmware
Version 5.2
(August 1989)

(408) 988-1118

PPZ Programmer
Module
ZM2200

System General (Taiwan)
leT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL22CV10
PEEL2OCG10

Mode/28U
Firmware
Version 11.02

(305) 974-0975

Stag Microsystems
leT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273
27CX641 1642
27CX321/322

(303) 460-0103

ICT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL22CV10
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273

Version 1.20

Logical Devices
leT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL22CV10
PEEL22CV10Z
PEEL2OCG10
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273
27CX641 1642
27CX321 1322

Inlab

(800) 225-2102

Firmware
Version 34
Version 37

ZL-30A Programmer
Module
Firmware
Version 30A26
30A800
Version 30A32

2-7212613

SGUP-8S ..
Firmware
Version 3.0

PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273

Version 3.1
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SGUP-8S ..
Version 3.1
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7.0 Development Tools

Programming Support

Kontron Electronics

leT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL153
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273
27CX641 1642

Digelec

(800) 227-8834

MPP-BOS Portable Programmer
with Universal Module UPMIB
Firmware
Version 2.1
Please Call Kontron

EPP-80 Base Programmer
with Universal Module UPMIB
Firmware
Version 2.1
Please Call Kontron

Version 2.2

Version 2.2

Version 2.2

Version 2.2

(800) 367-8750, in California call (818) 887-3755

ICT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
PEEL153
PEEL173
PEEL253
PEEL273
27CX641 1642
27CX321/322

Model 860 Programmer
Software
.:.
Version A-l.3
Version A-l.4
Please call Digelec
Version A-l.4
Please call Digelec
Please call Digelec
Please call Digelec

PEEL Development Software Support
APEELTM*

ABELTM

CUPLTM

by leT
(408) 434-0678

by DATA 110
(800) 426-1045

by Logical Devices by Isdata
(408) 373-3607
(305) 947-0967

leT Part Number
PEEL18CV8
V 2.0
PEEL20CG10
V 3.0
PEEL22CV10
PEEL22CV10Z
PEEL153
V 2.1
PEEL253
PEEL173
PEEL273
• The APEEL Logic Assembler and the PLD
Software

LOG/iCTM

V2.1
V 2.15
V3.2
V 3.0
V 3.00
V 2.1
V 2.15
V 3.0
V 3.00
V 2.1
V 2.15
V 3.0
V 3.00
V2.1
V 2.15
V 3.0
V 3.00
JEDEC File Translator are Included In the PEEL Development
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Logical Design Techniques for
Architecturally Enhanced EEPLDs
Robin J. Jlgour - Director of Marketing
International CMOS Technology, Inc.
2125 Lundy Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131
(408) 434'{)678

Introduction
Logic designers today are confronted with a variety of
new programmable logic device (PLD) architectures and
technologies to choose from. Even after sorting through
a multitude of PLD data sheets, selecting the right PLD for
a given application can often become a trial and error
process. Understanding the design techniques associated
with a PLDs architectures can greatly minimize design effort and maximize logic utilization.
This paper specifically addresses techniques and the
development process used to design with PEEL"
(Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic) devices. The
examples provided will demonstrate how architecturally
enhanced PEEL devices can achieve higher logic Integration and flexibility than conventional PLDs.

* PEEL EE-ReprogrammabilHy provides the convenience of Instant reprogramming for development, no
waste as with one-lime-programmable PLDs, and no walt
as with UV EPLDs. it also allows for a risk-free re-usable
production Inventory minimizing the Impacts of programming changes or errors.
* PEEL High QualHy is an Inherent part of 100% testable PEEL technology. PEEL devices are shipped with a
50ppm Average Outgoing Quality Level for programming
and logic function as compared to an average of
10,OOOppm with bipolar PLDs.
* PEEL Cost Effectiveness means no hidden overhead costs as with bipolar PLDs, such as prograrn/test
yield loss, multl-clevlce Inventories, reject administration,
board and field functional failure rework.

PEEL ™ Device Overview

PEEL Device Family

PEEL devices (Programmable Electrically Erasable
Logic devices), combine CMOS and EEPROM technologies to provide an attractive alternative to conventional PLDs. PEEL devices offer a sensible balance of performance, flexibility, ease of design, and production practicality that Is needed by logic designers today.

The PEEL18CV8 was the first PEEL device, Introduced In 1987. The Initial family consists of nine devices
varying In architecture, speed and power. The PEEL family is organized Into two groups: direct replacement and
super-set replacement devices.

Key features of PEEL devices Include:

* PEEL CMOS Performance provides dramatically
lower power cOMumption, lower operating temperatures
and higher reliability than conventional bipolar PLDs
* PEEL Architectural Flexibility allows a few PEEL
devices to functionally replace over 40 PAL and FPLA
type devices, reducing the number of different parts
needed In Inventory. Additionally, PEEL enhanced architectures make It possible to put more logic into every
package.

* PEEL Ease of Design is provided by free development software, a low cost PEEL development system and
support from popular programmers.

Direct Replacement PEEL Devices
The direct replacement PEEL devices are essentially
reprogrammable CMOS second-source alternatives to
popular bipolar PAL and FPLA devices such as the
PAl22V10, PLSl53 and PLSl73. These JEDEC-me-compatible PEEL devices Include the PEEL22CV10, PEEL153
and PEELl73. As a direct replacement, CMOS PEEL technology brings the advantages of low power, high nolseImmunity, reprogrammabllity, complete testability, and
foolproof design security
Superset Replacement PEEL Devices
Designers who wish to go beyond the limitations of
conventional PLDs wUI be Interested In the superset replacement PEEL devices. These PEEL devices not only
emulate standard 20 and 2~pin PLDs, but offer designers
many new architectural and performance features. Two
architecture types make up this group; programmable-
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PEEL18CV8
PEEL18CVB-15
PEEL20CG10
PEEL22CV10Z
PEEL253
PEEL273

20
20
24
24
20
24

10
10
12
12
8
12

8
8
10
10
10
10

8
8
10
10
0
0

12
12
12
12
2
2

AND
AND
AND
AND
AND/OR
AND/OR

74
74

92
132
42/20
42/20

15-20
12-15
15-20
15-20
N/A
N/A

25-35
15-20
20-35
20-35
30-35
30-35

20+0.7/MHz
8O+0.7/MHz
55+0.5/MHz
55+0.5/MHz
35 + 1.0/MHz
35+1.0/MHz

no
no
no
yes*
no
no

*100uA Standby Current

PEEL22CV10
PEEL153
PEEL173

24
20
24

12

8
12

10
10
10

10

o
o

4
2
2

AND
AND/OR
AND/OR

132
42/10
42/10

12-20 20-35
N/A 30-40
N/A 30-40

55+0.5/MHz no
35 + 1.0/MHz no
35+1.0/MHz no

Figure 1. PEEL Device Family Specifications
AND/fiXed-OR array devices (the 18CV8. 18CV8-15.
20CG10
and
22CV10Z) and
programmableAND/programmable-OR array devices (PEEL253 and
PEEL273). The remainder of this paper will focus on the
super-set devices.

output type (registered or combinatorial. dedicated Input.
output, or bidirectional I/O). The flexibility of the I/O macroceIl not only makes these devices Ideal for sequential or
combinatorial applications, but also allows Implementation of functions that might require multiple conventional
PLDs.

The PEEL18CV8. 20CG10. and 22CV10Z

The macrocell consists of a D-type flip-flop, an output
mux, and a feedback mux. Four EE memory cells per
macro-i:ell can program the configuration of each macro
cell twelve different ways. The twelve possible I/O macroceli conllgurations are illustrated In figure 5.

The basic architectures of the PEEL1BCV8. 20CG10
and the 22CV10Z are similar. Ail four implement sum-ctproducts logic with a programrnabie-AND/fiXed-OR structure. Depending on the device. between 18 to 22 inputs
and B to 10 macrocell outputs are avaDable (see figure 2)
The core of each device is a programmable. electrlcallyerasable AND artay consisting of input lines running perpendicular to product terms. The input lines are derived
from the true and compliment of each potential input pin.
The product terms Include: one global synchronous
preset term; one global asynchronous clear term; one
output enable term per I/O; and groups of 8 logic product
terms per sum for PEEL18CV8 and 20CG10. or a distribution of 8-16 terms per sum for the 22CV10Z.

The PEEL253 and PEEL273
The PEEL253 and PEEL273 offer super-set compatibility with the Signetics PLS 153 and PLS 173 FPLAs
respectively (previously numbered the 82S153 and
82S173). Several architectural enhancements have been
added (see figure 3). Notably, the output-enable control
terms have been moved from the AND array to the OR
array for complete sum-ct-products control, while 10
general-purpose product terms have been added to the
AND array for a total of 42. Both devices provide 10 I/Os,
but the 20-pin 253 has 8 inputs, while the 24-pln PEEL273
offers 10 dedicated Inputs.

I/O Macrocell Conligurability
Each logical sum is directly associated with an I/O
macroceli and I/O pin. The twelve-conllguratlon macrocell provides control of output polarity. feedback path and
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I/CLK
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

SP = Synchronous Preset
AC = Asynchronous Cleor
OE = Output Enable

Figure 2. PEEL18CV8, 20CG10 and 22CV10Z Block Diagram

®

= Polarity Control

o=

Non-inverted
1 = Inverted

Figure 3. PEEL253 and PEEL273 Block Diagram
The PEEL Development System (PDS-l) Is a
powerful, low-cost, PC-based system for designing with
PEEL devices. The PEEL Development System Is a personal PLD work-station providing everything needed to
implement logic designs from concept to silicon Including: a buUt-ln word processor for design entry and editing;
the APEEL Boolean-logic assembler/simulator; a complete PEEL-device programmer; and enhanced logic
tester.
Additionally, PAls, EPLDs and FPLAs can be
loaded and directly translated to PEEL devices. The complete development process for both the PEEL Development Software and PEEL Development System is shown
in figure 4.

PEEL DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
The PEEL device family development support Is
provided by software and hardware tools avanable directly from ICT as well as from third party manufacturers such
as Data I/O. ICT offers two packages, the PEEL Development Software and the PEEL Development System.
The PEEL Development Software and Applications
Handbook Is a free PC-based development package for
designing with, evaluating and learning about PEEL
devices. Key features include the APEEL N Boolean-logic
assembler/simulator and a PLD JEDEC-lile translator
which can automatically translate a wide variety of conventional PLD design files to PEEL programming files.
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Translate PLD JEDEC File
with the PLD·to·PEEL
JEDEC File Translator

Create New Design
with the
APEEL Logic Assembler

PEEL Development System

Program PEEL Device

or
Third-Party Programmer

Exercise Device Against Test Vectors

Install PEEL Device in System

Figure 4. The PEEL Device Development Process
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Figure 5, PEEL Device Twelve-Configuration
Independent Output Enables

PEEL DESIGN TECHNIQUES

Each I/O also has Independent programmable output
enables for both combinatorial or registered outputs. The
output enables are helpful for bus interfacing as well as
"wlre-ORlng" of signals. Each I/O can be enabled or disabled via Individual product terms, even on registered outputs where most standard PLDs offer only a single output
enable control pin. Output enables on the PEEL253 and
PEEL273 are controlled In the OR array. This feature allows complete Sum of Products control making It possible
to have complex function contlIOl of I/Os.

Designing with PEEL devices Is much like designing
with conventional 20 and 24 pin PLDs. However, PEEL
architectures give designers additional flexibility, making It
possible to fit more logic Into a single package.
Standard Macrocell Configurations (3,4,9 &10)
Macrocell configurations number 3, 4, 9 and 10 (In
figure 5) are four of the twelve PEEL device macrocell
configurations that are most similar to the fixed I/O configurations used among standard PLDs such as the
PAL16R8. PAL16L8, PAL18P8 and PAL22V10. PEEL
devices, however, allow for each I/O pin to be Independently configured as an Input, output or I/O. Additionally, any output function can be Independently configured
as combinatorial, registered, active high or active low. Independent conflgurable I/Os make It possible to customize the PLD to your design rather than modifying your
design to fit the PLD. These four standard macrocell configurations, can be used to Implement a variety of logic
functions such as random gates, encoders. decoders,
mUltiplexers, latches, counters and shifters.

BI-Dlrectlonal Registered I/O (1 & 2)
Two of the additional PEEL macro cell configurations
Include bl-dlrectlonal registered I/O both active-high and
active-low, (#1 and #2 In figure 5) The difference between this configuration and the registered output of
standard PLD (l.e.,16R8) Is that the feedback Is from the
pin rather than the register. This makes It possible to use
a registered output as an Input also. Some possible applications for this Include: synchronous-read/Wrltable I/O,
bus Interfaced code conversion, and the wired-OR "BusY'
function for bus arbitration circuits.
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Buried Combinatorial Feedback (7 & 8)

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Two additional macro cell configurations found in
PEEL devices allow for burled combinatorial feedback
before the output enable (#7 and #8 In figure 5). This
configuration is very useful for creating latches or logic
paths that must be used internally, but only appear externally when accessed by the processor O.e., as when interfaced to a bus). Furthermore, this configuration is useful
In reducing propagation delays when feeding an output
signal back Into the device for another logic function. This
Is because the signal Is routed directly Into the array
rather than delayed through the I/O buffer at the pin. An
example of how burled combinatorial feedback can be
used Is shown In the "Change-of-State Detector" application In the following section.

The following pages Include a few application ex·
amples that demonstrate ways to take advantage of some
of the PEEL device architectural enhancements. All of the
examples were designed using the APEEL logic assembler and simulator. The actual APEEL source file for
one application Is Included for reference.
Input Synchronizer (PEELI8CV8)
Quite often systems need to synchronize an
asynchronous Input In order to avoid potential metastability conditions that can be caused by set-up time violations. A common method for doing this uses two rippled
O·type flip-flops (I.e., 74LS74) as shown In figure 6. In this
circuit the asynchronous Input Is feed Into the 0 of the first
flip-flop and the Q of the first Is feed Into the D of the
second. The resulting Q output of the second flip-flop will
be synchronized to the clock.

Buried Combinatorial Feedback with Register (5 & 6)
Two other PEEL macrocell configurations provide
burled combinatorial feedback with a registered output
(#5 and #6 In figure 5). This configuration lends itself
towards clock synchronization applications. In such applications the burled combinatorial feedback can be used
to create an asynchronous latch, the output of which will
be stable for clocking Into the register. This type of circuit
can be used for Interfacing data between two systems
operating from different clocks or for simply synchronizing
asynchronous signals. An example of how this configuration can be used Is shown In the "Input Synchronizer" application In the following section.
Burled Register with Combinatorial Output (11 & 12)
Another useful macrocell configuration Is the pseudoburled register with combinatorial output (#11 and #12 In
figure 5). This configuration allows the register output to
be fed back Into the array while the combinatorial function
Is routed to the pin. This configuration makes It possible
to use the registers as programmable burled storage
nodes while the outputs can be selectively addressed for
reading onto a bus. Possible functions or applications for
this configuration Include; updatable or programmable
comparllor, programmable dip-switch, burled control
register, programmable mask register. An example of
how this configuration Is used can be seen In the
"Change-of-State Detector" application In the following
section.

PEEL devices can Implement the same type of circuit
requiring only one Input pin, one output pin and a system
clock. This Is accomplished by using the Internal feedback
with-register macrocall configuration (#5 or 6 In figure 5)
and the clock signal which Is provided In the AND array.
The PEEL circuit , shown In figure 7, Is comprised of a
gated-latch that Internally latches the asynchronous Input
on the failing edge of the clock. This holds the Input stable
to adequately meet the set-up time of the register which Is
clocked on the rising edge. If by chance the Input violates
the set-up time of the gated latch, the clock low time will
encounter any possible metastability stabilizing In time for
the hlgh-golng register clock.

Asynchronous ~01
D 02
Synchronized
Input
Input

t

t

System Clock

'-"~?StI
Asynchronous
Input

Global Preset and Clear

01

The PEEL18CV8, 22CG10 and 22CV10Z each have a
synchronous preset (SP) and asynchronous clear (AC)
product term that control all the registers. Although these
functions are fairly straight forward, there are some unique
ways to take advantage of functions especially for
counters and state machines. An example of this Is
shown In the 8-blt Counter with Function Controls application example In the application section of this paper.

02

Figure 6_ Input synchronization using
standard logic
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02

Asynchronous
Input

daslgned using a 24 pin device like the 22Vl0 which has
additional product terms.
The 20·pln PEEL18CVB
however, can Implement a losdable or holdable 8·blt
counter plus more, by taking advantage of Its
synchronous preset and asynchronous clear terms. The
synchronous preset term specHically, can be used to free
up a product term of eig1h bit. The product term function
Is the last count before all bits are set to one as shown In
the equation below. Freeing this product term from the
elgth bit now makes It possible to add either the load or
hold condition for all eight bits.

S)I'\chronized

~Input

' - - - - - - - - - - - System Clock

SP:= 07 & Q6 &

An example of the type of multl·functlon 8·blt counter
that can be designed with the 18CVB Is shown In figure B.
In this application the PEEL18CV8 Implements an 8 bit
counter with four control functions: hold, reset, repeat and
output enable. The operation of each control Is listed
below.

Figure 7. Input synchronization using a
PEEL18CV8
If multiple Input synchronizers are needed for a sys·
tem, the PEEL device solution becomes even more
elegant This Is because only two pins per synchronizer
are needed. Thus, a PEEL18CV8 could Implement eight
such synchronizer circuits In a single 20 pin package
The equations for this circuit are shown below. AI·
though using the clock signal In the equations may look
like a possible race condition, this Is not the case because
of the zero hold time allowed for PEEL device registers. A
possible logic hazard Is removed (a hlgh·low·hlgh gllch)
by ANDing the Input (IN) and the Internal feedback signal
(Q2). Note, the 02 signal used on the right side of the
equation actually represents the Internal combinatorial
feedback labeled as 01 In figure 7.
02 : a

as & Q4 & Q3 & 02 & 01 & 100

SYNCHRONOUS RESET· When set high, the outputs
(00·7) will go low after the next clock. When set low, the
counter will start counting up with each clock.
HOLD COUNT· When set high, the count will hold the
present state. When low, the count will resume.
REPEAT COUNT· When set high, the counter will
repeat the count after reaching FF Hex. When set low,
the counter will stop after one complete count. The
asynchronous clear product term Is used for this function.
OUTPUT ENABLE • When high, the outputs will be
disabled and will enter a high Impedance state. When
low, the outputs are enabled.

elK & IN # 'when eLK -I allow Input 10 881-up
lelK & Q2 # 'when elK - 0 latch Input Internally
IN & Q2
'prevent hazard condition

B·Blt Counter with Function Controls (PEEL 18CV8)

CLOCK

A free·runnlng re-setable 8·blt counter Is a fairly com·
mon function for a conventional 20·pln registered PLD like
the PAL16R8. However, try adding control functions such
as losd or hold and you will quickly realize that It Is not
possible. This Is because the number of product terms
used per bit for a binary 0 register counter Is N, that is, bit
1 uses one product term, bit 2 uses two and bit 8 uses
eight. Since there are only eight product terms per SUM
(as Is the case for most every 20·pln registered PLD), all
the product terms for blt·8 are used for counting.

(TEST)
8

00-7

HOLD
SYNC. RESET

OUTPUT ENABLE

In order to Implement the load or the hold function of
at counter, an additional product term Is needed per bit.
Because of this, most 8·blt load or hold counters are

Figure 8. PEEL18CV8 8-blt Counter with
Hold and other function controls.
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The operation of the Change-ol-State Detection Port
Is as follows: Any change on the Inputs ~ow-to-hlgh or
hlgh-to-!ow) can be detected via an B-blt non-equality
comparltor (NEa). When detected. the INTR latch output
Is set for Interrupting a ".P. The INTR output Is also used
to clock the 22CV10Z which latches the Input state Into
eight pseudo-burled registers. The ".P can then read
the registers on 00-07 when CS. RD. and AO = O. Once
read (unless another change has occurred) the INTR latch
will be reset. The 10-17 pins can be read directly by
proper1y addressing the AO Input (AO = 1).

CHANGE-OF-STATE
INPUTS

INTR
MICROPROCESSOR

It power-consumption needs to be minimized the
"zero-power" feature of the 22CV10Z works well for this
application. especially when used with CMOS micro-controllers that also have power-down modes. Using the
zero-power feature. the 22CV10Z will power down when
all Inputs pins stop changing lor approximately 50-lOOnS.
Thus the power consumption lor the 22CV10Z will be approximately 100uA unless a change-ol-slate occurs or the
micro-controller addresses the device.

DATA BUS

...

-[I--IIIiAO~OR~ES~S~BU~S--1 ~

Figure 9. PEEL22CV10Z Change-of-State

All preceding applications were created using the
PEEL Development System with APEEL ,. logic assembler. For more detailed Information on these and
other applications refer to the leT PEEL Software and Applications Handbook.

Change-aI-State Detection Port (22CV10Z)
The application shown In figure 9 uses the
PEEL22CV10Z as a Intelligent Input port that off-loads the
".p from having to perform software polling. The changeof-state port Incorporates eight Inputs that are monitored
for a change-of-state (low or high). If a change occurs an
Interrupt will be sent to the ".P. The".p can then read
either the eight pseudo burled registers holding the
change-of-state or read Inputs directly. Uses for such an
application Include; sensor monitoring. "glitch" detection.
communication handshaking and clock synchronization.
Figure 10 shows a block diagram of the functions Implemented.

ConclusIon
Flexible and architecturally enhanced PEEL devices.
along with easy-to-use PEEL development tools. help PLO
designers get more logic Into every package. Additionally. PEEL device CMOS EE technology provides a lower
power. reprogrammable and higher quality alternative to
conventional PLDs.
PEEL N . APEEL N are trademarks of International CMOS Technology
la a reglatered trademark of Monolilhlc Memorle•• Inc.

PAL~

PEEL22CV10Z
CHANGE(J'-STAlE 10-7
INPUTS

.~-~r~!l];uf+-t>--+-

Ro -oI-.cr-:-:::-:-,
Cs

~-+-I-"'-

00-7

INTR

AO - r - ' - - _.....

Figure 10. PEEL22CV10Z Change-of-State Detector functional block diagram
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Product Details

Electrically erasable
CMOSPLDs D
conquer tradeoff
dilemmas
lIigh speed, low power, flexibility,
and low cost all combine in a new
class of progrrunmable logic devices
Robin J. Jigour
International CMOS Technology
San Jose, CA
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esigners selecting a programmable logic device were
forced, until now, to make
tradeoffs. Conventional PIDs offer
high ~peed but sacrifice power consumption. Newer CMOS devices
have reprogrammability or flexible
architectures but typically cost too
much to be practical for originalequipment manufacturing. The
tradeofTs of versatility, performance,
and cost meant that the end product
seldom came out exactly as originally or ideally desired.

Dilemmas dissolved
Now the designer can eliminate
such tradeoffs with two just-introduced programmable logic devices
(PLDs), the PEEL18CV8 and
PEEL22CVIO, from International
CMOS Technology. Fabricated with
an advanced CMOS EEPROM technology (see box, "CMOS and
EEPROM technologies team up"),
the programmable electrically erasable logic (PEEL) devices rival
speed parameters of standard bipolar
PLDs (tpD is 25 ns max). They consume as little as one-eighth the
power for TTL interfacing (lco is
20 rnA standby + 7mA/MHz) and
even less for CMOS interfacing.
Moreover, the electrically erasable
reprogrammability not only adds
convenience and cost savings for prototyping or field retrofitting, but also
allows the PEEL devices to be fully
tested in the factory to ensure 100%
programmability and functioning.
Packaged in 300-mil, 20- and 24pin DIPs, the PEEL devices have a
flexible architecture that lets them
replace standard SSIIMSI logic circuitry. Using the PEEL devices in
this manner can substantially reduce
parts count, save board space, and
simplify inventory control. Also, because of their pinouts and architec33
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tural compatibility, they can replace
most of the 20- and 24-pin PALs
from Monolithic Memories and
other suppliers (see Tabl('s 1 and 2),
plus the Altera EP300/310 and
AMD 22V10. In addition, over 100
new configurations, not possible with
the earlier generation of PLDs, can
be implemented. This flexibility enables a designer to focus on his or
her design rather than on the restrictions of a fixed architecture.

A logical architecture
In their basic architecture, the
PEEL18CV8 and PEEL22CV10
rcs£'mble conventional PLDs, which
use a sum-of-products logic array in
a programmable-AND, fixed-OR
structure (Electronic Products, Mar.
3, p. 35). This familiar logic anangem£'nt allows designers to program
the connection of input signals to
the array to create user-defined output functions. What makes the arClK

INPUT/ClK
INPUT

•
•

chitecture of the PEEL devices diff£'rent, however, is greater integration and flexibility. The parts have
approximately 300 to 600 equivalent
gates and a user-configurable architecture that increases flexibility.
The 20-pin PEEL18CV8 has one
input or clock pin, nine input-only
pins, and eight pins that can serve
as either inputs or outputs; the 24pin PEEL22CVIO has an additional two dedicated inputs and two
liDs (see Fig. 1). Therefore, on the
PEEL18CV8, a maximum of either
18 inputs or 8 outputs can be used
(but not both maximums simultaneously). The 18 inputs are complemented into 36 lines, which can be
programmed for connection to prod-

PEEL

AND
ARRAY

•
•

*INPUT
'INPUT
* 22CVlO ONLY

1--01/0'
SP = SYNCHRONOUS PRESET
AC = ASYNCHRONOUS CLEAR

Fig. 1. The programmable intersections of inputs and sum-of-product
terms in the AND array use electrically erasable memory cells Instead
of the more conventional bipolar
fuse or ultraviolet-erasable links.

uct terms (AND gates) that are divided into groups of eight, each feeding into an OR function. Each OR
function is directly associated with
one of eight independent macrocells
and II 0 pins.

elK

Intersections programmed
Each input-line intersection to the
AND array has an associated programmable EEPROM cell that determines whether the intersection is
cOlmected or open. Thus, each product term equals a 36-input AND
gate, although that number of inputs
is unlikely in a real application. Also
available are product terms for a
synchronous-preset term, an asyn-

INPUT I
FEEDBACK 1 - - - -.....
SELECT

MACRO
CEU

FIg. 2. Each 110 pin of a PEEL macroce/l can
be Independently programmed by means of
four EEPROM bits to assume one of twelve
different I/O configurations.
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chronous-cIear tenn, and eight output-enable tenns, which with the 64
AND product terms makell a grand
total of 74 maximum product terms.
The PEEL22CVI0 has a total of
132 product tenns.
The key 10 flexiblllly
The flexibility of the PEEL18CV8
is due primarily to its 110 macrocell.
Each macrocell (see Fig. S) consists
of a D-type flip-flop and two signalselect multiplexers (output and input/feedback). The multiplexers
can be programmed via four electrically erasable memory bits (A, B,
C, and D) to assume one of 12 configurations (see Fig. 9). The configurations include various arrangements for bidirectional 110, registered or combinatorial feedback,
registered or combinatorial output,
and output polarity control. The independence of the macrocells allows
flexibility: a single PF.FT ,18CV8 can
implement a combination of eight
different 110 configurations within
its eight macrocells.
Broad range of applications
Like SSII MSI logic, conventional
PLDs, and low-density gate arrays,
the PEEL18CV8 and PEEL22CV10. can be used in all the primary
areas of system design, including
data processing, communications,
and industrial, consunlC'r, military,
and transport.ation applications.
Specific functions implemented using the PEEL devices range from
basic logic and system-support circuitry to standalone controllers. Application possibilities fall into four
categories:
• SSIIMSI logic replacement and
customization: random logic,latches,
decodersl encoders, comparators,
.multiplexers, counters, shift registers
• ProcellSor system support: address
decoding, bus demultiplexing, waitstate generation, memory refresh,
memory protection, dual-port memory control, DMA control, interrupt
prioritization, interrupt vectoring,
timer I counter functions, bus arbitration and interface, error detection
and correction
• 110 interfaces and support: intelligent 1/0 ports, data-communications interfacCll, display and front-

REGISTERED OUTPUT

o
~
ClK

SP

Q

~

I

AC

COMBINATORIAL OUTPUT

~______~~~HCI/O~

I
;

~________~ ;~~I:/O) ~

iii

=

I
i

g
Ii

Fig. 3. Circuits equivalent to the 12 possible I/O configurations of the PEEL
devices include various arrangements of bidirectional 110, registered or
combinatorial feedback, registered or combinatorial output, and output
polarity control.

panel interfaces, keyboard scanning,
disk and tape drive controls
• Standalone nonmicroprocessorbased controllers: motor control,
sensor monitoring, security access
control, display control.
Off-Ihe-shelf cuslomizable ICs
One of the key benefits of designing with PLDs is that they are offthe-shelf standard products that can
be customized without the substan-
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tial nonrecurring engineering costs
associated with other customizing
methods like gate arrays. Microprocessor system support and interface
is an application area where PLDs
are commonly used because designs
tend to be unique, lending themselves to off-the-shelf customized
components.
A prime example of this is a
PEEL18CV8 programmed to function as a WAW: a Wait-state genera-

Vee

(0, I OR 2 WAIT STATES)
24 MHz

o

IK

Vce

PEEL18CV8

Ve

WAIT

r-----,IK

ROV
8ZC84A

. - - - -... RES

NMI I...._-(W_R_IT_E_ER_RO_R_)--IERROR

1--+-------+lCLK

550

I--------~READV

PER2

I---------~RESET

(4a)

I

8UC88-2

32 K K 8-BIT EPROM

is

MfMORV
AND I/O
CHIP
SELfCTS

SRAM

A8_ A151---1,_"'--'

FFFF 16

8000 16
1--------I7FFF
8 K x 8-BIT EEPROM
600016
1--------I5j:FFIS

EPROM
EEPROM
PERI

INTR
INTA

DT/RI----<--++
ALE 1--_........ ADDRESS
OEN
OATA AND
--R
CONTROL
W
BUS

First, it handles the address decoding of five memory and 110 chip
selects including a 32 K x 8-bit
EPROM, an 8 K x 8-bit EEPROM,
two peripheral 110 devices (peripherall and peripheral 2), and an 8 K
x 8-bit static RAM.

iffil----..

AOO_AD7

INVAlID/WRITE·
PROTECT ON

Walt slales generaled

(4b)
3400 16
I---WR-IT-E.-PR-OT-EC-T-0-Fr-i33FF IS
3000 16
1--IN-VA-UD-/-WR-IT-E.--I2rrr IS
PROTECT ON
2800 16
I---P-ER--IP--HE-RAl----I--I27fF IS
2400 16
1 - - - - - - - - 1 23FFi6"
PERIPHERAL 2
200016
1--------lirrri6"

8 K x 8-BIT STATIC RAM
~------I

A14
Al3
PROTECTn

000016

Second, it generates wait states-zero, one, or two--based on the address currently selected by the processor. This allows slower memory or
110 devices to be used without sacrificing faster devices' speed. (In the
case of the WAW, peripheral I and
the EEPROM each need one wait
state, and peripheml 2 requires two.)

Fig. 4. A block diagram (a) and memory map (b) show the PEEL18CV8
as a Wait-state generator, Address
decoder, and Write protector.

tor, Address decoder, and Write protector with interrupt circuits. The
WA W is used to support an 8-MHz
CMOS 8088 microprocessor in a
small system having up to 64 Kbytes
of memory-mapped address space
(see Fig. 4). It has four primary
fWlctiuns.

EPROMn
(32 K X 8 BITS)

EP~Mn'

EEPROMn

!

(8KX8BITS)

EEP£-Mn'

~

OTli!
AI2

Au

p~n'

AlO

(Sa)

L........(

~
ff';;')

PERin
(PERIPHERAL)

PER2n
(PERIPHERAl)
PEk,

.L

SRAMn
(8KX881TS)

SRAMn'
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0-

ALE

EEPROMn'
EPROMn'
PERin'
SRAMn'

D~il

..

PER2n'

...--}~

D 0

CLK

-.

t

l)01'
~}

STROBEn'

B~

(5b )

).
}
}

J

CIK

WAITn

t

ENABl[ ERRORn

STROBEn'
FfPROMn'
EPROMn'
PERin'

ERRORn

PER2n'
SRAMn'

(5c)

A15
A14
A13
ft. 12
All
AlO
All

ENAUI f ERRORn

OT/R

SSG

Fig. 5. The PEEL18CV8 WAW application was designed using a Boolean
equation compiler. Shown here are the equivalent circuits to the equations
for an address decoder with EEPROM write protection (a), wait-state generator (b), and write-protector register with interrupt (c). These three circuit
functions are implemented in a single 20-pin package.
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CMOS and EEPROM technologies team up

The performance and flexibility of the
PEEL programmable logic devices Is due
primarily to their advanced 1.B-l'm CMOS
EEPROM technology. With special design
and processing techniques, the just-announced PEEll BCV8 and PEEl22CV10A
maintain the low power, noise immunity,
and reprogrammability of EPROM PlOs
while they aC,hieve the speeds and costeffectiveness of the standard fuse-link
type of bipolar PLOs.
Although the design attributes of the
PEEL devices alone make them attractive
candidates for almost any logic design
task, what truly sets them apart from
other PlOs Is their low cost.
This low price results in part from
small die size, minimized mask steps and
transistor types, less expensive windowless packaging (compared to EPROMbased PlOs), and enhanced factory testability to boot.

Third, it write-protects any chip
select, which it sets on or off via the
processor by reading specific address
locations. Protection also is set on at
power-up or after any write to an
invalid address. In this case, the
EEPROM is write protected to
avoid accidental writes by the processor when in an unstable state such
as power-up or, especially, powerdown. (The voltage-sensing protection provided on many EEPROMs
and other nonvolatile memory devices does not provide foolproof protection against such occurrences.)

Electrical reprogrammability employs
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling techniques to
trap charges onto a floating gate through
a thin oxide insulator. The trapped
charges remain after power has been removed, so that programmed data becomes nonvolatile. The charges can later
be removed via electrical erasure. Once
fully erased, the chip can be reprogrammed with a new configuration.
The PEEl devices are designed for
programming endurance of up to 1,000
complete erase/reprogram cycles with a
data retention of 10 years. This means
they can be reprogrammed up to 1,000
times without degrading operation and,
as in other nonvolatile memory technologies, the data last programmed will remain valid for 10 years.
Although Implemented in EEPROM
technology, often associated with in-system reprogrammable memory devices,

the PEEl18CV8 and PEEl22CV10A are
programmed out-of-system via a PlO
programmer. The PEEL technology,
though, besides its other advantages
over its competitors for programmable
logic-lower power consumption, higher
noise immunity, reprogrammabillty, and
so on-has foolproof design security.
Foolproof design security means that
unauthorized copies of designs using the
PEEL technology are more difficult to
make than those that use fuse-link technology. The fuse links of bipolar PlOs
can be seen by magnifying an opened
package, whereas lor all practical purposes, the interconnections of a PEEL
device cannot be readily examined because the links are electrical.
But perhaps most appealing of all to
PEEL users is the devices' 3-s erasel
reprogram time, instead of approximately
20 min for EPROM PLOs.

Finally, it sends a write-error interrupt to the CPU (edge triggered
low or high) when a write is attempted to any protected or invalid
address space.
Although the specific details vary
from system to system, these four
functions have usually been implemented using TTL SSIIMSI or
PAL devices. In fact, duplicating
this same design using conventional
logic requires a minimum of 10 TTL
SSIIMSI parts. The use of PAL devices can reduce parts count, however. This application, for example,

would take at least two 2O-pin PAL
devices (such as a 16R4A and 16L8A), whereas the architectural flexibility and gate density of the PEEL18CV8 allows the entire circuit to be
incorporated into a single 20-pin
package.
This increasedflexibili ty results
from the PEEL18CV8 permitting an
odd number of registered and combinatorial outputs. In addition, the
registered signals employ independent output enables, and 10 inputs
and 8 mixed-function outputs are
UBl'd. These benefits are not possible

Table 1.
20-Pin PAL Devices Architecturally Emulated by the PEEL18CV8
PEEL development
packages available
Along with Its new PlOs, International
CMOS Technology offers various personal-computer-based PEEL evaluationand-development-tool packages, which
handle translation from existing PlO designs Into the PEEL format. Additionally,
popular third-party PC-based development tools and standalone programmers
support the PEEL PLDs. New designs can
be entered using Boolean logic definition
or schematic capture.

Pari number and I/O capacity

Oulpullyp.

Comblnatorlai-high
10H8 12H6 14H4 16H2
Combinatorial-low
1018 1216 1414 1612
Combinatorial-polarity
16R4
Registered-low
Registered-polarity
l6RP4

16H8
16L8
16P8
l6R6 16R8
16RP6 16RP8

16H08
16LD8
18P8

Table 2.
24-Pin PAL Devices Architecturally Emulated by the PEEL22CV10
Outpullyp.
Combinatorial-low
Registered-low

Pari number and I/O caplclty
l2l10

1418

l6l6

18L4

20L2
20R4

20R6

20L8
20R8

20110
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with a single 2O-pin PAL device.
Besides these advantages, current
consumption of the PEEL18CV8 in
this CMOS system is less than 25
rnA max. Using two aforementioned
PAL devices would require 360 rnA
max-three times that of the SOC88
and 82C84 together.
Moreover, the reprogrammability
of the PEEL18CV8 could also be
beneficial for applications of this
type. For example, systems with a
PEEL could be factory customized,
or upgraded in the field, for faster
or slower memory and 110, a different number and address range of
chip selects, or the addition or deletion of write-protection features.
From equation to operation
Defining the PEEL18CV8 to handle the functions of the WAW could
involve simply specifying the circuit's Boolean equations using a PCbased logic compiler software package. A schematic-capture technique
could be used. Simulating and testing the circuit in software could then
follow, and a fuse map file created

for the circuit could thereafter be
used to program the device on a PLD
programmer. After all these steps,
the PEEL18CV8 can go to work.
Figure 5 Rhows the equivalent circuits of the Boolean equations used
to define the PEEL18CV8 as the
WAW. Although divided into three
specific sections, they are interdependent. Address decoding (see Fig.
5a) is implemented simply by gating
specific states of the SOC88 A10 to
Au signals to cause the appropriate active-low chip selects. The
EEPROM chip select is further controlled by the state of the write-protection register and the DT/ Rand
SSO signals, which provide the advance status of a write cycle being
executed.
Small Slate-machine set
The wait-state generator (see Fig.
5b) is actually a small state machine, which is set during the ALE
pulse that occurs at the beginning
of each 8OC88 machine cycle. Depending on the address-decoded
chip select, a low strobe for either

38

one or two clocks is generated at the
rising edge of the 80C88 T 2 clock
state. The strobe is then used for
wait-state generation, provided the
wait output isn't disabled by a chip
select that doesn't require a wait
state-as is the case for the WA W
circuit when either the EPROM or
the SRAM is selected.
The strobe from the wait-state
generator is also used for the internal
control timing of the write-protect
register and error-interrupt circuit
(see Fig. 5c). This section of the design decodes the address for write
protection and stores its on-off condition for liRe by the address decoder
and interrupt output. If a write to
the EEPROM or an invalid address
occurs while a protect condition is
011, a two-clock, active-low interrupt
is enabled to the error output. When
disabled, this output goes into a
high-impedance state, allowing other
interrupt sources to control the same
line (in a wired-OR fashion) by
pulling down the connected 1-kn
pull-up. The wait output can also be
used in this way.
0
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN

PLD SYNCHRONIZES

ration I10-macrocells in the device
can internally feed back a signal before the output register. With this
feedback arrangement, designing a
two-stage input is simple.
ROBIN J. JIGOUR
A gated-latch internally latches
International CMOS Tec"hnology Inc., 2125 Lundy Ave.,
the asynchronous input on the faIlSan Jose, CA 95131; (408) 434-0678.
ing edge of the system clock, generating
the signal Ql. ANDing the inigital systems often require setup-time violations, the D input
synchronization of asyn- signal to the second flip-flop will be put with Ql through the internal
chronous inputs to avoid the stabilized before the rising edge of feedback path, eliminates a possible
potential metastahility the clock. Even experienced pro- hazard condition during the clock's
problems caused by setup-time viola- grammable-logic-device designers high-to-Iow transition time. The
tions. A common synchronization often resort to such a TIL flip-flop latch then holds Ql stable to ensure
method uses two rippled 74LS74 D- " circuit. to handle the synchronization meeting the setup-time requirement
type flip-flops (Fig. 1).
fUllction, because of the architectur- of the subsequent D flip-flop which,
as before, registers the signal on the
In this circuit, the asynchronous allimitations of standard PI,Ds.
input feeds into the D input of the
A programmable electrically eras- next rising system clock edge.
If by chance the input pulse width
first flip-flop and its Q output feeds able logic (PEEL) device, such as the
into the D of the second. Because the PEEL18CV8 from I CT, however, can violates the set-up time of the gated
first flip-flop latches on the falling easily supply the function (Fig. 2). latch, the clock's low time, will give
edge of the s)'Rtem clock, to avoid The user-programmable 12-configu- more time for settling.D

ASYNCHRONOUS INPUTS

D

PLO SYNCHRDNIZER

SYNCHRDNIZER CIRCUIT

Internal feedback path
S,nehrunized input
Asynchronous
input

System clack

I

S,nchronlzed
input

I
System clock

--=~~-~~"
::::---:==

S,stemclock
Asynchronous _ _ _ __
input

1 1. ACOMMON SYNCHRONIZATION

:--------~======~--

1 2. APROGRAMMABLE ELECTRICALLY

method uses

erasable
IOKic (PEEL) device can easily supply the synchronizinK runction.

two rippled 74LS74 D-type flip-flops.

LEe T RON
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13, 1988
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Benefits from EEPLDsare
company-wide.
By Robin J.

Jigour

PLOs. Also, EEPLOs create a risk-free inventoi}' because they are reprogranunable.
F"maUy, EEPLOs help reduce distributor's
risk as weD. H the customer's delivery requirements are reduced or the progranuning
pattern is changed, preprogrammed
EEPLDs can be reused, making Just-InTune om programs a reality. EEPLOs also
give the distributor greater flexibility in responding to the demand for components in
today's thriving e1ectronics market.

Recently, CMOS
ElectricaBy Erasable
(EE) PLDs such as
Marketing
the Programmable
and
ElectricaUy Erasable
Greg Lara
Logic (PEEL) deProduct Marketing vices from ICT have
started to pervade
Engineer
the design COI11I11IUIiInternational CMOS ty as an alternative
Technology Inc.
to conventional EEPLOs for _lIIIfIIcbIrin.
PLOs. EEPLDs of- For system manufacturers, the greatest
San Jose, Calif.
fer company-wide benefit of EEPLD technology is higher combenefits in design, purchasing and manufac- ponent quality and reliability resulting from
turing, while satisfying such key PLD de- the chip manufacturer being able to fuUy test
sign concerns as low power consumption each e1ectricaUy erasable device.
and architectural Oexibility. The net result:
While other PLD technologies 6mit facIt costs less to use EEPLDs than conven- tory testability, the EEPLD supplier can
tional PLOs.
ensure 100 percent programming yield, and
The most obvious benefits of EF.PLO functional and parametric performance. With
technology arise during development. Engi- . bipolar fuse-link PLDs it is impossible to fuUy
neers designing with bipolar PLDs or one- test the array for the ability to program or
time programmable (OTP) EPLOs must re- function properly; to do so requires proprogram every time there is a PLO design gramming the array which, of course, renrevision. Reprogrammable EEPLDs save ders the device useless to the customer
money since they can be be reused and (unless it is programmed to the customer's
reprogrammed rapidly.
pattern).
Many EEPLDs also offer user-programChip manufacturers try to get around this
mabie architectures. In addition, three op- limitation by programming test fuses that are
tions for the feedback path. are available invisible to the end user. Still, they are
regardless of what output structure has been IDIable to test the user-programmable fuses
chosen. Thus the user can tailor the output in the logic array. Nor are they able to
structure of the device.
guarantee that the device wiD perfurm the
user's logic function when aD of the input ~
EEPLDs for pure....ln.
feedback paths in the array must work toConventional 20- and 24-pin PLOs are pr0- gether.
duced in a number of fixed architectures, and
Thus, a percentage of devices shipped to
each architecture carries various speed! the customer will fail for programIverify, bapower ratings. In aD, there are weD over 100 sic 10gic function and addc performance.'Usdifferent devices on the market. What's ers of bipolar PLDs must assume the burden
more, a healthy variety of these PLOs may of completing the test cycle if they wish to
show in one particular product. Such prolif- ensure the device qua1ity and retiability.
While CMOS EPLOs allow greater testaeration translates into more headachesspecific31ly paperwork, ordering, tracking, bility than bipolar PLOs, their long UV erase
cycles and OTP "windowless" packaging limscheduling and inventory control.
Conversely, with their Oexible architec- it the number of tests the chip manufacturer
tures, one or two EEPLDs can replace many can perform. Most factory testing of EPLOs
Director of
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is done during wafer sort testing (of unpackaged die) at room temperature (approximately 25°C). H packaged as OTP EPLDs,
the devices can no longer be erased. Thus,
the actual memory ceUs to be used by the
customer can not be programmed to aDow
high-temperature testing. Instead, phantom
arrays are often used to correlate the function and performance of the rest of the part.
EEPLOs, on the other hand, provide instant erasability and unlimited reprogrammability for thorough testing at both wafer sort
and final test. They use the only non-volatile
device technology that gives the chip manufacturer the ability to test the actual logic
array that is programmed by the user. After
assembly, the packaged devices can be tested at the maximum rated temperature in
high-temperature handlers. These advantages serve aD three sides of a companydesign, purchasing and manufacturing.
Most bipolar PLO manufacturers publish
the failure rates that a customer can expect
for programming and basic function faD-out.
These failure rates vary greatly depending
on the bipolar PLO manufacturer, the device
type and even the specific lot (date code) of
the devices received. The published failure
rates range from 1 percent to 3 percent for
programIverify failures, and 0.1 percent to 3
percent for basic function failures.

QuIndIfJI•• eoIIt

For aD of the above stated factors, quantifying the cost overhead of using a PLD in a
system is a difIicuIt task.
Consider a manufacturer building a system
using 25 PLDs at the rate of 2,000 systems
per month. Board-level debug and rework
costs can run from from $50 to $200 per
board/system, So assume $100/system for
this case. Data from se~ manufacturers
of bipolar PLOs gives these failure rate assumptions: Program/verify failures = 2 percent, basic function failures = 1 percent and
ac and dc parametric failures = 0.1 percent.

Crmtimled

r I-. l II :; () L () (;,
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Programmable L9glc
The probability of system failure is:
Psf= l-(l-PPO.
where
Psf = Probability of system failure
PPf = Probability of PLO failure
n = Number of PLOs in the system
In the fIrSt case, the expected failure rate
of post-verify units will range between 0.1
percent and 3 percent. For this scenario
we are using 1 percent, or 10,000 ppm.
Thus, the percent of bipolar PLO system
failures:
Psf = 1 - (l - 0.01)" = 1 - 0.778;
Psf = 0.222 = 22.2%. Or, there is a 22.2
percent probability of a given system fail·
ing.

The total bipolar PLO rework costs per
system would then be:
2,000 systems x 0.222 x $100 rework
cosUsystem = $44,400; that is, $44,400 in
rework costs per month. With 2,000 sys·
terns, the rework cosUsystem would be
$44,400/2,000 systems, which is $22.4.
Thus, the rework cost per bipolar PLO
used in production: (2,000 systems x 25
PLOslSystem = 50,000 PLOs) is $44,400/
50,000 PLOs, which is $O.89/PLO.
In the second case, with bipolar PLOs
using vector testing, the manufacturer tests
the logic function of each PLD hy exercising
the devices against slow test vectors in the
PLO programmer. Function failures may still
escape this test if 100 percent fault coverage
is not achieved by the test vectors. Still, ac
and de parametric failures are estimated to
be 0.1 percent (1,000 ppmm).

Using the same formula as above, we
arrive at a rework cost per bipolar PLO
used in production of $O.10IPLO.
FinaDy, in the third case, with EEPLDs
being 100 percent factory tested, the user
can expect device failure rates to be less than
50 ppm. This is because EEPUls can be
fuUy tested for programmahility, logic ftmction and aclde parameters to temperature
specifications. When EEPLDs ale used in
place of bipolar PLOs, associated costs for
board rework are essentiaHy nothing.
Here, the rework cost per EEPLO used
in production would amount to $0.005.
Thus, when compared to conventional
PLOs, the boltom-Iine benefit EEPLO technology provides is the reduction of overhead
costs throughout the company. Many of
these costs are difficult to quantify and depend on the specific manufacturer and situation, while others are more tangible.

II
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PRODUCT INNOVATION

LOGIC ARRAY FAMILY BLENDS
PGA AND PLD ArrRIBUTES
GET MORE
FLEXIBILITY
FROM A NOVEL
ARCHITECTURE
AND
ELECTRICALLY
ERASABLE
CMOS MEMORY.

DAVE BURSKY
hen designers
are picking a
programmable
logic chip, they
know that the
more flexible
the chip's architecture is,
the better. Typically, this has meant choosing between the new high-density programmable gate arrays and the lowcomplexity programmable logic devices (PLDs). More flexibility allows
chips to distinguish themselves in a
crowded market of programmable
ICs with propagation delays between 15 and 55 ns.
Flexibility is just what International CMOS Technology offers in its

lillie-AllAY MATIII
1/0 cells

Input
bul

Logic·array
Input

logic·array
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bus

intercooDects
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1. UNLIKE MOST PROGRAMMABLE ARRAYS, the Peel Array from
International CMOS Technology has its combinatorial logic distributed in the x·y
interconnection channels.

new family 01' electrically erasahle,
programmable logic circuits. The
family solves some of the architecturallimitations of past programmable chips by applying low-power
CM OS circuitry and electrically erasable memory to a novel architecture.
The family comprises four arrays
built in a 1-JLm (drawn) CMOS process that combines aspects of both
programmable-logic devices and
field-programmable gate-array architecture to achieve approximate
gate-replacement complexities of
1200 to 3000 gates. The architecture
of ICT's Peel (programmable electrically erasable logic) Arrays probably
seems familiar at first glance-it
consists of an array of buried logic
control cells surrounded by I/O output cells. Internal circuits operate at
clock frequencies as high as 50 MHz,
and the pin-to-Jlin propagation delay
is 2:{ ns, maximulII. (pin-to-pin propagation is the delay of a signal going
into an 1/0 buffer through one level
of logic in the array and out through
another 110 pin). Additional levels of
logic can be added internally at a penalty of about 17 ns per level.
Unlike other arrays, though,
which implement the logic function
in the logic celIs, the Peel Array architecture has its sum-of-products
functions distributed in the programmable interconnection matrix
(Fig. 1). That distributed logic-array
matrix consists of multiple buses
that form the input lines (input bus),
product terms (AND bus), and sum
terms (OR bus). Thus, complete sumof-product functions are available IU!
input!! to each logic control cell. The
control cell, in turn, would use the
functions for various combinatorial
and register-related purposes.
The flexibility of this dual architecture makes it possible for the
PA 7000 family to tackle a wide range

E L E C T RO N I C
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FLEXIBLE PLOS
of applications, from state maehines
to random logie. Like PLlh;, till' drcuits can readily implement highspeed and wide-data-path sum-ofproduct functions, such as state machines, binary counters, clock dividers, address decoders or encoders,
comparators, and so forth. And like
programmable gate arraYfl, standard random-logic elements-sueh
as a 74LS74 D flip-flop with independent Clock, Reset, and Preset, or SetReset and gated latches-can be
readily programmed into the Peel
Arrays.
The circuits are particularly well
suited for high-speed state machines
because both T and J-K type f1ipflops can be configured, and extensive product-term sharing can be implemented to permit a large numht~r
of shlteR and multiway hraneh!,fl t.o
be set up. Buried state registerfl allow for both Mealy- and Moore-type
state machines. And input latches
can be set up for pipe lining the state
inputs.
There will be four versions of the
array: the PA 7024, 7028, 7040, and
7068. The first two to be sampled, the

rA7(124 and 7()4(1, contain logic-cont.rol eells with four primary input!l
and a general-purpo!le programmable register. The inputs are fed by
sum terms from the OR bus (Fig. 2).
The cells contain three programmable signal-routing and control multiplexers, a register that can be configured aR an aRynchronous or synchronous D, '1', or .J-K flip-flop, and several EEPROM bits to hold the
configuration data.
Sum term inputs can be used to
control multiple functions. For example, SUM A can serve as the D, T,
or J input of the register or combinatorial path. SUM B can serve as the K
input or the preset to the register or
a comhinatorial path. SUM C can be
the clock OJ' the reset to the register
or a comhillatul'ial path. SUM D can
he Ul(' doek In the n'giflt('r, t.he out.lJU t enable for the connected I/O cell,
and so forth. Unlike programmable
logic chips that have simple productterm control for clocks, resets, presets, and output enable signals, the
chips use complete sum-of-product
functions and are thus more flexible.
Furthermore, the logic-control

LOGIC CONTROL AND I/O CELLS
From group global cell
r------------------~----------------~

( logic- cooIn1I

logic· conlral

cell block

cell preset

logic· conlral )

resel

1
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I""
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I t =C1ock Inputs
L __ _
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T
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2. EACH LOGIC-CONTROL CELL in the PA7024 gets its four inputs from the
distributed lor:ie. sends one of its outputs baek into the array, and sends the other outputlD
one of the I/O eells.
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cells also have two primary outputs:
Ont! flend:; its !lignal to the input hus;
the other can be connected to any 1/
o cell. The two logic-control cell outputs are completely independent of
each other. Consequently, each cell
can have two different outputs. That
gives a chip like the PA7024 a total of
4() sum-of-product..'l logic functions.
In comparison, a popular PLD Ruch
as the 22VIO can deliver only 10 sumof-product functions. Of the two logic-control cell outputs, one can be
routed to an 1/0 cell and the associated I/O pin. The other output is "buried" and available for use within the
distributed logic-array matrix. Up to
20 levels of buried logic are possible
with the PA7024-enough for the
circuit to implement a 20-bit binary
counter without using any I/O pins.
The other two chips, the rA 702R
and 70(i8, have functionally en-,
hanced cells with six sum inputs,
dual multipurpose registers, and
three outputs. The enhanced cells
have more flexibility and make possible a higher degree of cell utilization.
The PA7024 and 7040 have I/O pin
counts of 20 bidirectional lines
(7024), and 24 bidirectional and 12 input-only lines (7()40). The more complex PA 7028 packs 20 bidirectional
and 4 input-only lines, while the most
complex chip, the PA7068, has 40 bidirectional and 22 input-only lines.
Two more lines on all four chips
serve either as logic inputs or as
clock inputs. Each 110 cell consists
of several routing and control multiplexers and a storage element that
can be programmed to act as either a
register or a latch.
Besides the 20 I/O cells, the
PA 7024 and 7028 have 20 logic control cells. The PA 7040 has 24 logic
cells, while the PA7068 contains 40
logic-control cells. The higher complexity of the logic ce\ls in the 7028
and 7068, however, gives those chips
the ability to deliver 50% more logiccontrol and output signals than the
7024 and 7040.
Unlike the cells in most programmable gate arrays, which only create
logic functions made up of few input..'l, the logic-control cells of the
PA7000 family can have very wide
sum-of-product functions. The wide

I

._

FLEXIBLE PLDS
functions make it possible for the circuits to implement complex logic
with a single-level propagation delay, rather than the multiple levels
typically required in most programmable arrays.
Residing at the intersection of
each bus within the distributed logic
array are electrically erasable and
reprogram mabie memory cells that
control the interconnectivity. With
these memory cells, the input lines,
product terms, and sum terms can be
selectively connected to form complete sum-of-product functions. The
end result is that each sum term
feeding into a logic-control cell can

have extensive product-term sharing, much as with programmablelogic-array architectures. The AND
buses of the PA7024, for example,
supply up to 80 product terms, wldle
the 7040 supplies up to 120 terms.
Furthermore, because the array
structure is very symmetrical, timing delays between liD pins, liD
cells, and logic-control cells are completely uniform. The symmetry eliminates some of the complex routing
and timing issues that high-complexity logic chips encounter.
To make the joh of designing with
these new chips easier, IC'I' has created the Arrays family of develop-

ment tools, which run on IBM PC
XTs, PC ATs, or compatible computers. Standard Boolean-logic design
t~chniques can still be applied, but
the system also offers schematic entry. The package includes an architectural editOl· and a logic compiler
that creates a design environment
amenable to both Boolean-logic entry and schematic descriptions. Once
designs are captured, the compiler
portion of the software performs
syntax checking, logic transformation and reduction, simulatiun, documentation, and .IEln;C-file creation
for the programming hardware.D
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• NEW PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

INTEGRA TED CIRCUITS

unveils high-density
I ICT
programmable logic architecture

t.hat aren't dedieat('(\ t.o 1/0 pins,
ThiH 1l't.H t.lll' nmcl·m·('IIH 1)(, IIHl'd U,
drive outputs, act as buried registers, or simply serve as feedback
paths. In fact, an LCe can perform
both register and feedback functions
simultaneously.
With this architecture, the Peel
Array addresses many of the shortt'Omings of conventional PALs. Product term allocation isn't an issue,
and arbitrarily wide inputs can be
accommodated,
In addition, the parts address
some of the problems with programmable arrays. Propagation delays

Another participant has joined the array. But instead of routing chandebate over architectures for high- nels, the Peel Array has buses carrydensity PLDs. The new entrant is ing AND and OR terms.
Intemational CMOS T('Chnology, a
Down each vertical channel on the
firm well-regarded fOl' it.s model'Uu~ chip runs an input bUR, which cardensity standard PALs with elec- ries all of the signals generated in
trically erasable programming tech- the Lees to itR left. Across each
nology. The Peel Array is leT's at- vertical channel runs im AND bus,
t.empt to synthesize a new arch- which crosses all of the input buses.
itecture from conventional PAL lay- Each line on each AND bus thus can
outs and programmable logic arrays. connect to any of the signals generAs leT sees it, both PALs and ated on the chip. Each AND line
programmable arrays have advantages and drawbacks. PALs, wit.h
THE PEEL ARRA Y
their programmable-AND, fixed-OR
approach, offer an easily understood
architecture, predefined input-tooutput delays, and great eOiciency
fiJI' implementing address decoders
and some state machines. But as
gate densities increase and designel's try to pack more of the system
logic into PALs, limitations become
apparent. The PAL architecture suffers from a chronic problem of product. term allocation, making it difficult to handle wide-input. devices.
Programmable arrays, on the other hand, have architectures more
similar to those of gate arrays. The
programmable parts can implement
DEDICATED
just about any logic configuration.
ItIPUTCELLS
AND BUS
The devices provide great flexibility
CMOS PROGRAMMABLE /
for designs that require multiple
ELECTRICALLY·ERASABLE
subsystems on a chip, for example.
INTERCONNECT
But programmable arrays have
their problems, too. Like gate ar- forms a product term.
are fixed, for example. Placement
rays, the devices must go through
Down the vertical channels, be- and routing aren't issues, It doesn't
placement and routing steps. But side the input buses, run OR buses. require several levels of logic to imbecause the logic elements in pro- Since each line in each OR bus cross- plement wide functions. And while
grammable arrays are somewhat es all of the AND lines, each OR line the Peel devices still aren't as flexicomplex, and because the intercon- can connect to any product term hie as the lowest-granularity arrays,
nect schemes call h('('()me downright, generated on til!' chip.
they appear Ul be an improvement
arcane, neither placement nor mutEach of the Lees picks up fOlll' over conventional PLDs in this reing is foolproof. Propagation delays OR-terms from the OR bUR beside it. gard.
- Ron Wilson
can vary wildly depending on layout. These terms are routed through the
And since the arrays lack wide Lee as flipflop inputs, clock sources
gates, many-input functions must be or feedback paths. The Lee flipflop
implemented with many stages of may be programmed as a J-K, D- or
logic, substantially slowing the ar- T-type device, and elaborate output
rays down on some functions.
multiplexers let each Lee simultaThe Peel Arrays are PLAs-with neously drive a line on the input bus
programmable-ANDs and program- and an output cell on the periphery
mable-ORs-not PALs. But buried of the chip,
inside the arrays are one-flipflop
cells called logic control cells (Lees!. • A PLA with floating registers
The Peel Array chip looks almost In effect, the Peel An'ay is a very
conventional
channeled
gate
dense
PLA
with output macrocells
Llike
-_ _ _a
__
__________
________
_____
_ _ _ __
_
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of the various logic functions .
The array is made up of multiple buses
of input lines (the input bus) and product
terms and sum terms (the AND and OR
buses, respectively). One output from
each logic-control cell can be connected to
_ _ _ _----I any 1/0 cell, with the other connected to
family of electricalmultiple levels of cells the internal input bus. The inputs to each
ly erasable profor complex logic func- logic-control cell actually sum terms from
grammable gate arrays
tions and results in the OR bus. In this approach, .Jigour
from
International
longer propagation de- says, the AND buses can provide anyCMOS Technology Inc.
lays. The result is that where from 80 to 240 product terms for
wide-path logic func- sum-term usage, depending on the numbreaks some new
ground in speed and
tions, including binary ber of 1/0 and logic-control cells.
density. The San Jose,
The first devices in the family to be ofcounters, state maCalif., company uses a
chines, adders, or any fered are the 1,200-gate PA7024, with 20
sum-of-product logic 110 cells and 20 logic-control cells; and
state-of-the-art 1.0-",m
function with more the 1,700-gate PA7040, with 36110 cells
CMOS process and its
own distributed logic-array matrix archi- than four or five inputs, will usually per- and 24 cells for logic control.
tecture in the new array family. It calls form better if implemented in a PLD.
MAllY .u.In the first two devices; each
the devices PEELs, for programmable
PGAs are usually better for multilevel logic-control cell has four primary inputs
electrically erasable logic arrays.
applications and implementation of in- and two primary outputs. The two outThe series includes four devices with put/output-buried logic. These are logic puts of each logic-control cell are deequivalent gate densities of 1,200 to 3,000 functions that do not limit the use of pins signed to function independently of one
gates. Those are two to four times the for input, output, or both, unlike most another. This makes it possible for the
densities of currently available electrical- PLDs. Also unlike PLDs, PGAs create two devices to have 40 and 48 sum-ofly erasable programmable logic devices. their own logic functions within each cell product functions, respectively, available
Clock rates range up to 50 MHz. Device based on a limited number of cell inputs. for internal and external use. By comparipropagation delays are from 23 to 25 ns, The cells are then programmed for inter- son, the industry-standard PLD, the
performance equal to bipolar TTL devices connection to create even more complex 22V10 from Advanced Micro Devices Inc.,
with 300 to 600 gates.
logic functions.
has 10 such functions. One of the two logICT is combining the reprogrammabiICT could get that combination of ie-control-cell outputs can be routed to
Iity of electrically erasable parts with the speed, flexibility, and density by using a any 1/0 cell and its associated 110 pin.
performance of small PLDs and the flexi- matrix architecture that turns the con- The other is buried for use within the logbility and density of PGAs, says Robin Ji- ventional PGA approach on its ear, Jigour ie-array matrix, up to 20 levels for the
gour, director of marketing. Generally, says. A programmable-logic matrix inter- 7024 and 24 for the 7040.
programmable logic devices, with their connects and controls specialized array
What the combination of electrical
sum-of-products logic architecture, can building blocks like 1/0 cells, logic-con- erasability and the new architecture
perform functions requiring many inputs trol cells, and global cells.
gives to the typical PLD user, Jigour
and product terms and still maintain the
Rather than using the cells in the array says, is an embarrassment of riches.
short delay times typical of single-level as the programmable elements and the "Compare it to a PLD where the maxiarchitectures. PGAs, on the other hand, interconnect as the control, the architec- mum number of configurations that can
support only a limited number of inputs ture uses the cells for control and the in- be achieved is about 12," he says. "The
. per cell. That makes it necessary to use terconnections for actual programming PEEL architecture allows up to 4,000."
To make choosing the best of these
possible configurations as simple as possible, ICT has developed a design-entry
tool, the Arrays architectural editor. Also
available are the standard software-design tools for logic compilation, schematic
GlOBAl.......r - - l 110 CEUS
I/QOCK 1
Vee
capture and conversion, and Boolean enCEll L - - J
'-...
try and conversion.
With the Arrays tool, various architectural elements are examined and controlled using a mouse. Among the elements are initializing a design, defining
pin names, moving cell configurations, selecting cell interconnections, and modifying the basic cells. Even Boolean entry
has been simplified, according to Jigour,
with the desired sum selected by the
mouse. The architectural editor will be
supported on MS-DOS-compatible syslOGIC CONTROl CEUS
tems, he says, with CGA, EGA, and VGA
GROUND
1/0.0(1( 2
graphics support.

ICT
PGA SPEEDS AND DENSITIES

A
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-Bernard C. Cole
The ........mIlt of programmable logic arrays combines 110. logic-control, and a global cell in
a new architecture.
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The PLO/FPGA trade-off
By Robin
J. Jigour

Today's system designers have two
Director of
general-purpose
programmable logic
Marketing
solutions to choose
International CMOS from: traditional
Technology Inc.
programmable logic
San Jose, Calif.
devices (PLOs,
---~-~ both low and high
density) and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). TechnicaUy, the term PLO
includes aU programmable logic products,
including FPGAs. Their acronyms, however, c(lJ1jure up different expectations from
designers. Though not all agree on what
formaUy distinguishes a PLO from an
FPGA, a few characteristics have been
established.
PLDs and FPGAs esch has its own attributes. Their differences, however, can mean
trade-offs in level of integration, Oexibility,
pedormance, development methodology and
technology. Bridging the gap between PLOs
and FPGAs, however, is an emerging generation of programmable logic chips-progranunable electric:d1y erasable logic (Peel)
arrays-that combine features of both for a
"best of both worlds" solution.
The difference between a PLO and an
FPGA starts with architecture. Traditional
PLD architectur~s implement sum-ofproduct array-hased logic functions using
programmable AND/OR structures or other variations, while FPGAs have ceU-based
logic functions with programmable interconnects between ceUs.
Beyond the basic architecture, several
general characteristics are also different. For
example, PLOs offer package sizes that
range from 20 to 84 pins, and FPGA packages house from 48 to over 100 pins. In
addition, equivalent gate densities for most
PLDs are under 1,000 gates Oow-density),
but high-density "LOs and FPGAs typicaUy
l1.1ve over 1,000 gates.
As far as flexibility is concerned, FI'GAs
typically provide more II0s, more registers
and better control of registers (independent clocks, presets and resets, etc.) than
most PLOs. The programmable interconnections of FPGAs also aUow most signals
to be routed anywhere. This is a key advantage over PLDs, especiaUy in designs

Characteristics of Today's PWs and FPGAs

pw.

FPG\s

Paeb.es

From 20 to 84 pIns

From 48 to .100 pins

Density

• and ",000 gates

.1,000 lIates

nexlblllty

Fewer 1/00, reRlsters,
Limited reRlster control
VO dedicated 10RlclreRlsters

More VOs, reBfsters,
Flexible reBfster control
110 buried logiclreBfsters

Performanee

Many Inputs/function (wide)
SinRle-level delays
Performance maintains even
if 10Rlc width Increases

Few inputs/function (narrow)
Multiple-level delay.
Performance decreaseS as
logic width Increases

Functions
best
supported

Wide binary counters, muxes,
comcarators, adders, state
mac Ines, decoders, etc.

Narrow-width gate functions,
random 10Bie, shifters, nonbinary counters, etc.

De\'elopment Boolean 10Rlc entry
methodolollY Some schematic entry
Lower cost tools

TedmolollY

Schematic entry
Some architectural entry
HIBh-cost tools

No routlnll necessary
Symmetrical tlmlnll
Minimized simulation

Routinll neeessary
Non-symmetrical timlnll
Complex simulation
Utilization effected by routlnll
DesIIlD time effected by routlnll

Predictable performanee
and utilization results

Unpredictable pelformanee
and utDlzation results

Wide vadety
Non-volatDe and
Reprollfammable

Only a rew choices
Volatile-reprogrammable or
Fuse--ooe--tIme prGIII8IIIIIIII

such as long-shift registers that directly input and not as an 110. .
connect register outputs to register inputs.
While FPGAs offer flexibility, their pedorAdditionally, FPGAs allow logic and reg- mance often pales in comparison to that of
isters to be buried from the 1I0s. This is PLOs. This is because PLO architectures
rarely the case with PLOs because they allow "wide-gate" functions-a PLO can supsacrifice the function of an 110 if its associ- port logic functions requiring many inputs
ated register is used. To partiaUy resolve and product terms and stiU maintain a singlethis limitation, many PLOs provide an addi- level propagation delay through its array.
tional feedback line from the pin. However,
this. only permits the pin to be used as an
Ccmlinrud
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Programmable logic
FPGAs, on the other hand, have "nar- timing, which greatly minimizes simulation
row-gate" funCtions and can only support a requirements.
FPGAs, which require routing, have nonlimited number of inputs per ceO. This
often makes it necessary to use multiple symmetrical timing and therefore require
levels of ceDs, resulting in increased propa- complex simulation to determine worst-case
gation delays. Thus, in a PLO, perfor- timing paths and to avoid problems such as
mance is maintained even as logic function dock skew. Utilization of ceUs is also affected
width increases; whereas in an FPGA, per- ... by routing, since there are a limited number
formance decreases as width increases. In of interconnect &nes that can be used. Once
addition, FPGAs have programmably inter- allocated, certain ceDs may be rendered useconnected routing lines, which also cause less. Last, because of routing complexity,
delays that affect performance, while rout- auto place-and-route programs for today's
FPGAs can be very time consuming to exing is not necessary in PLOs.
FPGAs do have one performance advan- ecute. As a result, it is difficult to predict the
tage, however. As density increases in performance and utilization of an FPGA until
these devices, performance is maintained. weD into the design.
For PLOs, as density increases, the performance of aD logic functions decreases- Technolo" option.
the reason low-density PLOs with low pin
counts are much faster than their higher There are a wide variety of PLO technologies available, including bipolar, ECL and
density, higher pin-count counterparts.
Because of their performance and flexi- CMOS in non-volatile and reprogrammable
bility characteristics, functions best sup- UV-EPROM and E'PROM technologies.
ported by PLDs include wide-binary FPGAs. however, are limited to primarily
counters, comparators, adders, state ma- volatile, reprograrnmable CMOS static
chines, decoders and multiplexers. Func- RAM or CMOS-fuse OTP technologies.
A new generation of programmable logic
tions best supported by FPGAs are narrow-gate functions, random logic, shifters solutions are starting to appear that offer a
blend of PLO and FPGA features. FaDing
and non-binary counters.
into this category is the recently announced
programmable electrlcaUy erasable logic
Development methodolo,.e.
(Peel) array family from International
Although some schematic-entry develop- CMOS Technology Inc. (Icn. Peel arrays
ment tools support PLOs (primarily high offer the JlO-buried design flexibility of
density), they are most commonly de- FPGAs, the wide-gate performance of
signed using Boolean equation logic compil- PLDs, a midrange alternative for density
ers. PLO-development-tool costs range and pin count, and an architecture and defrom "free" (if supplied by a semiconductor velopment methodology that is essentiaUy
vendor) to several thousand doBars, de- a hybrid solution between PLO and FPGA.
pending on the capabilities of the package. Based on ICT's I-micron high-speed
Support tools for FPGAs focus primarily on CMOS E'PROM technology, the initial
schematic entry or architectural editors family includes four Peel array products
that provide direct routing control. Most of with pin counts of 24 to 68 pins, equivalent
these packages are relatively high priced- gate densities of 1,200 to 3,000 gates, and
ranging from several thousand doBars to internal clock rates of up to 50 MHz.
the $10,OOO-to-$20,OOO range.
The unique combination of PLD perfor·
Routing and timing synunetry, thought, mance and FPGA flexibility allow Peel arrays
are probably the most important differ- to address a multitude of logic functions. Like
ences between PLO and FPGA develop- PLDs, a Peel array is weD-suited for wide·
ment techniques. Since PLOs do not re- gate applications, binary counters, state mao
quire any routing, they have symmetrical chines, address decoders, comparators, etc.

Yet, like an FPGA, its Bexibility makes it
possible to "110 bury" aD Iogic-control ceDs
for use as random logic functions like D, T,
SR and JK Dip-Oops with independent clock,
reset and preset.
The first two Peel arrays to be introduced are the PA7024 and PA7040. The
PA7024 is in a 24128-pin DlPIPLCC package with 20 1I0s and 2 IICLK pins. The
PA7040 is in a 40/44-pin DlP/PLCC package with 24 110 pins, 12 input pins and 2
IICLK pins. Both devices include mUltiple
logic-control ceUs (LCCs), 110 ceOs (IOC~)
and a global ceO, aD of which are interconnected and controUed via a distributed pm..
grammable logic matrix.
Each PA7024 and PA7040 LCC also has
four primary inputs and two outputs. Unlike the ceO of most FPGAs, where inPllts
are only interconnects from one cell to
another, the inputs to each Peel array are
complete sum-of-product functions. Inside
each LeC is a multipurpose register providing D, T, SR and JK flip-Bop types and
several programmable multiplexers that al·
low the four inputs to be used for a variety
of functions. The two outputs of each Lee
can function independently of one another.
One output can be used internaUy, and the
other can be routed for use by any 10C.
Each 110 pin has an associated 10C, con·,
sisting of an input register/transparent-latch,
a three-state buffer and an output polarity
control. The regllatch can be clocked from a
variety of sources determined in the global
ceD, or it can be bypassed for anon-regis·
tered input. The global ceO is used to control
the selection and routing of the high-speed
dock signals to the LCCs and the 10C. It
also contains several global product-and-sum
control terms for LCC functions such as
reset, preset, register type and IOC clock. H
additional partitioning of global ceO clocks and
control terms is needed, the g\obaI ceD can
be programmed to divide the LCCs in half.
The Peel array solution provides a blend of
development methodologies. Like many
PLDs, Peel arrays have symmetrical tim·
ing paths that simplify the design process
by eliminating the need for complex room,
and simulation software used by FI'GAs.
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PEEL ARRAYS - Bridging the Gap Between PLDs and FPGAs
N

Robin J. Jigour
Director of Marketing
International CMOS Technology, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last several years a variety of programmable
logic solutions have been Introduced. Some have been
based on traditional sum-of-product programmable logic
device (PLD) architectures, or have offered extended variations on this theme. Yet another group, now often classHied as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), have a
more unique cell based architecture. Each device may
have its own specific arcMecturai attributes, however, a
few generalized characteristics can be assumed.
PLD "Wide Path" Performance
PLDs in general, with their sum-of-products logic arrays, offer "wide path" speed performance. That is, PLDs
can support logic functions requiring many Inputs and
product terms and stili maintain a single level propagation
delay. FPGAs on the other hand only support a limited
number of inputs per cell. This makes it necessary, in most
cases, to use multiple levels of cells for complex logic
resulting in increased propagation delays. Thus ''Wide
path" logic functions such as fast binary counters, state
machines, adders, or simply any sum-of-product logic
function with more than four or five Inputs, will usually have
higher performance in a PLD. As standard PLD architectures graduate to higher densities, however, the performance tends to slow down due to the increase of inputs
lines into the array. Thus, the lower density 20 and 24 pin
devices typically offer the highest performance.

PEEL ARRAYS - Bridging the Gap
Due to the Inherent architectural differences between
PLDs and FPGAs, logic designers often find themselves
needing more flexibility or density then a PLD but higher
performance then a FPGA. PEEL ARRAYS (Programmable
Electrically Erasable Logic Arrays) from International
CMOS Technology, Inc. (ICT) , bridge the gap between
PLDs and FPGAs by providing the wide-path performance
of PLDs with the buried-logic flexibility of FPGAs (fi~ure 1).
The PEEL ARRAY Family
PEEL ARRAYS are a family of Programmable Electrically Erasable Logic Arrays, based on ICT's 1 micron high
speed CMOS EEPROM technology. The initial family includes four PEEL ARRAY products with pin counts of 24 to
68 pins, equivalent gate densities of 1200 to 3000 gates,
and clock rates of up to 50MHz on all devices. CMOS
EEPROM technology provides non-volatility, cost effective
plastic packaging, 100% factory testability, and low-risk
reprogrammable inventories. Besides technology, what
truly differentiates PEEL ARRAYS, from other programmable logic solutions is an architecture and design
methodology that is essentially a hybrid solution of both
PLD and FPGA.
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(Figure 1)

FPGA "Buried LogiC" DeSign Flexibility
While standard FPGAs may have limited, wide-path
speed performance compared to sum-of-product based
PLDs, their cell-based architectures offer levels of flexibility
and random-logic density that far exceeds most PLDs.
This Is especially apparent when Implementing "I/O buriedlogic", that is, logic functions that do not limit the use of
pins for input, output or I/O, as most PLDs do. Also, unlike
PLDs, which implement logic functions in a sum-ofproducts array, FPGAs create their logic functions within
each actual cell based on a limited number cell inputs.
The cells are then programmed for interconnection to
create more complex logic functions. Because FPGAs
provide many cells they are well adapted for large
amounts of random logic and storage registers, however,
when higher performance logic functions are needed, the
limited number of inputs to each cell often result in increased usage of cells and/or slower speeds.

FLEXIBILITY
DENSITY
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Figure 2: PEEL ARRAY pin/block diagrams for PA7024 and PA7040

THE PA7024 AND PA7040

The two outputs of each LCC can function with complete independence from one another. This makes it possible with the PA7024 to have up to 40 sum-of-product output functions for internal and external use. Up to 48 LCC
output functions are provided by the PA7040 (expandable
to 72 with certain 10C configurations). To put this in
perspective, the popular 22V10 PLD architecture provides
a total of 10 sum-of-product logic functions.

The first in a family of PEEL ARRAYS, the PA7024 and
PA7040, are illustrated in the figure 2. The PA7024 is in a
24 pin 300 mil DIP (or 28 pin PLCC) package with 20 I/O
pins and 2 I/CLK pins. The PA7040 is in a 40 pin 600 mil
DIP (or 44 pin PLCC) package with 24 I/O pins, 12 input
pins and 2 I/CLK pins. Gate equivalency for the PA7024
and PA7040 is 1200 and 1700 gates respectively.
Both devices include multiple Logic Control Cells
(LCCs), I/O Cells (IOCs) and a Global Cell all of which are
interconnected and controlled via a distributed programmable logic matrix. SpecHically, the PA7024 has 20 LCCs
and 20 10Cs while the PA7040 has 24 LCCs and 36 10Cs
(including dedic'lted input cells).
Logic Control Cell Inputs and Outputs
Looking closer, each LCC has four primary inputs and
two primary outputs. Unlike the logic cells of FPGAs where
inputs are only interconnections from one cell to another,
the inputs to each PEEL ARRAY LCCs are complete sumof-product logic functions. In the PA7024 a total of 80 sumof-product functions are available for a variety of LCC input
purposes including: register clocks, resets, presets, flipflop inputs and combinatorial functions. The PA7040
provides 96 sum-of-product functions for LCC inputs.
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Of the two LCC outputs, one can be routed to any 10C
and associated I/O pin, the other is "buried" for use within
the logic array matrix. The PA7024 allows up to 20 levels
of I/O buried logic making it possible to implement, for example, a 20-bit high speed binary counter, without sacrificing the use of any I/O pins for input or output purposes.
The PA7040 allows up to 24 levels of I/O buried logic (expandable to 48 with certain 10C configurations).
Distributed Logic Array Matrix
To better understand the creation of sum-of-products
logic functions and the interconnects between LCCs and
10Cs, figure 3 shows how the distributed logic array matrix
works. The logic array matrix is made up of multiple busses of input lines (Input bus), product terms (AND bus)
and sum terms (OR bus). One output of each LCC can be
connected to any 10C, the other is connected to the internal Input bus. The four inputs to each LCC are actually
sum-terms from the OR bus.

I

At the Intersection of each Input/AND bus and
ANDIOR bus reside programmable CMOS EEPROM
memory cells for controlling interconnectivity. This allow
input lines and product terms, and product terms and sum
terms to be selectively connected to form complete sumof-product logic functions. The end result makes it possible for each sum term feeding into an Lee to have extensive product term sharing as with a PLA structure. Thus,
product terms resources can be used where they are
needed and not left un-utilized as with traditional programmable-AND fixed-OR PLDs.
The AND buses of the
PA7024, can provide up to 80 product terms for sum term
usage, the PA7040, up to 120.

UlGIC CONTROL
CELL

Symmetrical Timing
Because of its array structure, timing delays between
1/0 pins, 10Cs and LCCs are completely symmetrical. This
eliminates the complex routing and timing Issues associated with the non-symmetrical paths of most FPGAs.
In addition, the PEEL ARRAY structure minimizes the performance loss that standard PLDs encounter in higher
densities allowing uniform timing delays across the
product line. For instance, the intemal combinatorial delay
from the output of any LCC, through the array, to the input
of another LCC, is 17nS. External delay, from an 1/0 pin,
through any LCC, to an 1/0 pin, is 23nS. Both high speed
or array driven clock signals are also symmetrical avoiding
the problems of clock skew as encountered in FPGAs.
Clocking frequencies of up to SOMHz maximum Internal
clocking speeds are possible with PEEL ARRAYS.

LOGIC ARRAY INPUT llUS

Figure 3. Distributed logic array matrix

types, and several EEPROM memory cells for programming a desired configuration. The key elements of the
Lee are Ulustrated in the LCC block diagram, figure 4. The
diagram shows how the four Lee inputs (SUM terms A, B,
C and D) are distributed Into the cell and how each SUM
term can be selectively used for multiple functions as listed
below.

Sum-A
Sum-B
Sum-C
Sum-D

A Closer Look at The Logic Control Cell
Each PA7024 and PA7040 Lee Includes three signal
routing and control multiplexers, a versatile register providing synchronous or asynchronous 0, T and JK flip-flop

= 0, T, J or Sum-A
= Preset, K or Sum-B
= Reset, Clock, Sum-C
=

Clock, Output Enable, Sum-D

from Global Cell

} To

Array

~~~}-+-K~+-----------~-----+~
Logic Control Cell

Figure 4. Logic Control Cell (Lee) for the PA7024 and PA7040
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The Global Cell
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The Global Cell Is used to control the selection and
routing of the high speed clock signals to the LCCs and
the 10Cs. The globa~ cell also contains several global
product and sum control terms for LCC functions such as
reset, preset, register tYpe and 10C clock. If additional partitioning of global cell clocks and control terms is needed,
the global cell can be programmed to divide the LCCs in
half Q.e., group A and group B) as shown in figure 6. That
is, 1/2 of the Lees can be Independently controlled from
the other hall. This allows, for Instance, two high speed
clocks to be independently used with-In the same PEEL
ARRAY.

* Sum-O and Input Mux only for PA7040

THE PA7028 AND PA7068

I/O Cell

1

SUM-D

F"rom
Logic
Control

Cell

Output

I/O Pin

~~roy

{

~~~;;al

)

Cell

Input

I/O Cell
Clock

Figure 5. I/O Cell (IOC) for the PA7024 and PA7040

SUM-A can serve as the D, T, or J input of the register or a
combinatorial path. SUM-B can serve as the K input or the
preset to the register, or a combinatorial path. SUM-C can
be the clock or the reset to the register, or a combinatorial
path. And, SUM-D can be the clock to the register, the output enable for the connected I/O cell or In the PA7040 a
combinatorial path. It Is important to note that unlike
many PLDs that limit clocks, resets, presets and output
enables to simple product term control all PEEL ARRAY
LCC inputs are complete sum-of-product functions.
Besides the SUM inputs, several inputs from the
Global Cell are provided for control. The Global Cell Inputs
are routed to all LCCs. These signals include a high speed
clock of positive or negative polarity, global preset and
reset, and a special register-type control that allows
dynamic switching of register selection. This last feature is
useful for Implementing loadable counters and slate
machines by dynamically switching from D to T for instance.

The second two members of the PEEL ARRAY family
include the PA7028 and PA7068, shown in figure 7a and
7b. The PA7028 is in a 28 pin 300 mil DIP (or 28 pin PLCC)
package with 20 I/O pins, 4 Input pins and 2 l/eLK pins ..
The PA706B is in a 68 pin PLCC package with 40 I/O pins,
22 input pins and 2 i/CLK pins. Gate equivalency for the
PA7028 and PA7068 is 1500 and 3000 respectively.
Like the first two PEEL ARRAYS, the PA7028 and
PA706B both include multiple LCCs, 10Cs and a Global
Cell all interconnected via a distributed programmable
logic array matrix. The functionality of the LCCs and 10Cs,
however, have been enhanced to increase utilization and
flexibility resulting in greater density. Some of the enhancements for each LeC include more SUM inputs, dual mUltipurpose registers and up to three outputs functions. There
are 20 of these enhanced LCes in the PA7028 providing
up to 60 LCC output functions, and 40 LCCs in the PA7068
providing up to 120 LCC output functions.

The two primary outputs of the LCC can independently
select the Q output from the register or the Sum A, B or C
combinatorial paths. Thus, one LCC output can be combinatorial while the other is registered.

Global Cell
Group A and B

elK!

-t---T----j

1---+++

~?~~~ Control Cells

1---+-++

I/O Cells Clock

ClK2-\---t

The I/O Cell
The lac block diagram is shown in figure 5. The input
to the 10C can be provided from anyone of the LCCs In
the array. Each 10C consists of several routing and control
multiplexers, an input reglster/transparent latch, a threestate buffer and an output polarity control. The reg/latch
can be clocked from a variety of sources determined in the
Global Cell. It can also be bypassed for a non-registered
input. In certain cases the output enable path can also be
used for logic functions that can feed back Into the array.

PCLK
Reg- T)'Pe

--!-.J-----------tt.. ~~~ii~t;ronT\~~~ Cells

Preset

>----------Irt+

~~~~~tConlrol

Reset

>----------1rt+

~~;~Ct

Control Cells

Figure 6. Global Cell for the PA7024 and PA7040
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1/0

I/O
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I/O
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!/CLKl

DODD
DODD
DODD

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
/

I

I/CLKl
Vee

0000
0000
I
I/ClK2

I/O
I/O

I/o
I/O

Vee

I/CLK2

I

I/O
I/O

Logic Control Cells

Figure 7. Pin/Block Diagrams for the PA7028 and PA7068

PEEL ARRAY APPLICATIONS

PEEL ARRAY DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

The unique combination of PLD peiformance and
FPGA flexibility, allows PEEL ARRAYS to address a multitude of logic functions ranging from high-speed state
machines to random logic. Like a PLD, PEEL ARRAYS can
implement wide-path applications at high speeds such as
fast binary counters, clock dividers, state machines, address decoders, encoders, comparitors, adders and lookahead carry. Yet, like an FPGA, its flexibility makes possible standard random logic functions such as a D flipflops (74LS74) with independent clock reset and preset,
SR latches and gated latches. Additionally, the number of
registers and latches available for data storage as well as
three-state I/Os, open up many possibilities for bus interfaced sub-systems.

Like the architecture, the PEEL ARRAY development
methodology offers the properties of both PLDs and
FPGAs. Design support of PEEL ARRAYS is provided for
with the ARRAYS Family of Software Development Tools.
Design options range from the ARRAYS Logic Compiler
supporting standard boolean logic, state machine, and
truth table equation entry, to the ARRAYS Schematic Capture Converter and Library that supports popular PC{XT/AT
based schematic capture packages. In addition to boolean
and schematic entry, ICT also offers a new and unique
design entry tool, the ARRAYS "Architectural Editor".

PEEL ARRAYS are particularly well suited for high
speed state machines. This is due to several factors including: T and JK flip flops which provide the hold condition for
optimum product term utilization; extensive product term
sharing allowing a large number of states and multi-way
branches; buried state registers making possible both
Mealy and Moore type structures, and Input latches for
pipelined state inputs. The clocking frequency for state
machines and counters can operate up to 50MHz internally, and 40MHz with external inputs. What's more, if random
logic is needed for controlling the state machine, this too
can be implemented.

The ARRAYS Architectural Editor
The ARRAYS Architectural Editor creates a design environment somewhere between boolean logic and
schematic entry. The editor allows the architectural elements including LCCs, 10Cs, Global Cell and Pin/Block
Diagram to be visually examined and controlled using a
mouse. Logic functions for the SUM terms of each Lee
can be defined by selecting the SUM term with the mouse
and then entering the desired boolean logic expression.
The architectural editor design process greatly
simplifies and speeds-up the development cycle typically
associated with complex programmable logic designs. It
also offers the graphic attributes of schematic entry
making designs easy. to understand. Yet, because the
designer has full control over the actual architecture, much
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higher levels of utilization can be achieved then with conventional schematic entry methods.
The main screen displayed for the ARRAYS Architectural Editor is the PinlBlock Diagram, as shown in figure 2
and 7. In the block diagram screen several general design
operations can be handled including: initializing a new
design, defining pin names, moving LCC and 10C configurations, and selecting LCC to 10C interconnections.
From the block diagram each individual LCC and 10C
can be selected for configuration via the mouse. Once
selected, the present LCC and Interconnected 10C configuration is displayed. To modify an LCC, the mouse can
select one of several icons that will dynamically flip
through all possible configurations. For instance, one icon
will graphically flip through all possible register selections
(0, T, SR or JK). Another is used to select the routing of
SUM-A" SUM-B, SUM-C or the Q output of the register to
the 1/0 cell. All selections are easily and quickly controlled
by the mouse. A total of 4000 different configurations per
LCC are possible.
Entering or modifying the boolean logic equations is
performed by simply selecting, with the mouse, the desired
SUM (SUM A,B,C or D) within the LCC display. Doing this
automatically displays the associated equations for editing
purposes. Once the design entry is completed the ARRAYS Logic Compiler can then be executed.

The compiler performs syntax checking, logic transformation, logic reduction and JEDEC file creation. Once successfully compiled, the resulting JEDEC file can be used to
program the PEEL ARRAY with most any popular PLD
programnier or with the PEEL Development System from
ICT. The ARRAYS Architectural Editor Is presently supported on MS DOS compatible systems with CGA, EGA
and VGA graphics support.

SUMMARY
PEEL ARRAYS are a general purpose programmable
logic solutions that resolve many of the limitations encountered with conventional PLD and FPGA architectures.
PEEL ARRAYS offer a hybrid solution providing the wide
path speed performance of PLDs with the architectural
flexibility and density of FPGAs. A broad based design
methodology makes It possible to approach design implementation In a variety of ways. Due to this unique combination of features, PEEL ARRAYS are well suited to address a wide range of existing and completely new, digital
logic applications.

Reprinted from Electro89, New York City, April 11, 1989
PEEL'· Is a trademark of
International CMOS Technology, Inc. (ICn
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Package Information

9.0 Package Infomation

Package Diagrams

Package Diagrams
DlMENSICN IN INCHES
DIMENSiON IN MILLIMETERS

(~::~~) MAX

~
(10.160)

GLASS

MAX

(~!~;) RAD
0.233<0.035

~

0.075
0.30S>0.0IS

<7.74iiii.3ii6)

(L905)

(~~~~)MAX

MAX

0.010<0.002
(0.253<0.050)

J

~t~

<O.457z0.076)

0.102>0.038

~)

0.100_0.010
(~)

S-Pin Cerdip (CS)

0.375:1:0.005
(9.525:1:0.127)

0.250:1:0.005
(6.350:1:0.127)

0.030 R
(0.762)

I

0.300:1:0.005
(7.620:1:0.127)
0.030
(0.762)

0.070:1:0.005
I=nr-F.f-,-i=..---.="...",.,t_..l-(I.778:1:0.127)

0.009-0.015
(0.229-0.381)

2·-3·
TYP

0.350:1:0.030
(8.89:1:0.762)

S-Pin Plastic DIP (PS)
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Package Infomation

9.0 Package Information

8-Pin SOIC (S8)

C

DIMENSION IN INCHES
DIMENSION IN MILLIMETERS

I

O.288±O.003
(7.315±O.076)

I

U

1.250±O.008
(31. 75±O.203)

J

c::::::]

PIN 1

(n~~;~~~~)
O.OIO±O.005
<O.254±O.127)

O.345±O.015
(8.763±O.38D

0.135±O.015
(3,429±O.38D

IJ L
r
O.lOO±O.lO
(2.S40±O.254)

20-Pin Cerdip (C20)

9-2

O.018±O.003
(O.457±O.076)

I

9.0 Package Infomation

Package Diagrams

1.030
(26.162)

0

0.031 DIA x 0.015 DEPlH
(0.7BB DIA x 0.3B1 DEPlH)

O.OSO

~

~

0.250

(6.,SO)

o 030
(0:762)

fI
0.010
(0.254)

~ (7.620)
0.300 ~

0.070
(1.77B)

__ ~

~
L

~~~~~~~~~~

I

0.140
(3.556)

---.

I

.1

0.350±0.030
(B.B90±0.762)

I

rI.
2O-Pin Plastic DIP (P20)

.050 TYP
1.270

J

.018±.O03 TYP
..LJ.lI::fl.ll::fl.ll::fl.lJ::ll.lJ.,.. _1.. -I: .457±.076

..L
.029±.003J
.737±.o76
TYP

I
r--r+o"",iL._ ~1~2 DIA
(EJECTOR PIN)

.JlliL X 45J.254

I
20-Pin PLCC (J20)
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DIMENSION IN INCHES
DIMENSION IN MILLIMETERS

9.0 Package Information

Package Infomation

PIN 1

I
,

I

••

Q,314:1:Q~
(7.975:tO~)

~)I
.JI,ljDp,o!!!

I

o;429:tG.381) _

t----+_

D3"WQI!!
(8.763:1:0.381)

g,IPD:tO,lD
(2.540:1:0.2:14)

24-Pin Cerdip (N24)

PIN 1

DIMENSICN IN INCHES
DIMENSI[]N IN MILLIMETERS

~

I

(13.~±.15~) L""":ro:::I""I::::I'"'I:::MoI:r=-=-m'=I"Cn::n::,,J
0.056
(1.4~~)

Q,Q3Q:tO OlP

~

<3.911'0.391>
OJ35 :tQQ15
(3.4~9±O.391)

~

17.41l±0.639

L

(~.540±0.~54)

24-Pin Cerdip (W24)

9-4

(0.76~'0.~54)

I

9.0 Package Intomation

Package Diagrams

C

PIN Nil. 1 IlJENTIfY
0.1131 MA x 0.015 DEPTH

A

<0.788 mA x 0:381 DtPTH5

0.260
«i.6li4)

24-Pin Plastic DIP (P24)

L---'!"""''---~~~2 DIA
<EJECTOR PIN)
DIMENSION IN INCHES
DIMENSION IN MILLIMETERS

28- Pin PLCC (J28)

9-5

9.0 Package Information

Package Infomation
1,462:1:.027

(37.13>.69>

DIMENSIDN IN INCHES

PIN 1

D1MENslDN IN MILLIMETERs

l~~15§.§OZ!7j>0§.0§3§1~~r
OAO"O DIS

0030:1:0.010

~
<3.911±Q.381)

(0.762'0.Z54)

1

Q135:1:0 DIS
(3.429>0.391)

J

0.695'0.025
17.40>0.635

L

(2.540>0.254)

28·Pin Cerdip (W28)

l

Q~g~:t:gOI:!

15.027:1:0.031
Q.Q3Q:tQ,DlQ

~

(3.911>0.381)
Q135:tQQ15

(3.4Z9>0.391)

0.695·C·"i
17.40> .6

L

(2.540>0.254)

32·Pin Cerdip (W32)

9-6

(0.762>0.Z54)

1

9.0 Package Infomation

Package Diagrams

1---I--

......

~

------I

PfllNO.1lDENTFY
0.031 CIA
x 0.015 D£PTH . ' -~
_~

(0.788 DlA x

d.:, ':1H) , ...4..

~

~

~.~~~~~~~~~
..lI.mlII..
(15.240)

0.030

(D.m)

-L-h---I""T""-,.-I--'~Lf-----""",,",

I

r

0.130

(D02)

---""T
,
I

0.010

[[254J
D.8!O:l:D.020

(1&.51"'0.508)

40-Pin Plastic DIP (P40)

I
44-Pin PLCC (J44)
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ICT North American
Sales
Headquarters
2125 Lundy Avenue
San Jose, CA 95131
TEL ..................... (408) 434-0678
FAX ...................... (408) 434-0688
TWX ..................... (910) 997-1531

Western Area Sales
17100 Gillette Avenue
Irvine, CA 92714
Tel: ....................... (714) 261-7701
Fax: ...................... (714) 261-8697

Central Area Sales
Barrington Pointe
2300 N. Barrington Road
Suite 452
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
Tel: ....................... (312) 490-5389
FAX: ..................... (312) 884-8973

Eastern Area

SalE:)~

720 East Main Street 1- (),f 1) 1 ;>
Moorestown, NJ 08057
0(.;' :,'.,
Tel: ...................... r{609) 722-0442
FAX: ..................... (609) 234-2308

Sales Representatives
Alabama
Southeast Technical Group, Inc.
Huntsville .............. (205) 534-2376
Arizona
Oasis Sales, Inc.. (602) 277-2714
california
Epsilon Marketing
Northern Calif....... (408) 241-8111
DynaRep, Inc.
Los Angeles ......... (805) 527-0072
Orange County: .... (714) 545-3255
Littlefield & Smith
San Diego ............ (619) 455-0055
Colorado
Electrodyne .......... (303) 695-8903
Connecticut
Datatrack Engineering, Inc.
............................. (203) 271-1311

Florida
Vg Sales
Altamonte Springs (407) 831-8688
Largo .................... (813) 536-7787
Pompano Beach ... (305) 971-0900

Georgia
Southeast Technical Group, Inc.
Lawrenceville ........ (404) 979-2055

Nonh Dakota
George Russell & Associates

Indiana
Electronic Sales & Engineering

Ohio
Thompson and Associates
Dayton .................. (513) 435-7733
Beachwood ........... (216) 831-6277
Orient.................... (614) 877-4304

.............................. (317) 849-4260

............................. (612) 854-1166

illinois
Martan, Inc........... (312) 303-5660
Southern Illinois
Rush & West ........ (314) 965-3322

T.L. Marketing ...... (214) 484-6800

Iowa
Rush & West ........ (319) 388-9494

Oregon
ES/Chase ............ (503) 292-8840

Kansas
Rush & West ........ (913) 764-2700

Pennsylvania
Nexus Technology (215) 675-9600

Maine
Compass Tech ..... (617) 933-3336

South Carolina
Quantum Marketing
Charlotte ............... (704) 523-8822

Maryland
Conroy Sales Inc. (301) 296-2444
Massachusetts
Compass Tech ..... (617) 933-3336
Michigan
R.C. Nordstrom & Company
.............................. (313) 559-7373

Minnesota
George Russell & Associates
.............................. (612) 854-1166

Mississippi
Southeast Technical Group
.............................. (601) 485-7055

Missouri
Rush & West ........ (314) 965-3322
Nebraska
Rush & West ........ (913) 764-2700
New Hampshire
Compass Tech ..... (617) 933-3336
New Jersey
Nexus Technology Sales, Inc.
North New Jersey. (201) 947-0151
Nexus Technology Sales, Inc.
South New Jersey (215) 675-9600
New Mexico
Oasis Sales, Inc... (602) 277-2714
New York
Nexus Technology Sales, Inc.
Metro Ny .............. (201) 947-0151
Pi'Tronics
NY State ............... (315) 455-7346
Nonh Carolina
Quantum .............. (919) 846-5728

Oklahoma

South Dakota
George Russell & Associates
............................. (612) 854-1166

Tennessee
Southeast Technical Group, Inc.
Huntsville .............. (205) 534-2376
Lawrenceville ........ (404) 979-2055
Texas
T.L. Marketing
Dallas ................... (214) 484-6800
Austin ................... (512) 453-4586
Houston ................ (713) 589-2763
Utah
UCSI. .................... (801) 561-5099
Vermont
Compass Tech ..... (617) 933-3336
Virginia
Conroy Sales, Inc. (301) 296-2444
Washington
ES/Chase ............ (206) 823-9535
Wisconsin
Martan, Inc........... (414) 241-4955
Wyoming
Electrodyne .......... (303) 695-8903
Canada
Bytewide Marketing
Montreal ............... (514) 636-4121
Ottawa .................. (613) 728-0031
Toronto ................. (416) 675-1868
British Columbia
ES/Chase Company
Portland ................ (502) 292-8840

leT North American
Distributor Network

~

Marshall Industries
Lenexa .................. (913) 492-3121

Alabama
Marshall Industries
Huntsville .............. (205) 881-9235

Maryland
Marshall Industries
Silver Springs ........ (301) 622-1118

Reptron Electronics
Huntsville .............. (205) 722-9500

Massachusetts
Marshall Industries
Wilmington ............ (508) 658-0810

Arizona
Marshall Industries
Phoenix ................. (602) 496-0290
California
Marshall Industries
.
EI Monte ............... (818) 459-5500
Chatsworth ........... (818) 407-4100
Irvine ..................... (714) 458-5301
San Diego ............. (619) 578-9600
Rancho Cordova .. (916) 635-9700
Milpitas ................. (408) 942-4600
Western Microtechnology
Agoura Hills .......... (818) 356-0180
Orange .................. (714) 637-0200
San Diego ............. (619) 453-8430
Saratoga ............... (408) 725-1660

Westem Microtechnology
Burlington .............. (617) 273-2800

Michigan
Marshall Industries
Livonia ................... (313) 525-5850
Reptron Electronics
Livonia ................... (313) 525-2700

Minnesota
Marshall Industries
Minneapolis ........... (612) 559-2211
Reptron Electronics
Minntonka ............. (612) 938-0000

Missouri
Marshall Industries
Bridgeton ............... (314) 291-4650

Colorado
Marshall Industries
Thornton ............... (303) 451-8383
Connecticut
Marshall Industries
Wallingford ............ (203) 265-3822

New Jersey
Marshall Industries
MI. Laurel... ........... (609) 234-9100
Fairfield ................. (201) 882-0320

Western Microtechnology
Monroe ................. (203) 452-0533

Western Microtechnology
Fairfield ................. (201) 882-4999

~

NewVork
Marshall Industries
Hauppauge ........... (516) 273-2424
Johnson City ......... (607) 798-1611
Rochester.............. (716) 235-7620
Nonh carolina
Marshall Industries
Raleigh .................. (919) 878-9882

Marshall Industries
Altamonte Springs (407) 767-8585
Ft. Lauderdale ...... (305) 977-4880
SI. Petersburg ...... (813) 573-1399
Reptron Electronics
Tampa .................. (813) 355-4656
Ft. Lauderdale ...... (305) 735-1112

~

Marshall Industries
Norcross ............... (404) 923-5750
Reptron Electronics
Norcross ............... (404) 446-1300

-

illinois
Marshall Industries
Schaumburg ......... (312) 490-0155
Reptron Electronics
Schaumburg ......... (312) 882-1700

-

Indiana
Marshall Industries
Indianapolis .......... (317) 297-0483

Reptron Electronics
Raleigh .................. (919) 870-5189

Ohio
Marshall Industries
Oayton ................... (513) 898-448(
Westerville ............ (614) 891-758(
Solon ..................... (216) 248-178E
Reptron Electronics
Solon ..................... (216) 349-141!
Worthington ........... (614) 436-667f

Oregon
Marshall Industries
Beaverton.............. (503) 644-505(
Western Microtechnology
Beaverton.............. (503) 629-208~

Pennslvanla
Marshall Industries
Pittsburgh .............. (412) 963-0441
Texas
Ma;;hall Industries
EI Paso ................. (915) 593-070E
Carrollton .............. (214) 233-520(
Houston ................. (713) 895-920C
Austin .................... (512) 837-1991
Brownsville ............ (512) 542-458S
Insight Electronics
Austin .................... (512)
Ft. Worth ............... (817)
Houston ................. (713)
Richardson ............ (214)

467-080C
338-080C
448-080C
783-080C

Reptron Electronics
Carrollton .............. (214)

702-937~

Utah
Marshall Industries
Salt Lake City ....... (801) 485-1551
Washington
Marshall Industries
Bothell ................... (206) 486-574i
Western Microtechnology
Redmond .............. (206) 881-673i

Wlsconson
Marshall Industries
Waukesha ............. (414) 797-840C

~

Marshall Industries
Ontario .................. (416) 674-2161
Montreal ................ (514) 848-911~
Ottawa ................... (613) 564-016E

leT International
Sales Representatives
leT European Sales
EMS, Ltd.
Cardinal Point
Newall Road
Heathrow TW6 2EX
England
Contact: Bob Critchlow
Tel: ........................ 44-1-759-4192
FAX: ...................... 44-1-564-7625

Norway

Tlawan

Abemi AJS ................. .479 945566

Jatron Electronics, Inc.
.................................. 02-307-0152

Finland
Abemi Oy Ab ........ 3580 755 6722
Italy
MicroELit S.PA ...... (39) 4817900

United Semiconductor
Engineering
.............................. (49) 89 339292
Alfred Neye Enatechnik
.............................. (49) 4106 6120
France
ASAP .......... (33) 16 1 30 43 8233

Reptechnic ............. 61-2-952-9844

Acal Auriema ........ (32) 2523 6295

Japan

Spain

Motono International Co., Ltd.
.................................. 03-404-5750

Anatronic, SA .............. 242 44 55
Switzerland

Sanei Electronic Industry Co., Ltd.
.................................. 426-44-7338

Israel

Paltek Corporation .... 03-707-5455

SegTec ................ 972-3-556-7548

Shin-Nichi Electronics Co., Ltd .
.................................. 03-833-2431

leT Far East Sales

Acal Auriema ........ (31) 40816565
Denmark

Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore,

PRC Components (45) 6 62 37 99

Excel Associates ........ 03 7210900

United Kingdom
Sequoia Technololgy Limited
.......................... (44) 0734311822
The Netherlands

I--

T

Tokyo Denshi Hanbai Co., Ltd.
.................................. 03-348-3401

Sweden
Titan ...........................08 7549175

Excel Associates Ltd.
1502 Austin Tower,
22-26A Austin Ave.
Tsimshatsw, Kowloon
Hong Kong
Contact: Mauri Morin
Tel: ...........................03 7210900
FAX: ...........................03 696826

MISIL. .............. (33) 1 45 60 00 21

Australia

Belgium

Inteltro AG .............. 01 741 41 21

West Germany

Sertek International Inc.
.................................. 02-501-0055

INTERNATIONAL CMOS
TECHNOLOGY, INC.

2125 Lundy Avenue
San Jose, California 95131

NKK Corporation
.................................. 03-288-3818

Telephone (408) 434-0678
TWX (901) 997-1531
FAX (408) 434-0688

2125 Lundy Avenue

San Jose . CA 95131

(408) 434 -0678

